


No. 48 SIGHTS are world famous
for accuracy - and are built to last
a lifetime. Like all other Lyman
sights, the superb No. 48 receiver
sights are guaranteed for lifetime
accuracy. Also available with long
style elevation slide for use on long
range, high-powered match rifles,
and offer all the other quality fea
tures you can wish for - yet at only
$12.50 each one of these sights
costs so little compared to the price
of any rifle!

~
No. 57 SIGHTS - fine precisio~· ....
receiver sights with many of the features
of more costly Lyman sights at a price
well within the reach of shooters and
sportsmen .•• modern, compact design,
and unfailing accuracy. They share
many features of the famous Lyman
48 series: 1,4-minute micrometer-click
adjustment, quick-release slide, choice
of large knurled target knobs or
coin-slotted "Stayset" hunting knobs.
Among moderately-priced receiver sights,
Lyman No. 57 sights are far and away
your best buy at only $8_50.

No. 66 SIGHTS
have many features identical with the
No. 57 series, but are especially designed
to fit lever, slide-action and autoloading
rifles having flat-side receivers. Located
on the rear of the receiver, the
aperture is conveniently close to the
eye for "snap shooting" and provides
a long distance between front and
rear sights. Priced at $8.50. b- t· I f

• a Jec Ive- ens ocus

• easy-adjustable dial PPII:at:e~s _~o~nr!18Ialn,d,l!i1!0,p,olwler.~
for quick zeroing !Ill

hit .g.".Y.....t.g.rg '.f...
- .

.e.Y.e.ry.....f.t.tn.e..
with

• 4-point shock·resistant cushioning protects
and keeps lenses firmly in place

• heavy·gauge, hard-alloy
lightweight tube

10-X ILLUSTRATED

• weathertight "Fairprene" gaskets
hold dry air in, moisture out

NEW low-cost Lyman

receiver sight designed

for popular small-bore rifles
Here's a micrometer sight with positive-posi
tion windage and elevation 1,4-minute click
adjustments - and it's especially designed
for all these popular small-bore rifles:

Winchester Models 75, 47, 55 Single Shot, 67, 69, 72 NO. 60

Remington Models 513. 33, 34,41,510, 511, 512, 514, 521
Marlin 102

Quick-detachable extension permits choice of three positions of eye relief.
New "Stay-tight" feature locks extension arm, sight base and aperture slide in
precise position. Only $9.75.

Ordinary open sights, or sights lacking precise, positive and easy adjustments, put
severe limitations on the accuracy of your shooting. But Lyman sights enable you
to shoot right up to the limits of your skill and the full potential of your rifle
and ammunition.

What's more, Lyman sights stay on zero, are as rugged as they are precise. And there
is a standard Lyman receiver sight matched to nearly every rifle, just right for any
shooter - or any kind of shooting. Many popular brands of rifles feature Lyman
receiver sights as standard factory equipment - and many others are already
tapped and drilled to receive them. Lyman micrometer receiver sights are the
fastest and easiest to use of all metallic sights. Disc aperture makes sighting eas
ier by increasing the depth of focus and sharpening the target image.

• hard-coated, color-corrected precision lenses
give brightest, sharpest, truest picture

CUT·AWAY OF LYMAN FOG·PROOF, WEATHER·PROOF, SHOCK·RESISTANT ALL·AMERICAN SCOPE
Lyman AII·American scopes deliver positive accuracy - even at scopes is quickly adjustable to custom-fit your scope to your
the longest ranges and under the poorest lighting conditions. vision .

They combine micrometric precision with rugged strength; they High-quality, low-cost All-American scopes are available in 2Vz,
are sealed against moisture and are guaranteed fog-free even
in the coldest weather. Top-quality, color-corrected, hard coated 3, 4, 6, 8 and 10 power. No matter what kind of hunting you do,
lenses are Fairprene-cushion mounted _ give full stated power. a guaranteed Lyman All-American scope is your best buy!
They provide unexcelled light transmission and a wide, bright, All-American scopes approximately $45.00 and up. See youc
super-clear field of view. Objective-lens focus on 8- and 10-power dealer. All-American Tru-Lock mounts, $8.95..... ........ .. . . .... .. .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . ..

write for FREE RELOAOING EOUIPMENJ • SIGHTS· SCOPES' SHOTGUN CHOKES
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$114.75

Little varmint
or big buck
...all you need is a .243 in the
chamber of your Savage 110!

RIGHT- OR LEFT-HAND action ... you'll be using
this rifle for a season of varmint shooting and in the
fall for bigger game. Just to lift this perfectly bal
anced 6% lbs. and feel the velvet-smooth action of
this dependable rifle invariably result in a sports
man taking the One-Ten afield.

You'll find the Savage One-Ten at your favorite
sporting arms dealer with Monte Carlo or sporting
stock: .243, .270, .308 and .30-06 calibers.

Write for tree catalog of Savage, Stevens, Fox fire
arms. Savage Arms Corporation, Chicopee Falls 9,
Mass. All prices subject to change. Slightly higher
in Canada. 110-MC, Monte Carlo stock, right-hand
$114.75; left-hand $124.75. 110 Sporter stock, right
hand only, $112.50.

• Denver, Colo.: Doris Shelly, a college
graduate in psychology who has become this
city's first woman detective, believes that,
while the psychological approach is fine, a
gun can also be persuasive. She packs a
pistol on her job and goes in for target
practice regularly.

* * *-+ Lynnluwen V.a.: Tied with five other
scattergun champions of the Armed Forces
with perfect 100 x 100s at the end of regula·
tion shooting, Master Sergeant Harold Myers
of Westover Air Force Base, Mass., went on
to fire a brilliant string of 209 consecutive
broken targets to win the skeet shooting
championship of the military world.

* * *
• Arlington, Va.: Shirley Stanford is a
squirrel shooter-strictly professional. That's
the way he makes his living, shooting
squirrels for the town. He's what you might
call Arlington's squirrel executioner. With
his trusty shotgun, he disposes of squirrels
who bite people or who make a general
nuisance of themselves. Extremely safety con
scious, Mr. Stanford will sit for an hour,
waiting for the animal to move to just the
right spot before he'll shoot it. In his five
years on this job, Squirrel Shooter Stanford
never has had any sort of accident or even
a complaint.

* * *
• North Providence, R. 1.: Domenic Jiuliano,
age 19, returned home after a half-hour ab
sence to find a man ransacking the house.
The man ran; Jiuliano grabbed a shotgun.
By the time he had loaded, the man was 75
yards away. liuliano fired three shots. The
man escaped apparently unharmed, but it is
suspected that he will think twice before
enterin-g the Jiuliano home again.

* * *
• Calgary, Alberta: When John Kaplan was
awakened by the crash of glass as someone
broke into his store, he grabbed a .22 target
pistol, fired three shots at a man approach
ing the cash register. The invader ran,
wounded. He was delivered in a serious
condition to a hospital by his alleged accom·
plice. Kaplan described himself as "a fair
shot," says he does a lot of target shooting.

* * *
• New Y o·rk City: Frank Guido, 56, was not
in his liquor store the first two times his
Bronx liquor store was robbed, but when the
third robbery attempt within six years oc·
curred, he was there. Two men entered,
pointed a gun at Guido's clerk and ordered
him into the back room where Guido was
counting the day's receipts. Guido reached
for a .38 revolver on a shelf near him. He
fired three shots, all hits. One of the robbers
was dead when police arrived; the other
died in hospital a few hours later.
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Congressman Clare E. Hoffman .
Comm.: Govt. Operations; Education & Labor
4th (Allegan) Dist.. Michigan

GUNS BEING "DANGEROUS weapons," some restraint is necessary in connection with
their possession and use.

Lawlessness being on the increase, especially in cities like Washington, protection of
the home might be more effective if the owner or occupant was permitted to retain one,
being, of course, instructed in the custody and use thereof, especially as the professional
criminal is always able to have one.

Like every other right recognized by the Constitution, the right of the people to
keep and bear arms is not absolute. It must be circumscribed by legislation which will
protect the public.

Congressman Seymour Halpern
Comm.: Bank. Currency; Veteran's Affairs
4th District. New York

I DO NOT BELIEVE that the 2nd Amendment has much relevancy to today's world. T()
my mind, it· means that neither the Congress nor states can pass legislation in respe.ct
to the prohibition of arms where such legislation would be inimical to the maintenance
of state militia. However, I do not think that it in any way interdicts the power of
Congress or states to control Ihe shipment and ownership of arms in situations that
cannot be related to sound, organized militia strength.

Congressman Billy Matthews
Comm.: D.C.; Agriculture
8th District, Florida

SINCE I AM NOT familiar with the arguments pro and con in connection with the
Second Amendment, I do not feel that 'I should avail myself of the opportunity of ex
pressing myself in your fine magazine.

Senator A. Willis Robertson
Committee on Banking & Currency
Virginia

I BELIEVE it would be a mistake to so narrowly interpret "the right of the people t()
keep and bear arms," which is guaranteed by the Second Amendment to the United
States Constitution that possession would be permitted only to
those enlisted in the militia, or in law enforcement activities.

Training of ordinary citizens in the use of firearms is valuable
from a military standpoint but, beyond that, those of us who love
the out-of-doors consider the privilege of hunting an integral part
of one of our three most cherished rights-pursuit of happiness.

Senator Margaret Chase Smith
Committee on Armed Services
Maine

I NEVER TOUCH a gun-and consequently I don't believe it would lie proper for me
to be taken in a picture with a gun or to make a statement on guns.

Senator John F. Kennedy
Comm.: Foreign Relations;
Labor & Public Welfare; Joint Economic Comm.
Massachu'setts

By CALLING ATTENTION to "a well regulated militia," the "security" of the nation,
and the right of each citizen "to keep and bear arms," our founding fathers recognized

the essentially civilian nature of our economy. Although it is
extremely unlikely that the fears of governmental tyranny whjch

. gave rise to the Second Amendment will ever be a major danger
to our nation, the Amendment still remains an important dec
laration of our basic civilian-military relationships, in which
every citizen must be ready to participate in the defense of his
country. For that re'ason I believe the Second Amendment will
always be important.

Senator Warren Magnuson
Comm.: Interstate & For. Comm.
Washington

CERTAINLY TODAY we must recognize the Second Amendment
as our First National Defense Act on the part of founding fathers
who could not afford to invest $40 billion annually! Our fore·
fathers knew also that freedom and trust must be complete, that
it would be considered divisible if the power to "keep and bear
arms" was not spelled out.

BIPOD
$17.50

All Angle
Tripod
$15.25

48"

17460 VENTURA BLVD.. ENCINO 2,

This is the original fast draw holster
designed by Hay Howser, fast draw ex-

~ : ~ . ~ ~ r o C ~ : ~ i : d ~ 6 v i : t s : r : ~ t ~ r ~ g ~ \ ~ ~
draw action and spinning thrills. This
is the same holster featured in Chapel's
"Gun Collector's Handbook of Values"
and other leading reference books.
magazine articles. Often copied but

O ~ v e l l ~ i u ~ ~ d ~ i e leather, reinforced with
metal and expertly stitched. Give waist.
hip measurement. caliber, make. and barrel
length. Single holster and belt 527.50.
Southpaws add 51. Holster only S11.50.
COD's require S10.00 deposit. Call!. res.
add 4% sales tax.

••

FREELAND'S
Scope Stands, Inc.

AL FREELAND

14th Avenue Rock Island, III.

BSA .22 Cal. Martini Target
Rifle. less Sights •••••••••••• $150.00
PARKER-HALE, FREELAND and RED.
FIELD SIGHTS AVAILABLE

FREElAND LARGE LEATHER HOLSTER
RUG, FOR HAMMERLI, and 10"
barrelled hand guns ....•..•••••. $ 9.50

FREELAND Bench Rest Stand • . . . . • • • • •. 20.00
FREELAND 14 opening Rifle Kit. . • • • • • •. 20.00
FREElAND Foam Padded Shooting

Glove........................... 5.25
FREELAND .22 Caliber Cartridge

blocks, 50 hole $2.00, DeWar. . . • • • • . 2.30
FREELAND Sling Keeper ........•••••. 1.25

" Deluxe Cuff & QD hook. . . . • • . • . 4.25
Mid-Century cuff Comb. ••••••••. 8.50

" Alum. butt plate ............••. 10.50
butl plate w/rubber pad ...••••. 13.00
Schulzen hook for above •••••••. 8.50
OLYMPIC PALM REST 12.50

MARLIN 39-A Regular or Mountie ....•. 79.95
Win. Model 70's. . . . 134.95
REMINGTON 40X rifle 136.45
Remington 66 NYLON ....•....•..... 52.95
Mossberg 144-LS 4.9.95
Sturm Ruger, Single-6 63.25
Series #300 F.N. MAUSER Rifle ..••..•. 170.00
"LEE SONIC EAR STOPPLES, Pair..... 3.95
ACE TRIGGER SHOE, mention gun. . • . • . 2.50
S&W Bodyguard, 70.00

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

JOBBING ALL THE REMINGTON. WINCHESTER.
MARLIN. S&W. RUGER. HIGH-STANDARD. CROS
MAN. MOSSBERG. FIREARMS. SHERIDAN. BSA
TARGET GUNS. etc.

FREELAND
.30 Cal. Kit
$13.50

SHOOTING ACCESSORIES
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Typical of the new look where cops train
kids how to use guns in order to teach
them self-disci pline, give them a hobby
interest, and establish rapport with law
enforcers and society generally, is Eugene
Carlile, here demonstrating quick draw
skill at Evansville, Ind., demonstration
put on for school children and parents.
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Write BOB BROWNELL'S
Box 127, MONTEZUMA IOWA

(Foreign orders: add sufficient for export postage)

Parts & Assembly

The
Complete
Reference Work
You Have Been
Looking For
For Years!

was no world-shaking force. Came the ladies.
and the complexion changed.

When we of the· strong, silent types
dominated the bowling game, bowling alleys
were second·rate reoreational spots. Came
the ladies, and bowling alleys became the
plush palaces they .are today.

This newspaperman, seeing clay target
games for only the second time, was alert
to the fact that there are no women's tees.
for example, in shooting. A woman can and
does compete with men on an equal fOOling
in the shooting games.

I asked, "How are we going to bring
about this boom in feminine shooting which
will revolutionize the game?"

The answer: set aside special days for
the ladies at the gun club, a la the goU
club and the bowling alley. Dress up the
most knowledgeable shooter in the club in
sharp-looking shooting clothes, and call him
the "pro." Charge, mind you for his services.
If he is to be a "pro," and look like a
"pro," let him charge for his teaching serv
ices. People are inclined to value that for
which they must pay above t ~ a t which is
free.

Along about here in this narrative, I get
the feeling that a lot of trap and skeet
shooters, including the writer, have been
unable to see the forest for the trees. It re
mains for a newspaperman, practically upon
the occasion of his first contact with our
sports, to make some highly pertinent com
ments.

And what he says makes sense. If gun
clubs will create "pros," dress them in high
slyle shooting clothes, charge for their serv
ices, and lurn over the club facilities at
given times to the ladies, who among us
can say that the clay target sports will not
be as big with the ladies as golf and bowl
ing? I will consider it a privilege to report
in these pages the experiences of the first
clubs who want to test the conclusions of a
newspaper editor concerning our sport. Who
will be first?

000
"Pull" takes pleasure in announcing the

opening of the only privately owned and
operated trap range in the Southwest. The
range was built by Dircks-Bealh, Inc, who
market shooting goods under the "Micro"
trade name. It is located four miles South
of Las Cruces, New Mexico, on Highway 85.
The range will be open for practice shooting
every Sunday at 10 A.M. Additional shooting
days, and night shooting, will begin in early
Spring. Classes will be organized for new
shooters and junior shooters. This club is
getting off on the right foot. (Now, if we

(Continued on page 45)

T HIS PORTION of Pull for April is for
men only. As men so often do, I'm

going to talk about "wimmen"-so I hope
you gals will turn your pretty eyes else
where for just a short time. I'm not going
to say anything bad about you; it's just
that, after a recent conversation with a
Chicago newspaper editor, I think that you,
the ladies, hold the future of trap and skeet
shooting in your liltle hands. This is fine
wilh me; I just want to lell lhe men what's
happening and why I think we should en·
courage it.

Now, fellows, since the girls have gone
away to tend to their knitting or some
such feminine task, let's talk about what
the gals can really mean to the clay target
sports.

One week before Christmas, I took Don
Gormley, Editor of the very popular Week·
end Section of the "Daily News," for a day
of shotgunning at Hilldale Gun Club, north
west of Chicago. This day was Don's second
exposure to firing a shotgun. On a previous
occasion he had bagged some flighted mal
lards and recorded a round of skeet.

We began the day of sampling Hilldale's
offerings with a go at the quail walk. Don
scored high for a novice, breaking over half
the targets. Since several other parties of
shooters were waiting to get in on the fun
at the quail walk, we decided that Don's
education ought to be rounded out over the
trap fields. After a minimum of preliminary
instruction, Don broke I5x25 16-yard targets.
With some misgivings, I included a round of
handicap trap, so that Don would have a full
picture of clay targets sports. As might have
been expected, his score dropped, but his
appreciation of the funs and thrills of trap
shooting soared.

While we were popping away at the clay
largets, Don was popping away with search
ing questions on shotgunning. Being the
good newspaperman that he is, when even
ing shut off our shotguns, Don had acquired
lhe general story of clay target games, and
a great deal of enthusiasm for them.

On our way back to his Arlington Heights
home, Don turned to me and said that wo
men could become the biggest force in shoot
ing. I explained that large numbers of wo
men now enjoy the clay target sports, and
that women shared some of the brightest
records in shooting.

He explained that he had in mind much
more participation by women, on the scale
of women in golf, or in bowling. He re
minded me that "Ladies Day" had revived,
changed, popularized, and perpetuated many
a golf club. So long as golf was primarily a
man's game, with a few feminine players, it

Within its covers are all the Department of De
fense (Army) Technical Manuals for Sporting
arms, the 30-'06, .45 ACP-The authorized
gunsmith manuals of Winchester-Remington
Browning-the parts lists, takedown & assem
bly instructions as supplied by ALL AMERI
CAN ARMS COMPANIES-PLUS complete
specifications for all standard pins, screws, heli
cal springs listed in all the parts lists.

• OVER 1,600 exploded view drawings,
photos, blueprints, sketches, cut-away draw
ings, schematic drawings.

• HUNDREDS OF UNUSUAL operational
photos from the files of the Arms Com
panies.

• 1066 Pages, 8 V.' X 11" on high quality
gloss paper.

• FOR GUNSMITHS, Dealers, Hobbyists,
Shooters, Police Departments-a book of
everlasting value crammed with a world of
information.

Book Bound, heavy Buckram cover,
(shipping weight 8 pounds) $17.00

Loose leaf with heavy duty binder,
(shipping weight 10 pounds) $21.25

Post Paid, Cash with order.
10 day Money Back guarantee

if not completely satisfied

THE

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MODERN
FIREARMS

economy- priced

at onty$49!5
FAST- 20 second reload

SAFE- even for beginners

EASY- 5 simple steps

New DEITEMEYER
model 100 LOADER priced
for every shooter. With ex
clusive built in wad guid.e,
the fastest and easiest
method of wad seating yet
devised, wad pressure is
completely adjustable from
30 to 90 pounds. Every op-
eration ends on a complete
stop. Perfect reloads every
time. Available in 12 ga.,

12 gao Mag., 16 and 20 gao

S•• your d . a / e ~

or WRITE: / ~ "'

Y a r ~ ( ~ . ' H
3730 No. 56th ~ n 7, Nebraska
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TWO OFA KIND
The two most popular calibers for

Varmint hunting are the .222 and the

6MM cartridges. The Sako Vixen .and

Forester rifles, built on the L-46 and

L-57 actions, are widely accepted as

the most popular Varmint rifles.

Each is designed for top performance

in its particular calibers. Whether

you choose the featherweight ultra

accurate VIXEN or the lightweight

and powerfully-accurate FORESTER,

you can be sure of maximum per

formance 'plus a lifetime of shooting

pleasure.

THE SAKO

IN ADDITION to the sporter models illustrated, the

VIXEN and FORESTER rifles are available also in Mann

Iieher, Heavy Barrel and the exciting Deluxe Models.

THE F. I. LINE of top-quality sporting

arms includes a wide selection of rifles,

shotg1£ns, handguns and actions and bar

reled-actions, designed for the American

shooter. They are all pictured and

described in our new 24-page catalog,

"FIREARMS FOR '60."

SEE F. I:S COMPLETE LINE AT YOUR DEALER'S-TODAY

dliEl FIREARMS
SEND 10c TO DEPT. D-04 FOR "FIREARMS FOR '60" CATALOG INTERNATIONAL

CORPORATION
WASHINGTON 22. D. C.
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Apologies to Keith
February seems to have been our month to

do Keith wrong. By way of correcting the
record, on page 8 under "Don't Do it," the
final word in line 3 should have been "bar
rel," not "cylinder." (This is a case of the
corrector corrected.)

More seriously, the last line on page 23
and the continuing lines on page 24 make
Keith say that "for safety, they (auto·loading
pistols) should be carried with the chambers
empty." Keith didn't say it. As sometimes
happens in the mechanics of magazine pro
duction, words had to be added to fill space
after type was set. A long-time editor, I
know better than to put words into a writer's
mouth, but this time I did it. Keith writes
me: "I packed a .45 auto for years, fully
loaded, cocked, with side safety on. The Colt
.45 Government auto is one of the safest of
all guns when loaded and the hammer let
clear down, as the firing pin is rebounding.
Also, it is safe at full cock with side safety
on, as you have to squeeze the grip safety
after moving the side safety to fire it."

Editorially, and humbly, I apologize to
Keith. But, with some experience in pistol
wearing too, I disagree with him. Naming
no names, I have seen slide safeties on auto
pistols fails, whether by mechanical failure or
by being released by holster friction, rubbing
against clothing, or by unintentional thumb
pressure; and the grip safety on the .45 Colt
is released when you grasp the butt, whether
you intend to fire or not. I've carried autos
fully loaded too; but I won't recommend it.
What may be relatively safe for a man with
a lifetime of gun-handling experience is not
necessarily safe at all for the average person.

Forgive me, Elmer. Next time I have ideas
of my own to print, I'll do it under my own
byline.-EBM

C.B. Caps Now Available
It has been about 40 years since I saw and

used CB. Caps for close range shooting in
.22 rifles, and in a little Stevens tip-up single
shot pistol for shooting rats and mice in old
cabins where I had to stay the night when
hunting or punching cows.

Over the years, I have had many inquiries
for these little CB. Caps. Time was when
our loading companies furnished both B.B.
and CB. Caps, the former with a round ball
and the latter, of course, with a lubricated
conical bullet. The C.B.s were naturally much
the more accurate. We used to use these
tiny cartridges for indoor plinking, and they
are very useful and light in report for such
indoor pistol and rifle practice, and for
teaching youngsters to shoot.

The S. E. Laszlo Co., House of Imports,
25 Lafayette St., Brooklyn 1, N. Y., now im
ports and sells C.B. Caps made by the Eley

branch of Kynoch, Birmingham, England.
The CB. caps I fired when a boy were cor
rosive priming, first with black powder and
later with Lesmoke; but these fine Eley caps
have non-corrosive primers and smokeless
powder. Even so, after each firing one should
take a brass brush and a. good powder sol·
vent and thoroughly clean the chamber of
the arm used. They will not harm the cham
ber if this is done. Price is 62 cents per box
of 50 retail. They are packed in cartons of
500, and cases of 10 M. The bullet is 30
grains and the velocity 725 feet.

Barnes Bullets
Fred N. Barnes, Grand Junction, Colo., has

long furnished an excellent 300 grain and
also a 350 grain round-nose soft-point bullet
for the .375 Magnum. On heavy game, the
best killing .375 Magnum load we have seen
has been the Barnes 350 grain soft-point
backed by 73 to 75 grains of 4350 Dupont.
Barnes also furnishes 300 grain and 400
grain bullets in .40 calibers, and 400, 500,
and 600 grain in .458 caliber; also .475" 500
grain for the various .470 and .475 O.K.H.,
and .475 A & M Magnum rifles. Write him
for your needs in heavy caliber bullets.

Clean That Gun
To those of us who started our shooting

careers with black powder, the necessity for
gun cleaning need not be emphasized. Then,
throughout the early days of smokeless pow
der and corrosive mercuric priming, we all
had to clean regularly and thoroughly or else
have a rusted and pitted bore in short order.

With the coming of the first Remington
Kleenbore primers, the necessity for clean
ing as soon as possible after firing was gone,
and a generation grew up who were told that
cleaning was unnecessary. But cleaning a
gun properly is just as important today as
it was in the old days, except that you do
not have to tear your hair to get the job done
in a few hours after firing. I believe firmly
in cleaning a gun after each use, especially
the action and chamber and various working
parts. I also like to swab the bore with a
good powder solvent. With all types of auto
loading arms especially, this is very impor
tant if you would keep your weapon func
tioning perfectly. Unburned powder and sur
plus bullet grease combine with dirt to gum
up the actions if not cleaned thoroughly
every so often.

While it's perfectly true that in guns fired
only with non-corrosive, non-mercuric prim
ers, bores will, in dry climates, remain in
perfect condition for months after firing, it is
still best to swab them with solvent at least
to dissolve and remove lead or jacket foul
ing and protect the bore. We do not have
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17.95
14.95
11.95
17.95

15.95
14.95
19.50
23.95

19.50
20.25
20.70
17.05
27.00

11.70
7.75

6.90
7.20

22.50

10.75
13.75
8.95

25.25
22:95

Your
Price
$33.75

40.50
54.00

23.95
28.75
30.95
30.95
37.95

Retail
REDFIELD near Cub 2%.X $49.50
REDFIELD Bear Cub 4X __ 59.50
REDFIELD Uear Cub 6X _h 79.50

WEAVER oon Series K 2.5 or K3 37.50
WEAVER OOB Series K 4 45.00
WEAVER OOB Series KV 57.50
WEAVER oon Series K 0 48.50
WEAVER OOB Series K 8 or K 10 59.50

FAMOUS BRANDS REELS
SOUTH BEND New 303 Futura __......_ 30.00
SOUTH BEND New 202 Fulura mnhh. 25.00
SOUTH BEND New 101 Futura __ 20.00
SOUTH BEND New 110 Norseman 29.95

SHAKESPEARE New 1798 .., 20.50
SHAKESPEARE 1797 24.95
SHAKESPEARE New 2065 w/line 32.50
SHAKESPEARE New 2080 Sea 'Vander 39.95

GARCIA MITCHELL 300 32.50
GARCIA MITCHELL 350 33.75
New MITCHELL 308 ultra light. 34.50
New ABU-MAliC 70 29.95
AMBASSADEUR 5000 45.00

ZEBCO 33 or 44 : 19.50
ZEBCO 00 . .. 12.95

PFLUEGER 1494 ~ I e d a l i s t 11.50
PFLU EG ER 1495 Medalist 12.00
PFLUEGER 1573 Supreme 37.50

DENISON-JOHNSON Century 100A. 17.95
DENISON-JOHNSON Citation 1l0A. .".22.95
DENISON.JOHNSON Centennial 120A 14.95

ALCEDO MICRON " " 41.50
ALCEDO 2 CS "" "" "" ",,38.50

SCOPES II

3516 WHITE PLAINS ROAD (Dept. G-360)

NEW YORK 67, N. Y.-Phone TUlip 1-1900

Thousands of nationally advertised Hunting & Fishing
items to choose from at Lowest Prices.

PARKER Distributors

Add 50c postage on all items, 20% deposit on all
COD's. Prices subject to change without notice.

*On I>urchase of $50 or more.

Send for Credit Application-No Obligation

TO ALL INTERNATIONAL
CHARGE CARD HOLDERS

Send in your account number &: authorized signature for
immediate deli'very on all purchases of $50.00 or more.

FREE! GIANT CATALOG

ANDEROL

GUN OIL
Now in Handy

3 oz. Spray Can
For perfect firing from
_50 0 F. to 300 0 F.

AT YOUR GUN STORE.
Oli SEND '$1.25 FOR POST

PAID CAN

LEHIGH CHEMICAL CO .. Dept. G-4
Chestertown, Maryland

GUNBLAST DAMAGE to Your

HEARING EUMINA TED with

~ ~eeS~
~ EAR-VALVS

They stop flinching - and IM
PROVE SeORI NG by automatically
controlling harmful gunblast

noise. Acclaimed by champion shooters and recom·
mended by Ear Specialists as the best protection
against harmful noise. They are NOT Ear Plugs - you
hear normally without removing from ears. $3.95 apr.
with money back guarantee. Order TODAY or write for
FREE Medical Proof and Literature.

SIGMA ENGINEERING COMPANY
1491 Vine St., Dept. K, Los Angeles 28, California

375 H & H Magnum Turkey Load
Owners of .375 Magnum rifles can make

up excellent light loads for wild turkey
hunting or turkey matches by casting Ideal
Lyman gas-check bullet No. 375449 of pure
type metal or one to ten tin and lead mix
ture, and sizing exact groove diameter with
the gas check fitted in place. Resize cases
full length, then load 47 grains of 4895 Gov
ernment powder. This load and bullet will
cut one inch groups at 100 yards, and will
kill wild turkeys well with little loss of fine
meat. It will also take small deer if care
fully placed, with no meat loss. Seat bullet so
forward band just touches the lands. It is
a cheap and very accurate load, also excel
lent for teaching the lady or a youngster to
handle the big rifle. This load was first
worked out by Bill McCandlass, and he has
used it for years for his own deer shooting
and turkey-match shooting at 100 yards.

In .35 Whelen rifles and .350 Magnum
rifles, Ideal gas-check bullet cast the same
and sized exact groove diameter (Ideal No.
358318) will give the same ·fine accuracy.
Use 40 to 42 grains of 4895 in the .35
Whelen, and in the .350 Magnum rifles in
crease the charge to 45 grains. These loads
will not wear fine rifle barrels and offer the
hunter cheap shooting while getting ac
quainted with his rifle or for off-season sport.
The rifles will, of course, have to be sighted

(Continued on page 63)

Coatings Inc., Detroit, Mich., was one of the
best possible solvents to use in all guns using
lead bullets, or in shotguns. This solvent has
a large graphite content that soon impreg
nates the steel until guns cleaned with it lead
very little if at all, and for this reason I
prefer this solvent for sixguns and shotguns.
On the other hand, it is a heavier solvent
than Hoppes and may cause the first shot
from high velocity rifles to go high. The
same as true of nearly all gun oils. For
the high power stuff, if you are going to
shoot the gun without removing all traces of
the solvent, then I prefer Hoppes No. 9 to
any other solvent.

With all revolvers and auto loading pistols,
carefully brush out the action and all acces
sible parts with a good solvent. H much un
burned powder gets into the action, it is well
to flush it out with gasoline or a good solvent
periodically, then oil to insure perfect func
tioning. In very cold climates, no oil should
be left in the action at all, and powdered
graphite or silicone should be used as a
lubricant. While a silicone-impregnated cloth
is fine to wipe off finger prints and renew
the polish on a gun after using, it should
not be trusted for long storage periods. Then
a good gun grease like Rig, Fulcrum, or any
of the good commercial gun greases should
be used, both inside and outside.

Guns are fine high-grade tools, and a good
workman should treat them like any other
fine tool or instrument. Accord them the best
possible care, and you will be rewarded by
perfectly satisfactory service over long periods
of time.

Carved Stock $32.50
Plain Stock 19.50
Shotgun Stock __ 14.50
Forearm 10.50
Recoil Pad Installed 7.50

P o s t c : ; , ~ S & $ l H ~ ~ d l i n g Model 12 Win., 25, Rem..
II, 11-48. 58, 870, 760 Rifle.

ROYAL AflMS, INC.
Send for fr2e Catalogue.

Mailing Address-P.O. BOX 355. EL CAJON, CALIF.

FOR RIFLES
Mausers. 98's. F.N.. 95.

Spri.ngfield, Enfield. Model 70.
721. 722. H.V.A.• Sako, Higgins, Japs,
Mex.• 88 Win., Mark V. Swedish. Target.

today the metal fouling we used to encoun
ter with the old 1903 Springfield and cupro
n i ~ k e l jacketed ammunition, but it is still
best to clean the bore every so often, and
always before the gun is put in storage for
any length of time.

H you are in a long series of rifle matches
in a dry climate, you can leave the bore
fouled so you' will not get stray shots at the
start of the next string, but even then its best
to pull a rubber or plastic nipple over the
muzzle and leave the last shell in the cham
ber to keep moisture out of the bore. I did
just that in 1940, the last time I served on
a .30 caliber National Match team at Camp
Perry, and did not lose a single shot for
elevation. When I did clean that rifle at the
end of the national matches, all that was
needed was a few strokes of the brass brush
and a thorough swabbing with Hoppes No.9.

With all auto loaders, particularly shot
guns and .22 rim fires, we must clean or the
action will soon be gummed from fouling and
malfunctions will occur. With auto-loading
rifles, the same is true-to a lesser degree in
the large calibers, as they are not fired so
much and their ammunition shoots cleaner.

With revolvers using the old .32-20, .38-40,
and .44-40 loads, there is usually a lot of
unburned powder and this, combined with
powder fouling, will soon gum up the actions
if not cleaned regularly. The heavier the
loads employed, the more this seems to oc
cur and many users of 2400 Hercules (our
best powder for heavy revolver loads in long
cases) who slightly underload this powder
will have considerable unburned. powder in
the gun. It does no harm in the bore but
does raise merry hell when it gets into the
action or under the extractors on double
action simultaneous-ejection revolvers.

Closely fitted fine target revolvers are espe
cially vulnerable to dirt or unburned powder
under the extractor. I have seen many .357
and .44 Magnum revolvers gummed up until
they did not function perfectly. A little judi
cious use of a brush and some Bore-Kleen or
Hoppes solvent would have p r e v e n t ~ d the
trouble. Revolvers should have the cylinder
wiped clean with solvent after every firing.
The barrel throat should also be cleaned,
particularly around the rear end of barrel,
the crane, and extractor rod and ratchet.

Considerable trouble has occurred with the
new .22 W.R.F. Magnum from lack of clean
ing. This rifle cartridge leaves a bit more un
burned powder in the chamber, around the
barrel and cylinder junction, and under the
extractors. Add a little gum and dried out
grease to this, and the extractor will not seat
fully and then the gun will not close or func
tion properly. Smith & Wesson have had a
number of their fine Model Ks f o ~ this excel
lent cartridge returned for this very reason.
There was nothing whatever wrong with
these fine guns except for the need of clean
ing. Hoppes or any good powder solvent is
all that is needed, used with a good brush
and swab.

Over the years, I have found that Bore
Kleen, sold by the Blu-Black Co., Protective
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Your Way

to A Sure

Fire Light!

FLINT LOCK TABLE LIGHTER
.Just pull the trigger of this handsome re
production of an early American flint lock
pistol and you've got a light! Concealed
inside is a modern precision automatic
lighter with an asbestos "lifetitne" wick,
scientifically hardened spark wheel, and
enormous fuel capacity (lights for months
on one filling). Beautifully made of burn
ished antique metal and rich brown, hand
rubbed wood. Looks like far more than its
tiny price-is an impressive gift for any

occasion. plus 35c for postage & handling.

$ 7
95 Send check or Money Order or

• order C.O.D. Satisfactiou guar
anteed.

1:1 di i t1: I 4: ia14 ~·I dI ~ ~ f1
Made in U.S.

~
~ . 303-S SHOT $ZlOO

REPEATING RIFLES AS
ISSUED GOOD CONDITION

Winchester Military 303 British Cartridges. 100 - $10

IS~~ne~h~~~c~r $l~e~,~~~Y~~~~~: w:~~t~~~~J~~
finished.

PUBLIC SPORTS SHOPS, 11 S. 16th St., Phila. 2, Pa.

The Comic Strip
That _ about The Condor by MacFarland

really takes the cake. Just how dumb can
you get? No doubt you'll publish anything?
Your magazine is known around here as the
comic strip. Hal

Fred N. Barnes
Barnes Custom Bullets

Grand Junction, Colorado
We have also published some things about

Barnes loads and Barnes rifles. We do again,
in this issue (page 8). See you in the fun
nies.-Editors.

Correction
I enjoyed Mr. Taylor's article "Notes on

Killing Power" in the January magazine.
However, he was mistaken in his compari
son of the .338 Win. to the .375 H.&H.

He stated, "There has already been de
veloped a handload with a 275 gr. bullet
developing 2700 F.P.S. at the muzzle and
something over 4450 ft. pounds of muzzle
energy. This is more than any load available
for the .375 H.&H. Magnum." According to
published data, even with factory ammo, you
get more energy in the .375 than with this
maximum handload in the .338. To be exact,
4500 ft. pounds with Winchester's 270 gr.
soft·point factory load. And if you want to
use any of a number of good handloads for
the .375, energies will be up in the 4800 ft.
pounds class, usin g good safe loads.

To evaluate the situation fairly, I find
that the .338 has a slight trajectory edge
over the .375; but the .338 does not, nor
never will, have the bone-smashing energy
of the .375.

Gerry Randles, Gunsmith
Ashland, Oregon

I can only hang my head in shame and
admit the mistake. I was thinking of the
300 grain .375 H.&H. load, and neglected
to check the 270 grain figures which reflect
substantially higher muzzle energy. I shall
give myself a kick and try to be more care
ful next time.

R. F. Chatfield-Taylor
In The Doghouse

Harwichport, Mass.

Young Hunter
Have subscribed to your magazine for a

couple of years now, and have enjoyed every
issue. I'm rather new to the game of hunt
ing. I'm only eighteen years old and haven't
had time to acquire very many years of ex
perience, but I feel that I have gained a lot
of knowledge of the sport from articles in
your magazine.

Thanks for a great magazine.
James H. Krantz

Ney, Ohio

Hell Of A Jolt
Sometimes it takes a hell of a jolt to wake

a man up. I got it when Elmer Keith told
about the two men who had their guns ap
propriated by the police and the courts.

It is a hell of a state of affairs when
stupid city, county and state, laws, ordi
nances and what have you, can violate a
constitutional right to own and bear arms.

I have just subscribed to GUNS Magazine
and am sending my application for member
ship to the N.R.A. this week. What's more,
I'm going to write to my state Senators and
Representatives, and I advise every sports
man to do the same.

Wm. E. Smith
Toledo, Ohio

I received my first copy of GUNS today in
the mail. I came to page 8 ,and read the
article by Elmer Keith. 1 can't help but
write you ;lUd say how much I enjoyed that
article. I have always thought that some
where there must be another person who
believed as I do about the armed citizen.
Mr. Keith is that person.

I have been a member of the N.R.A. for
some time and my gun collection ranges
from a 20 mm. Solothurn to the .22 R.F.

I reload for all my guns, except the .22
R.F., of course. I enjoy shooting, reloading,
working oI1 guns, and I would hate to see
the day when all of this might stop due to
some red-tinted bunch of do-gooders.

I really enjoyed this copy of GUNS and
"Thank you, Elmer Keith."

Bob Moore
Tobaccoville, N. C.

I was very glad to see "Anti-Gun Legis
lation" in Keith's column in January. A Life
Member of the N.R.A. and a hunter and
handgun fan, I would like to see all gun
magazines put out more material on this.
But maybe these law makers don't read any
gun magazines. Why not articles on that sub
ject as feature columns in leading news
papers and general-interest magazines in or
der to get to the anti-gunners?

Keep up the good work.

Oscar Mischan
Gary, Indiana

Why not, indeed?-Editors.

Criticism
An editor can know what his readers are

thinking only if they bestir themselves to
advise him. Such advice, if temperate, sin
cere, and well intended can be useful. I
hope my comments on your article "The
Return of the Navy Colt" in the February
issue may be considered in that light.

The title of this story is rather misleading.
The story is dominated in both illustration
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and text by a separate and entirely different
,subject-the making of full-scale replicas of
very valuablc collector's weapons.

It is not particularly fair to Navy Arms
Company, Inc. that their endeavors to supply
shooters with good serviceable pistols for
muzzle-loading shooting be confused with or
given the 'onus associated with those manu·
facturers who create exact replica Walker
and Paterson Colt pistols or other extremely
valuable weapons. None of the weapons in
this latter class have any practical value for
serious shooting, and the majority of them
sooner or later are offered as rare originals.

Every time one of these easily faked repli
cas is made there is created a potential
whereby some unsuspecting collector may
suffer a $1500-or-more loss. That is why al
most all of the publications in the firearms
field refuse to carry advertising for this class
of merchandise.

One may not be surprised that a man who
undertakes such a business shrugs off the
unhappy consequences of his efforts, as in
dicated in your article. But the tragic trail
of financial hardships, bitterness, and gen·
eral havoc caused by such operations cer
tainly should not be promoted or even con
doned by a magazine of the stature of GUNS.

Practically every important gun collecting
association in the country-well over forty
of them-has gone on record as opposing the
manufacture of exact full-scale replicas of
valuable collectors weapons such as the Pat
erson and Walker model Colts. It must,
therefore, become obvious why your article
must be considered a disservice to the col·
lecting fraternity and will be resented by
most collectors worthy of t}Ie name.

James E. Serven
Santa Ana, Calif.

The above considerations were taken into
account in writing the Navy Colt story. When
people and things make news in the gun
field, GUNS will print them. Publication of a
fact does not carry with it either 'endorse
ment nor condemnation, unless so stated. We
think a second reading of "The Return of
the Navy Colt" will reveal our attempts to
be impartial.-W.B.E. .

We Burn Too
I have just finished reading the last 30

issues of GUNS and all I can say is, if a per
son likes guns, then GUNS is for him.

;I iind-;ro-t ~ l e s on anti-gun laws very

informative, although it burns me up when
I read them. I am seventeen, and at the pres
ent rate, by the time I save enough money to
go to Africa, all I'll be able to hunt with will
be a sling shot!

It would be a good idea, I think, if every
time you printed something about anti-gun
laws reprints would be made available to be
distributed to the non-shooting public to
make them aware of what is going on.

Jess F. Waguespack
Napoleonville, La.

We can't afford to reprint them all. We do
give permission to reprint when requested.

Disarm Texans?
Keep up the good work; you have a tough

fight. Passing through Texas last month, I
discovered that they now passed a law mak
ing it illegal to carry a pistol in thc car. I

used to like Texas.
Frank A. Conner, Jr.

Athens, Georgia
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Many Liked the .22 ]GR
Congratulations on your article regarding

the .22 JGR Cartridge recently developed
by Mr. John Gower of Toronto, Onto I was
fortunate in being able to witness several
test runs on this small but mighty cartridge.
The .22 JGR seems to be just what the aver
age shooter should be looking for; he will be
able to reload empty cases for about 5lhc
each; what more could a varmint shooter
ask?

I have a feeling this little cartridge will
be a real top notch performer in a scoped
pistol. I am having my Ruger single six
chambered and scoped for chuck shooting
this spring.

It seems our Canadian sports writers and
TV sports show operators are not interested
in new developments in the sports field, at
least they haven't proved otherwise to date.
It would have been very nice of them to give
Mr. Gower a break which he so richly de
serves; after all, new cartridges like the .22
JGR are not born every day, especially, by
a fellow Canadian.

W. O. Widmeyer
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Busy Lawmakers
I read in your January issue the comments

of several congressmen who didn't have time
to make a comment on the Second Amend·
ment of the Constitution. A lawmaker who
"doesn't have time" to make comments on
one of the most basic laws of our fair coun
try doesn't deserve to be i; Congress or in a
State Legislature, either. Sporting organiza
tions should take steps to enlighten these
individuals and, if they don't see the light,
take steps to get them elected out of office.

I personally believe that a person should
be able to own all the guns of any type that
his conscience says his pocket book will al·
low. The only legislation against weapons
should provide for immcdiate and severe
punishment for anyone convicted of abuse,
criminal negligence, or unlawful use of a
firearm.

George J. Boe
Junction City, Kansas

"It's Guns, 2 to I"
Our sales records prove that we are sell

ing your magazine more than 2 to lover
your former competitor. More general ap
peal is the answer.

Fred Ames, Ames Guns
Santa Monica, Calif.

Contradiction?
Yours. is THE firearms magazine on the

market today. I've learned from and enjoyed
its contents for the better part of two years.

But I'm coucerned about a couple of state·
ments in the February issue by a gentleman
for whom I have utmost respect. In the ar
ticle on "Combat Quick Draw" by Elmer
Keith, Keith says, "As for actions, nothing
is any faster, draw and hit, for the first shot,
than the single action." Then, later: "Some
insist that the single action is the fastest gun
for the first shot, but I do not believe it."

I don't wish to question or criticize the
validity or soundness of the statements, but
don't they contradict each other?

J. G. Herrmann
Riverdale, Ill.

No. It's what used to be called a "Mexican
stand·off·"-Editors.

STR!cTCf
TOP

DR,AWER,
Sierra Bullets are acclaimed
"strictly top drawer" by hunt
ers all over the world. To a
man these hunters follow
these trophy-winning max
ims: "Sight in before every
day's hunting! Shoot several
groups at the ranges you ex
pect to find game! Reload with
SIERRAS, the most accurate
and destructive bullets made!"

How do Sierras kill BIG
GAME? Read "The 30-06 in
AFRICA." Write for your
FREE copy today!

~...
Ask your dealer for the bul
lets in the GREEN BOX •••
SIERRAS!

SIERRA BULLETS
600 West Whittier Blvd., Whittier, Cal.
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Your Satisfaction Guaranteed I REDDING-HUNTER, INC.

Availoble through jobbers and dealers 113 Starr Rd. Cartland, N. Y.

OTHER REDDING RELOADING EQUIPMENT

(that give lousy accuracy in smaller bores)
shoot well. Charges are not critical. The big
Ruger and S & W guns are extra strong.
They purr like a kitten on a "crackers-and
milk" reduced load diet. Feed one raw meat
and gunpowder and it roars like a lion,
cleaning out varmints faster than Las Vegas
does a sucker. Modern loads have superb ac
curacy at any range. They shoot far, packing
killing power for man or beast, even after
velocity slows to near sling-shot speed.

High voltage performance hurts a little:
first, in your left hip pocket when you buy a
gun. Factory ammo is the highest priced
handgun fodder, but cheapest on the basis
ol delivered energy. Reloads cost little more
than refilling .38s, as little as 60c per box.
You can start the big pills slow, or rev 'em
up to become airborne at an amazing 2,00a
feet per second.

Despite contrary implications by some
writers, factory loads kick harder than any
factory ammo in guns of identical weight
and design. Heavy pills at Hi-V will recoil.
If you learn to handle a Big Maggie it's
really a dilly. If not, divorce it, or use slight
ly reduced loads that serve most any purpose,
and are more potent than any .357.

Trying to empty 300 rounds one after
noon to get the hulls, my last. shots were
missing the target. My hand was bloody
and you could have heard the bells ringing
in my ears. Muzzle blast, amplified by be
ing under a tin roof, and a bloody hand, gave
me f1inchitis. I'm not a super-man who en
joys firing hundreds of hot loads daily. But
who wants to? Too many hot loads at one
session are not good.

I like hell-for-leather loads in these big
lead expenders in reasonable volume. If you
are a novice, take these tips. Take it easy
for a while. Loads in the .44 Special pres
sure range are mild as milk toast with tran
quilizers. Work up to hotter fodder, then
mix in a few top loads at each session. Try
to make every shot count like it was your
last one. You'll never master any gun if you
do not try your best. Practice often. Tw()
short sessions are better than one long one.
In a few weeks you'll amaze yourself and
your friends, so stay with it. Your gun will
have more range and more punch than lesser
bores.

Now that I've praised and damned the Big
Maggie, let's see what we can expect with
good guns and good loads. I think both have
been overrated and underrated by some
writers.

Long or short barrel? Long tubes equal
short tube efficiency with reduced loads, with
less recoil effect. Check the new factory bal
listics in this article to see if short barrel
convenience is worth the energy loss to you.

My hottest loads have grouped in less than

$18.50

Master Powder Measure

All caliber tube; micrometer

settings. Capacity Y2 to 100

grains.

Standard Powder Measure

Removable metering chamber.

Capacity 0 to 100 grains.

$12.50

.44 Magnum Loads

T HE .44 MAGNUM is the most potent
factory handgun cartridge ever created.

The heavy case is the best for reloading. Our
first center fire brass case was the Smith &
Wesson .44 American, introduced in 1869.
The Russians promptly improved it to be an
all-time record setter. S & W improved the
Russian ballistics when they brought out
the .44 Special in 1907, a favorite for hull
fillers until they introduced the mighty .44
Magnum in 1956. Russia has not equalled
this powerhouse, tha t shoots all the various
.44s.

The .44s have been untempermental since
black powder days. Minor defects in bullets

Standard Reloading Press
All rifle and pistol cartridges

$22.50

Shell Holder $1.80

Primer Post $1.50

Powder and Bullet Scale

Standard of the industry. Guar
anteed accurate to a tenth

grain. Capacity 325 grains.

$14.00

Only hand loading

gives you predsion

loads for your

BEST shooting.

The Redding Master

Case Trimmer is an ex

tremely fa.st, easy to

operate tool that will

completely trim and

chamfer in one pass,

any caliber rifle or

pistol case. Unique de

sign permits all opera

tions to be done with

handle alone.

$14.50

Master Case Trimmer
·One-pass trim and chamfer any caliber rifle

or pistol case.

~
" " " WILDCAT

- . ," -:H/.fi#JN'Ef)~
SWAGED JACKETED

HANDGUN -- BULLETS
.33·.3,)7114 \..xl', Ji ...... Vel. to 2U25 F.P.::;... $5.95 per 100
.44 Magnum 170 Gr.H.P.Vel.w 19r,OF.P.S.$6.70 per 100
•44 Spec. 170 GI'. H.P. Vel. to 1425 F.P.S.. $6.70 per 100
Loading' Data furnislled with ea. box. Post<tg'e paid on
Wildcat bullets anywhere in U.S.A. No C.O.D•• please.
De,del·s. Police Dept's.. wl'ite for wholesale prices. Send

a,qrd~~t cs~~o~~r~t~~g~ I ~OCo:~1~~be.I·~o~Ur8~Ys ,c~W~2n~ Id, Mass.

SHOTSHELL

RELOADERS:

ULTRA ®

"SHELLDRILL"

Now you can reload the new Rernirigton and Peters
Target cases with superior 1%, oz. field & 1% oz.
Magnum loads by lowering the inside base and recon
ditioning them in one easy operation. Eliminate the
problem of head separation as was common with the
old low base case by "CUSTOMIZING" your cases with
the all new "SIIELLDRILL." Have the full Magnum
powder charge below the top of the brass base where
it cannot burn through the paper case. Use one brand
of cases and a standard wad column of two ~ a " nitro
wads and one %" filler wad for all of your reloads.
target, field or Magnum. Absolutely foolproof and safe
to use. Adjustable to allow different powder charges or
wad column. Hardened tool steel construction thruout.
Model SDi fits any ~ ~ I I motor shaft. Model SD2 fits
~ ' 4 " or larger drill chucks. Either model $6.95 Ppd.
12 Gauge only. Fully guaranteed. No C.O.D. orders.
Send card for descriptive brochure on the "SHELL
DRILL" and on our line of reloading accessories.
once fired shotshells, shotshell labels & the famous
Ultra Crow Call.

ULTRA PRODUCTS
1941 WILMETTE Ave.
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS

,'.
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First in production h;slory - perfect lor hunting
lorgef shooling - complete with clomp-on mount. No
drilling or lopping (over 300 modelsJ

• 22" eye relief (perfect focus & full field 5" to
arms length • 1.4X • Precision Glass Optics
• Mount Included - No drilling or tapping req.
• .625 Tube Dia.• All parts mfg. in our Factory
• 100% Money Back Guarantee.
To Order: Spec. make. model &. barrel length. Send
cash. check or M.D. - $1. for COO. Calif. res. add
4 ~ . st. tax. Jobber-Dealer inquiries invited.

PAN TECHNICS, LTD.
P. O. Box 578, Encinitas. Calif. Dept. G-4

\Vorld-famous Hwhite hunter" hatin premium grade
tan beaver fur felt. Smart and dashing. \Vide brim
gives protection {TOtTI sun, dust, wind, rain. A fine
hat for hunting, fishing, camping and all outdoors.

Send for FREE I W /J:tellUine leopard band $18.00 ppd.
72·page Catalog With buckskin band..........$15.00 ppd.

f t > a t l l r i m ~ Gin' n ' ~ u l a r I Satisfaction
handmade hat size. I-tual'antt'cd.
leather shirts
anel j a c k e t ~ .

boots. outdoor
clothinl-t and
t ' ~ J . u i J ) l l l ( ' n t .

• Wads and primers are
inserted directly into loader

• No tubes to jam with wads
and primers

• Will load target or hunting
loads with any size shot or
type of powder

• Uses standard size wads and
all size primers-nothing
extra to buy

for small eating game, leaving little meat.
Remington and W·W hulls are about equal

ly good. Velocity (and groups) will be more
uniform if you use one make and lot num
ber. I reserve Remington for hot loads,
WOW for lighter stuff. Fast, perfect ignition
is important with either type. I prefer CCI
primers for all .44 loads, with WoW second
choice.

Ed Yard, 110 Kensington Ave., Trenton,
N. J., sells .44 Special-Magnum load data
for 75c. It is quite interesting, listing charges
and velocity for several cast bullets.

~ 1 a x charges must be weighed. Two grains
below max can be measured if your measure
is accurate and you can use it correctly.
Check out your measure and technique by
weighing 100 charges. If you can hold No.
2400 powder to .3 grain or so variation you
are in business. Sloppy measures and sloppy
technique makes lousy ammo. With a
SAECO or RCBS measure I bump the han
dle twice at the top to settle the powder, and
once at the bottom to expell it. Master a
routine and stay with it.

A thermostat-controlled electric furnace is
a great aid to uniform cast pills. So is a
high quality lubricator-sizer that is in perfect
alignment, with accurately made dies.

Best cast bullets are 215 to 255 grains. A
good plain base is a Lyman-Keith No.
429421. Accuracy Bullet Co., 40 Willard St.,
San Francisco 18, Calif., makes this, and
other excellent cast bullets, sold by many
dealers. Their "Copper Coated" number is
9% antimony, plated with .001" copper over
.001" nickel, to eliminate a gas check. These
Accuracy pills have fine accuracy. I don't
know any practical way to plate cast pills

(Continued on page 57)

For complete information see your dealer or write:

~

W~(I,U'N
3730 No. 56th St. ~ Lincoln 4, Nebraska

Special Features
• Full length sizes both

body and head of case

• Cases with excessive head
space can be reconditioned
and reloaded

• Automatically installs
exclusive DL taper-loc crimp

• Each movement of operating
lever down and up loads
one complete shell

DEALERSI
SEE
YOUR
JOBBERS

DEITEMEY~~ofE!~!! LOADER ......... ~
For Clubs, Custom Loaders, Competitive Shooters

• Fastest Hand Operated Loader

• I Man Can Load Over 500 Per Hour

New Deitemeyer 300 Loader is for the experienced shooter $159
95and a favorite of clubs. Will load any 12 gauge case in any

condition. It is completely adjustable, all operations end on
positive stop, 3 simple steps in loading operation.

3" (6 minutes of angle) at 50 yards in
tests. They hold that accuracy beyond prac·
tical hunting range. With a two-arm rest a
good shooter can put most shots in about 10
m.o.a. On that basis, 100 yards is about max
range for fairly sure deer kills. Many are
bagged at around 50 yards.

At 300 yards bullets whine and ricochet.
Lead will splatter and rocks scatter. You
can put a goodly number of slugs in a 20"
circle, using a rest. Hot loads, pregnant with
powder, still have a deadly punch at 500
yards. This range is for plinking, not hunt·
ing. But man! you never had so much fun.
Riflemen who think handgunners can't get
the lead out across canyons oughta try it a
while.

I tested factory bullets for hardness. Super
X registered 10.0, Remington 9.0, which may
vary with different lots. Western's softer
pill expanded to .90" in moist sand, Reming.
ton's to .72". My top Jugular load expanded
the soft slug to 1.25" with lead shedding. It
rips twice as large a hole in lead blocks as
factory stuff. This is the most deadly load
ever created for standard handgu ns.

Max case length is 1.258". To face-off all
hulls, trim to 1.275" or so. A uniform length
insures a uniform crimp for accuracy. If
your seater does not make a fairly heavy
crimp, file a few thousandths off the bot·
tom, or use a .44 Special die. You can make
a "C" shape case length gage from sheet
metal, always correct for your cases, equal
to a mike or caliper. It's real handy to check
or sort hulls. You can hollow point loaded

I ammo with the H.P. Accessory in the Forster
Precision Case Trimmer, to greatly increase

'I shocking power. H.P. Jugulars blast var
mints like a .30-06. They are too destructive
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mittee, after investigating some fifty diller
ent actions, selected Mr. Jacob Snider's hori
zontally hinged breech block. This was held
in place by a projecting stud (Mark II)
or a spring catch (Mark III) and had a
hook extractor to withdraw the cartridge by
engaging in the rim. This system owed its
success to the adoption of Colonel Boxer's
improved cartridge, which had walls of thin
coiled brass, as well as paper, an iron disk
for base, and a central fire cap. The muzzle
loading Enfields were converted to this sys
tem and, when the cartridge had been per
fected, gave better accuracy as breech load
ers than in their original form." Though nl)
ammo is available presently from Golden
State, we did notice Snider cartridges, foil,
at $I and paper at $1.50 each, as collectors'
specimens from Elwood Epps, Clinton, On
tario, Canada, in Epps' current big list.

Second "find" from Golden State is their
Westley Richards capping breech loader,
with eight-sided Whitworth Patent (marked)
rifling. Of this one, W. W. Greener (The
Gun, 1881 First Edition) says: "This was
adopted as a [British] cavalry arm in 1861
. . . . The bore is 52 or .450. It is very
accurate, and has a long range. It can be
fired six or seven times in one minute with
comparative ease, and is the best capping
breech loader that has ever been produced..
(Italics are ours.) It has been much in
favor as a sporting breech loader and is
still in use [1881] in South Africa. By in
serting a metal pIug and two felt wads in
the breech chamber, this rifle can be used
as a muzzle loader. The cartridge for this
rifle is a self-consuming one; composed of a

soft paper envelope, with a soft felt wad at
the base. The cartridge is ignited by a per
cussion cap, the flash of which is strong
enough to penetrate the said paper en
velope, and explode the charge. The wad
expands and prevents escape of gas at the
breech. The next cartridge inserted takes
forward the expanded wad, and it goes oul
with the charge."

Greener cautions one, too, that the slid
ing brass·headed obturating block must
work freely and the gun must be in gener
ally good condition, or else "the lever is apt
to fly up at the moment of discharge, and
the gases find an exit at the breech."

The specimen received was dated 1867
and marked WESTLY RICHARDS & CO. out
side the lock but the lock itself was made
by T. RIGBY, marked inside. The arm ap-

(Continued on page 60)

W-R rifle takes musket caps, can be
used as muzzle loader when plugged.

Snider 1865 breechloader can be shot
using Alcan's 28 gauge brass shells,
trimmed, and Lyman .58 Minie bullet.

Bore in this arm is nearly perfect, and in
the brass-plated butt is a cavity holding the
original 2-piece cleaning rod.

In opening the side-swing Snider breech,
we noticed the extractor did not work. This
is a segment of the chamber wall, and is
engaged with the breech block such that
when the block is aside, and pulled smartly
to the rear, the case is pulled back also
for ejecting. Grease from 1870 gummed this.
By removing the small screw-pin on the
right side near the head of the breech block
hinge pin and then caTefully prying this for
ward, the gun could be easily disassembled
for cleaning. The spring which pushes the
breech back forward, after extracting the
case, is housed in telescoping cylinders to
the rear of the block, mounted on its hinge
pin. Be careful these don't slip loose when
you remove the block. In closing the gun,
it is important the block be foreward and,
if you plan on shooting it with handmade
cases always have the rim well seated so as
not to j am the block. Examination of the
breech face and chamber of my gun indio
cated it probably ha'd never been fired since
issue from Enfield Royal Small Arms Fac
tory. On top of the breech ring .a tiny
Roman III is stamped, indicating this is the
Mark III Snider conversion. About this, the
British Textbook of Small Arms (1929)
states:

"In 1864 the importance of arming British
troops with a breech loader was confirmed
by a special committee. The Ordnance Com-

Golden State Gun Goodies

GUN COMPANIES usually send out
some of theiT arms to selected gun

writers on a "loan account" basis. This saves
the gun writer's pocket book; eventually
most of the guns are returned but, mean
while, he has the use of them to study, test,
write about, and report. But the other day
I shelled out hard money for a couple of
rifles from Golden State and, in spite of
their costing me something, I'm sufficiently
pleased with them to write them up.

First is the Snider-Enfield .577 centerfire
carbine at $19.95. The specimen received is
19%" in the barrel, with good military fin
ish in mint condition on barrel, breech unit,
and 1870-dated ENFIELD VR lockplate. The
brass guard bow is from a percussion En
field, with the small hole in front for the
ring that holds the nipple protector chain.

For blazing fast draw action and spinning thrills.
use Pointer's Fast Draw Adapter. It's one of the
most important advancements in the art. since
the F. D. Holster. Converts your .45 single action
so that you can use .22 Rim Fire Blanks. also .38
Special & .357 Mag. use ;:.57 Rem. Primers, with
out danger of accident. Not only will it be a safe
sport but you'll save on ammo costs, too. Set of 6
in box only $5.95. In addition, for a sharp pistol
grip get this new silver finish Regal Pup (shown).
Avail. for pOP. handguns. Uncond. Guaranteed
not to warp or lose its org. luster. Only $5.95. Reg.
imitation Stag Grips only $4.00. Choice selection
of genuine fancy pearl, Ivory or Stag Grips also
available.

POINTER
STOCKS
Thtl Original Thumbrest Stock
1ST CHOICE OF TARGET

l H ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ S ~ h ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 " ~ ~ P ~ ~ ~ ~ crack pistol
shooters rely on Pointe.' Stocks. Impl'oved
bal'lt stl'ap built into stock. additional
length, width & breadth: form f i L L l n ~ non
slip grip: ALL combine to insure you

,?OSltivc control & peater shooting- accuracy.

t J l ° i t f ~ l ~ ~ r n & c o ~ ~ ~ i c e n o ~ ~ i ~ ~ O i ~ ~ g l ' c ~ r r o ~ ~ ~ ~
UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED! Will
ne\'e1' waq>. ftal'e·up 01' bUI'n, \Vill neve,'
lose its O r l ~ . luster. Easy to install. Avail.

{ ~ ~ i ~ : J J ~ P b ~ a n ~ § o ~ ¥ . ~ ~ $ ~ ~ b O , f f i ~ ~ l d e s i o ~ v ~ ~ t . E · ( . ~ ~ ~ " I ~ ~ :
REMEMBER, IF IT'S A GRIP YOU WANT. SOUTHWEST
lIAS IT. "

SOUTHWEST CUTLERY I:> MFC. CO., INC.
1309 Olympic Blvd., Montebello 5, California

I NAME ,.- ,AGE _

I STREET _

I
I TOWN ZONE_STATE _

... __M ~ b ~ A s . : c ~ O ~ f ~ m ~ t u . 2 . S : . O O ~ ~ h ~ l O ; ' ; ' D ~ . _

FAST DRAW FANS!!!

.e,
desk-,nore c o u n ~ e r . o r fac.
tory machine. Prepare
"OW, in spare time, for
outdoor man's dream job
in Forestry & Wildlife
Conservation. Get the
lacts, Plan to live the life
you love. Mail couPon to
day!

OPPORTUNITIES IN
YOUR STATE?
We show you how to seek
out job openings in your
own state and other states
Coast to Coast. Age limits

7 to 45, sometimes older

Y , ~ j P h ~ ~ ~ t e c l ! h ~ \ v ~ a r ~ =
not connected with t e
Go\'ernmenr.

MANY STARt;, $3bOo'
YEAR OR MORE
Fine ftart'iAg pay. with

,Government pem;o,l assures good in. r ~ g u l r adx.8:",ces estab·
come for life whe"{you retire. /ubed Y..~t, ~

Ha,rd muscles, '"

. health are ' 1 ~ ~ ~ t l ~ ~
~ I e ~ under ...
ICY streams.

VACATION JOBS FOR STUOENTS
No exper;ellce or preparaliolllleeded
for vacation jobs in Nat'1. Parks &

~ Forests. America's vacation wonder.
W land. Many accepting Applications

a ..'."r-- ~~:rw~~;~o ~~~~LET tells how
r-------------~------
I ~~~h s~:~r~~a~r:~~~:~ ~n~oe~~~r~:,t~0c:.if~~:~; D-364
I . Please rush fREE facts on forestry & Wildlife opportunities, fREE 'booklet

I ~'::C::i:~~i:a~\~nP::'~e~ISO yOt¥" FREE "Select"a·Job Chari" details. All poslpalll
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"Extending man's vision

through optical science."



Teen-Agers

To Be Straight

Shooters

By W. ROY HUNT

I N HUNDREDS, literally hundreds, of American cities
and communities today, trained, experienced, hard

headed but straight thinking policemen are encouraging
youngsters to handle loaded guns.

This must seem shocking indeed to the New York City
police captain who was recently quoted as wishing wistfully
for "a law to make it a crime to have a loaded weapon
within city limits." But police thinking, from top echelons
down to the patrolman on the beat, is changing. Witness
the published statement of the National Police Officers As
sociation of America in this magazine, September, 1959.
Perhaps the complete failure of ew York's Sullivan Law
to keep guns out of the hands of criminals (including
psychotic teen-agers) has helped bring about this change.
Certainly the success of the many police-supported junior
firearms training programs has proved the worth of this
new way to combat juvenile delinquency. It works! And
any method that works in the war against crime, whether
juvenile or adult, gets quick support from thinking law
enforcement officers.
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POLICE SPONSORED FIREARMS PROGRAMS

FOR KIDS TURN POTENTIAL HOODS INTO STRAIGHT

SHOOTERS WHO RESPECT THE LAW

Kids' love of riflery, juvenile officers find.
gets them on right road to good citi
zenship. Above. real cop Gene Carlile
poses with TV star Marshall Wyatt Earp.

While profit-seeking newspaper columnists and sob

sisters (male and female) emote in certain ladies' journals
over Homicidal Harriet and her murdered little brother

while "get rid of guns" hysteria captures neurotic "moms"
and the tender-minded of both sexes-thousands of Amer

ica's best policemen are making a sounder, more practical
approach to the problem. They know that a murderer's

psychosis cannot be cured by. city ordinance, that the
absence of a gun will not prevent an undisciplined punk

from committing violence with some other weapon-that
the best breeder of teen-age crime is "nothing to do"-and

that the strict self control, physical and mental, that is es
sential to firearms marksmanship is a first-class substitute
for the lacking parental or other discipline in the develop

ment of proper conduct, social responsibility, and the re
spect for others that is the basis of law-abiding citizenship.

Houston, Texas, is just one of the many American cities
where cops are teaching kids to shoot. Houston has had its

share and more of crime, including juvenile crime. But

tough-minded, grimly experienced Houston cops are not

GUNS APRIL 1960

At open house Evansville, Ind. officer Gene
Carlile who won GUNS Police Award honorable
mention describes firepower of Colt Monitor.
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pleading for prohibitory gun laws. They know that "let's
do this" will do a thousand times more than "thou shalt

not" toward keeping idle hands out of mischief; and so
they are backing marksmanship training programs, teach

ing kids to handle guns properly and well. They are staging
exhibitions of fast and fancy pistol handling that pull kids
in off the streets in droves, arousing interest that funnels

them into the marksmanship classes that keep them off the

streets. They are practicing education as opposed to pro
hibition ... and it is getting results.

It took guts to promote and carry through the Houston
program. Houston, like every other community, has its

share of die-hards and hysterics, and when Houston news
papers carried the announcement that a demonstration of
guns and gun handling would be staged in four of
Houston's senior high schools, "hell in Texas" was more

than a book title. Editors were swamped with letters, some

favorable, many far from it. The severest criticism came
from the pen of the late Carl Victor Little, columnist for
"The Houston Press," newspaperman of the old "fighting"
school, master of satire and the pungent phrase. It was not
Little's habit to side with the "bleeding heart" element, but

he had been eloquently critical of the Houston School
Board for months before this announcement, and the fire
arms "classes" gave him a new target. He ended his first

column on the subject with the thought that "when word
gets around about this piece of foolishness, it may well
be called off."

But it was not called off. The demonstration was staged,

and Little, reporting on it, admitted that his granddaughter,
Vicki, came home all in one piece, but that he ~ a s lending
her a bullet-proof vest to wear-a relic of his days as a

Chicago reporter.

The gun demonstrations came about through the coopera
tion of four agencies: the Houston Public School Officials,

the Houston Police Department, the State Department of
Public Safety, and the Houston Law Enforcement Commis
sion (a 50-member group created by city ordinance in

1958) .
The program consisted of a brief talk by Dan E. Goody

koonz, executive director of the Law Enforcement Commis
sion; further comments by J. M. O'Neal, assistant personnel

manager of the Hughes Tool Company and a member of
the Commission; and shooting demonstrations by Patrol
man Reeves Jungkind. Captain K. B. Hallmark of the Texas

Highway Patrol introduced Jungkind to the assembled
faculty and student body, and the show was a good one
even for the gun-wise members of the audience. It left the

children and less-gun-wise adults gasping. All youngsters
admire a champion, and demonstrations by a champion
shooter like Reeves Jungkind gave the youngsters visual
evidence that firearms can be precision instruments in the

hands of an expert. It also showed that guns are handled
carefully by those who know guns best.

The shooting was followed by a 20-minute talk by In

spector Larry Fultz, Houston Police Department.

Officials claim that Inspector Fultz is the youngest police

inspector in the United States on a force comparable with

Houston's in size. He is a career officer, college educated,
with degrees in both Science and Law. The Fultz talk em

phasized police training and the fact that law enforcement

bodies are coming more and more to a system of having
thoroughly trained career officers who are professionals in

law enforcement work. This was intended to increase the

students' respect for law inforce- (Continued on page 36)

Sixty-nines are on the line at Woodbridge, Ct., Shooting
Assoc. Here Chief Dick Ciarleglio spots for shooters.

Stratford PAL-ers Barbara Winton (left of cup), Barbara
Chaffee (kneel, left) shot for Randal Trophy at Perry.

Leading Lake County, III., lawman Mel Mullins and Elmer
. Keith coach Lake Forest junior Mike Kearney. Mullins

plans county junior rifle program to fight delinquency.
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GUNS FROM AROUND THE WORLD ARM GUERRILLA BANDS OF

Bandits guard sampans unloading contraband for
China as "mayor" Wong Hon F.e!a.xes.-w.i±h..fa.mi~y

"NEW" CHINA'S MINOR WAR LORDS

By HORACE BRISTOL

I N COMMUNIST CHINA, where The State has stripped the
individual of all rank and given him equality with the low

est, Wong Hon, the citizen-bandit, survives as a stirring ex

ample of independent enterprise. That his activities are extra

legal is just one of those contradictions that can exist only in
China. He might be called with perfect truth, a smuggler, a
petty gangster, a racketeer, even a pirate. But he is also a

respected administrator of justice, a trusted government offi

cial, and a protector of peace and order. In all these trades
his tools are firearms, and a more miscellaneous and motly lot

of small ordnance has hardly been assembled under one roof.
Wong HOll-is.-far.....fr:om being_ a- gun collector. His arsenal
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is in daily use. Though he is a charm
ing host, a family man whose love of
children, his own and all others, has
made him idolized by the villagers in
the small, stone-walled town which he
has fortified as his headquarters, this
slender, handsome man with an engag
ing smile is undisputed chief of 600 or
more heavily armed brigands.

As commander of his own private
army, Wong Ron has many unusual
duties to perform in patrolling the
small but vitally important sector of
the inlet'notched South China coast,
where it turns westward into the broad
and muddy reaches of the Pearl River
estuary. In the area adjacent to this
ancient highway of smugglers, Wong
Ron's actual title is mayor over 18

Youth who serves as personal bodyguard to Chinese city
boss takes ten by comic book kiosk, M I Carbine at hand.

Typical arms in New China are CZ LMG, Mausers, Brownings, Bergmann
and Thompson SMGs, sh"tgun, bazooka. Soldier is checking Mauser bore.

Armorer fits new butt stock, inlets end for old plate to be attached. Gun is
Czech Brno 8 mm light machine gun. Some CZ guns were made in China.
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small villages which make up the 5th

district of Chung Shan, adj oining

Portuguese Macao.
This is a strategic location, especial

ly to Chinese smugglers, who have
been operating in this area for as long
as history records. This short strip of

riverine coast, with its thousands of

hidden coves and islands, makes an

ideal base for illegal entry of foreign
goods into China. For centuries, this
country forbade all commerce with the
outside world, then allowed a limited

import and export trade under official

control in Canton. Flaunting strict
centralized control, by protecting

smugglers and taking his "cut," is

Wong Hon and his well-organized and
well-equipped band of fighting men.

Wong Hon's guards use Chinese-manufactured
Thompson M 1928 guns, along with newer M I
types, while bandit chieftain kneels with hand
on S & W .38. Belt bottles may hold gasoline.
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Wong Hon's arsenal is miscellan

eous, but each weapon is retained in
good condition by his skilled armorer.

Each gun is originally selected with an

eye to utility. The base of firepower is
around the light automatics, of which

he has several. Caliber differences are

not easily solved, but take ammunition
which are "surplus" and standard cali

bers of his own or nearby nations. For

example, his fine Chinese Brno light
machine gun, fully marked in Chinese,

was manufactured in a mainland

Nationalist arsenal before or during

World War II. The gun is Czech de
sign, was built with Czech engineering

aid. Its caliber, 7.92 Mauser, has been

standard in China since before War
One, and Chinese forces are no strang-

ers to automatic arms. The old Chinese .

Empire was the first nation in the
world to adopt a self-loading shoulder

infantry rifle, the automatic Liu recoil
operated rifle. The Liu was engineered

and tools made by the Pratt & Whitney
Tool Co., Hartford, Conn. About 20

rifles were built on parts made when

the tools were set up and tested in the
Pratt & Whitney _ factory; then the

whole works were disassembled, put
into cases, and shipped all on one slow

boat to China. Unfortunately, the
freighter carrying the Liu factory sank

in a typhoon in the China Sea, but if
some idle eddy should roll ashore a

case of these rifles, Wong Hon's ar
morer is sufficiently skilled on a wide
enough variety of arms that he prob

ably could put them into serviceable
condition!

The 8mm (7.92) Mauser caliber -is

now second line in an official sense, as

many of the mainland pommunist
forces as well as the Formosan Nation

alist troops are equipped with U.S.
-standard .30 caliber arms: Spring

fields and particularly M1917 Enfields,
and a few Garands. None of these lat
ter are in the hands of Wong Hon's

men, though Ml and M2 U.S. caliber

.30 Carbines are highly valued indi
vidual arms.

Sharing honors with the Brno guns

when I was there, was a newly-acquired
Japanese WWII-made Type 99 Nambu

light machine gun in 7.7 caliber. Huge
stocks of Japanese catridges were left
in 1945, but this, after fifteen years of

storage in tropical extremes, is not al
ways in good, sure fire condition.

Some Jap 7.7 rifles were once convert
ed in Tokyo for police use to the .30

U.S. cartridge, and this could be done
with the Type 99 gun, by replacing the

magazine with an altered BAR clip.
But neither BAR clip nor supply of

.30-06 cartridges is available to Wong
Hon. He expects the use for the Jap

gun will be mainly to increase the
show-off strength of his forces, and if

he can get good ammunition for it by

trading with some smuggler from

Japan, he mg,y put it in the line with
the Brno LMG.

Thompsons (Continued on page 46)
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By FRANK DE HAAS

Bundle of pistols was "tried by De Haas father and son
in checking out potential of wildcat handgun rounds.

WHAT WE HANDGUNNERS TEED worse than a

good five-cent cigar is a handful of good new hand
gun cartridges. If you doubt it, check your ammo catalogs.

Not counting the .22 Rimfires, today's commercial line

up of handgun ammunition includes 26 cartridges. But
only 15 of these are for American handguns now in manu
facture; six of the 15 (the .32 S&W and .32 S&W Long,
the 9 mm and .38 Super, and the .45 Auto and .45 Auto
Rim) are so nearly duplicates that they shouldn't be

counted as six but only three different loads; and all but
two of the entire 26 are half a century old or older!

In rifle ammo, commercial and standard handloads,
there's a cartridge for every purpose, for every animal
from mouse to moose; but the handgunner is a forgotten

man in all but one or two narrow categories. I personally
think that, still excluding the .22 Rimfires, the present

handgun cartridge list could be cut to eight loads without
loss to anybody except maybe the ammunition companies
and the million who own (why, I don't know) .25 and .32
caliber automatics! Which eight? The .32 S&W Long,
9 mm Luger, .38 Special, .357 Magnum, .44 Special, .44

Magnum, .45 Long Colt, and the .45 Auto. And some of
these, too, we could live without.

It isn't that handgun handloaders haven't tried. There

have been some mighty efficient loads developed by hand

gun wildcatters; they just haven't been adopted commer
cially.
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FOR RIFLES. THERE'S A WIII.DCAT BEHIND EVERY BUSH

BUT STANDARD HANDGUN LOADS. SAYS DE HAAS. ARE STALE WITH AGE

Wildcats (Haas' favorites*. right) include Askins' .22CF. K-Hornet Jr.*..224 K
Chuk, .22 K-Hor.•.25 K-Hor. Jr.*, .25 Hor.•.30 Carbine..32/38 Spec.. .40 I Spec.*

One such wildcat was the little .22 center-fire cooked
up by Charlie Askins J r. for a gunsmithed Colt Woods
man Match Target, to provide a nearly recoilless gun for
Center Fire match competition. This was a center fire using

a shortened 6 mm Velo Dog case with the .22 RF bullet
seated to the same length as the regular .22 LR cartridge.
The rules for match competition were hastily changed to

outlaw the little cartridge and, since it had no other pur
pose in life, it died unsung.

The latest (so far as I know) handgun wildcat to gain
wide attention is the .224 Kay-Chuk, based on the .22
Hornet (rifle cartridge) case, "invented" by Jim Harvey.
Not that there is anything new about Hornet-cased loads

to handgun wildcatters; much .longer ago than I care to
remember, I rebuilt an old Single Action Colt to handle

Favorite "turtle gun" is .40 I Special Remington on light
rolling block action. Big bullets print accurately with
moderate loads. Right, .25 K-Hornet Jr. Ruger, extensively
tested in return-to-battery rest on author's basement
range, firing over thousand shots in barrel-load studies.

the factory Hornet cartridge and, later, when Lyle Kil

bourn designed the K-Hornet, I made another Single Action
to handle it. Most of the shooting I did with Hornet re
volvers was with handloads, using cast bullets and a mild
powder charge. My favorite load then, as now: six to
eight grains #2400 powder behind the Ideal Loverin

#225438 gas-checked 43 grain bullet. But the Single
Action Colt and the one I chambered for the blown-out

K-Hornet are both quite pleasant to shoot with factory
ammo, because the enlarged chamber cushions the power
as the case expands. (Continued on page 51)
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Big rifle's bores loom
large as s h o t ~ u n tubM
atlMmnMs-endofH&H.
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FOR PRONE. BUT WHEN YOU FACE THE

CHARGE OF AN ANGRY TUSKER

AND ALL THE CHIPS ARE DOWN. THE BIG .600 PACKS THE PUNCH
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Massive I 10-grain cordite loaded .600 dwarfs .300 Mag., .22 Hor
net..600 rifle was made by H&H for murdered King Faisal, Iraq.

By GEORGE WURZBURGER
as told to

JAMES JOSEPH

H E WAS MONSTROUS-the heavy-tusked bull rearing
there but 70 feet ahead, his butte-grey flanks framed

by thorn-bush and acacia.
We'd spent six months in Africa, and had passed up a

hundred elephants, waiting for a single mammoth among
trophies. And now . . .

"Take him ... make them count!" rasped Vic Bentley,
my white hunter, from close beside me.

Slowly I raised the Holland & Holland. Slowly my fingers
slacked against its twin triggers, my eyes lining down the
side-by-side barrels.

"Go for the brain!" hammered my mind. "Squeeze them
off, one at a time . . . NOW!"

Even as I rocked back from the recoil, I sensed they'd
not stopped him ... those steel-jacketed .475s hadn't cut
him down, hadn't found the vitals.

The beast roared, pivoted, and like a freight train gaining
momentum, lumbered toward us, trunk lashing, eyes wild
and raging.

I heard Bentley gasp. Then, loud as a dreadnaught's big
turret, a blast from close behind pounded me to the ground.
I sprawled limply in the knee-deep grass, stunned, con·
scious of the veldt trembling beneath me. For a second the
world seemed to go deaf, deadened by the concussion
which had literally slugged me into the veldt. Never, in 30

years of big-game shooting, had
I heard anything like it. Hardly
had the shot gotten away than
there came a thunderous thud.
Then sticky silence settled
across the vast flatness of
Kenya's Northern Frontier.

Shakily, I got to my knees.
I figured Vic's gun had blown up, thought I'd find him
maimed, maybe his face blown away.

But Vic wasn't even hurt. He stood nearby, wryly
massaging his shoulder, a grin creasing his leathery face.
Seventy feet farther lay a grey mountain of flesh and ivory.
The monster was eclipsed with a single shot from Vic's
Holland & Holland .600 . . . a goliath among Africa's
traditionally big guns.

Almost sensuously, Vic was dusting "Big Bertha." It
was the huge double rifle with which, on many safaries, he
had second-guessed his clients, brought them back alive.

"It's bullet weight that's important," Vic mused half
aloud, as he continued dusting the weapon. "Velocity? It
counts, certainly. But weight counts more here in Africa,
especially when it's elephant you're stopping."

Six months before, Vic had said the same thing, and in
almost the same words as we chatted on the veranda of
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Holland & Holland's latest .600s were
for King Faisal (left; and view right) and
monster 17112 pound cannon (rt., above)
for French Deputy to hunt Cameroons.
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Wurzburger says guide's .600 backing him up gave, him confidence to
drop charging buff with .475. Californian has hunted Africa often.

his lodge there on Nairobi's outskirts. In Vic, I knew '1 had one of

Kenya's top white hunters, a trigger-tough veldtsman versed in the ways
of Africa's Big Three-elephant, rhino and buffalo, and these were the
trophies I wanted.

"Might as well take a look at what you've brought," Vic said

congenially, gesturing toward the gun crate which, only that morning,
had been trucked out from Nairobi's freight house. For the next
fifteen minutes, Vic stood over the crate as, one by one, I handed him

the firepower I'd shipped from Stateside. I brought the guns the
experts had advised taking to Africa-. Vic's comments were curt.

About my .30-06 Winchester? "It'll tide you over the smaller stuff,"
Vic appraised. The .22 Hornet? "Nice," he said, "for crocs." My 12

gauge Andre, the German-crafted shotgun I'd prized back home? "Ex
cellent," Vic enthused, "plenty of birds to keep both barrels working."
Finally, from the crate's bottom I dredged what I was sure would, for

Vic, be the piece de resistance, my elephant gun, the .375 Model 70

Winchester Magnum.
"Nice," Vic smiled ... "for antelope."

I flushed at the criticism. "For elephant," I corrected, certain he was

joking.
':1£ you are very steady-aimed, yes," he said slowly, and I knew

he wasn't jesting, "and if ... if you are very lucky."
"But Vic," I protested, "the .375's the biggest we make ... com

mercially ... Stateside. Why, in Alaska . . "
"They hunt Kodiak bear, you were going (Continued on page 39)
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I T IS NOT OFTEN in this vale of tears that we run
across something which is both very good and also

re'asonably cheap and simple. When one does discover such
a thing, he's apt to sing a paean. I sing of the .30 Belted

Newton.
As all good gun-cranks know, there once was a man

called Charles Newton. He was a lawyer, gun-nut, wood
chuck hunter, and semi-pro ballistician, as well as a de

signer and manufacturer of rifles and cartridges. I believe
it is fair to say that he was the father of high-velocity in
this country. Operating in the early nineteen hundreds, he
developed the first well-known high velocity load for Sav
age. It was called the .22 Savage High Power and was
made by necking down .25-35 W.C.F. brass to .22 calibre.
It pushed a 70 grain bullet at 2700 ft. sees. muzzle velocity.
It was called the "Imp" and, granted a certain type of hit,
would kill deer as though lightning had struck them.

Mr. Newton felt, however, that it was a little on the light
side, and he proceeded to develop the .250-3000 Savage
cartridge. It was simply the .30-06 case shortened and
necked down to .25 calibre, with a 26 degree, 30 minute
shoulder. Newtun originally wanted to load it with 100
grain bullets bul Savage wanted to. advertise 3000 ft. sees.
velocity. This was not feasible with 100 grain bullets at
that time with th o.wders then available so they cut the
weight to 87 grains. This load established what high ve
locity coiJ.ld do, bolh<IS'i:o -killing power and as to flatness
of trajectory, and the era had dawned.

Newton continued his work and (Continued on page 42)

FROM .30-06 TO
POTENT .30

BELTED NEWTON
EASY AND ECONOMICAL

CONVERSION FITS STANDARD GUNS FOR

HIGH SPEED HIGH PERFORMANCE LOAD

By R. F. CHATFIELD-TAYLOR

1 ! ~ : ~ " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' G ~ r i ~ f f j ~ 1 n & Howe M70 was Newton-chambered for
author, recorded 3165 f.p.s. Rt., short .338 is
re-formed to Newton chamber (right case). Bul
lets are Hornady, Speer, Nosier, and gas check.
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PENNSYLVANIA FIREARMS LAB DEFENDS THE

INNOCENT. CONVICTS THE GUILTY. IN GAME LAW VIOLATIONS

By Lt. E. H. CROWTHERS

Pennsylvania State Police Crime Laboratory

I T IS EARLY EVENING, the fall of
the year, when darkness descends

early and very rapidly over the heavily
wooded game forests of Pennsylvania.
A car is cruising. slowly along a dirt
road in the deer country, with a power
ful spotlight probing the edge of the
forest. Suddenly, a large buck stands
illuminated in the glare of the spot
light's beam. A rifle cracks sharply;
the buck drops. Then all is quiet again,
except for the chuckle of the motor
as the car rolls up beside the kill.

This is "spotlighting"-"j acklight
ing" is the term more commonly used
-one of the most unsportsmanlike acts
in the repertoire of the modern poacher
or game law violator.

Such scenes were common a decade
ago. They are less common now-now
that the Pennsylvania Game Commis
sion has enlisted the aid of the Penn
sylvania State Police Crime Laboratory
to help them combat and apprehend
the violators and spoilers of good hunt
ing. What few people know is that
firearms identification plays a big part
in this work. Everybody knows how
this science aids FBI and lawen.
forcement agencies in the detection of
crime, but few are aware that this is a
tool also of the Game Warden-detective.
Yet the Ballistics Unit of the Penn
sylvania State Police Crime Laboratory
has done wonders not only in the detec
tion but in the conviction of game

Game warden checks hunters who legitimately tagged their own deer, but
bullet microscope has tripped up some hunters who said they "found" theirs.
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criminals. In the past, nothing short of an eye witness to
the crime would produce a conviction, and sometimes even

an eye witness was not enough. As a result, many poachers

and game law violators were left free to roam the woods

and poach almost at will, confident that, even if they were

seen, witnesses would be reluctant to testify against them.
This is not true today. Poachers can be brought to justice

even though there was no witness to the crime itself. And
a comparison microscope has no friends, no reluctance to

testify.
Reluctance to testify against game law violators is a

strange phenomenon among hunters, since these crimes

directly affect all hunters; but it exists. Sportsmen scream

to high heaven when they read of the despicable tricks

that are pulled by the habitual game law violator. They

shout, "There oughta be a law!" Of course, there is a law.
There are plenty of laws on the books now, if they were

adequately enforced; and they could be at least more
adequately enforced if hunters were willing to do their
part by testifying against the culprits when asked to do so.

Laws by themselves are not enough. Law abiding citizens

have a duty in law enforcement, too.
The Ballistics Unit of the Pennsylvania State Police

Crime Laboratory provides irrefutable evidence against

violators who are brazenly sure that no evidence exists

against them. Take the case of the man who voluntarily
brought in an illegally killed game carcass. The man stated

that he heard a series of shots, then saw several men

running away. He found the buck dead, and brought it in.
Naturally, it was a newsworthy story and the news

papers played it for all it was worth, praising the good

citizen for doing his duty. But the local game protector got
suspicious. Each time the man told his story (and he told it
often), it had different details. Apparently, the man was

not sure of his facts; or maybe he just felt that a story
so well received deserved embellishment. Be that as it may,

the Game protector's suspicions were aroused and he reo
moved the bullet from the carcass, borrowed the man's

rifle, and brought both to Harrisburg to have tests run in

the firearms laboratory. Our (Continued on page 49)
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B & L comparison microscope is standard tool of lab; is
essential for checking bullets to determine if they came
from same gun. Arms room of Pennsylvania police holds
game law violators' guns held by "Ballistics" for study.
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Finger on switch, fingers curled and mighty close to
gun handle, modern basement hobbyist slaps leather.

Friends Bill McCarter, Sam Ellis (3rd) and Bill
Wernet flank author W. B. Shaffer, 2nd from left,
try to get the drop on camera. Quick draw club
is now an established part of families' fun program.

Timer shifts, gun draws, wax
bullet thuds against target, in
novel safe h'ome recreation.
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FROM HOLSTERS TO TIMER. THIS CLUB'S QUICK

DRAW SET·UP WAS A DO·IT·YOURSELF PROJECt

By W. B. SHAFFER

W HEN SOME OF THE TV heroes came out in print with their
quick draw times, it provided the impetus that started at least

one group of competitors into motion. I started practicing with my
.38 Colt Officer's Model and wax bullets. A little of this and I thought
I was getting pretty good, but I had no way to prove it short of
shooting it out with somebody, which was not too appealing, so I
decided to think up a better way.

Back in the late forties, I had built an electric clock for timing
the speed of "fizz bottle" race cars, so why couldn't I build a draw
timer? At least I could try, and try I did. With a little cobbling, the
first set up was made and tried. The results were interesting but the
whole thing would probably have been dropped if the final i n g r e d i ~ n t

had not appeared at just this time. The final ingredient was competi
tion. Fast draw, like most other things, is better when you share it.

Competition appeared in the form of a new employee at our plant
who just happened to have the same interest as mine. During a coffee
break one day, the fact was discovered and we were off to start a
new sport-quick draw shooting "against the clock."

The first night's competition in my basement proved that the Single
Six Ruger was no match for the double action Colt Officer's Model
.38. Or maybe it was just that I'd had more practice ... It also
provided a clue that the old clock was probably not too accurate.

Subsequent shoots at the shop range and in the -basement clearly
showed the need for a better clock, better holsters, and more practice.
Improvements were made and remade-mostly home-rnade-and now
we think we have something to offer to other shooters: a story of
how to build your own quick draw club and club equipment.

The prime ingredient from the club standpoint is, we believe, the

On toes like boxer, Sam Ellis shows
cordination that quick draw develops.
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Pushing un primed case
into Parawax, Shaffer
then seats normal
primer in regular tool.
Case has flash hole
drilled out, should be
kept separate from
cases for full loads.

but this can be minimized with practice and a little study.
The shooter assumes his best stance, and the starting switch
is adjusted to contact any point on his gun hand that he
may prefer. Each shooter, by experimenting, can find the
position which presents the least detriment to his per·
formance. Usually our ground rules require that the
shooter's hand must be 4 inches from his gun, but on
special occasions we only require that he may not touch
any part of the gun.

The target is usually placed about 12 or 15 feet away,
and although this is fairly close, it demands fair accuracy
to hit the 1l"xI4" target board. Our philosophy is that a
good fast draw artist should be able to hit whlll he is
shooting at, so we always shoot at a target. We use wax
bullets only. Wax bullets are not too accurate, but are good
enough at short range. Lock and flight time of these bullets
has been measured by placing the hammer of a cocked
gun against the switch and then shooting the target. As the
hammer falls, the clock starts. It is stopped by bullet hitting

the target. Time is of the order of 1/100 second which is
negligible.

It is absolutely imperative, in our opinion, that wax or
other non-lethal bullets be used in quick draw work. We
have found that some of our very fastest shots have been
gotten off-in the holster. Even with wax, if your holster
has no bottom to stop such shots, a deflector or a bottom
should be installed to prevent a painful welt on the leg. To
prove that the impact of a wax .38 or .22 might hurt,
examine the dent it makes in a piece of white pine. We
have never tried their effect on human meat, and do not
intend to if it can be avoided.

For those who are not already familiar with loading of
wax bullets, we offer the following. For the .38 and .45
we use cases that have been shot and which have the open
end straight with no bell mouth crimp. The .38 primer flash
hole is drilled larger with a number 34 drill. Originally No.
32 was used, but we believe it leaves too little surface for
seating the primer. Any burr from the drilling is removed
from the primer pocket. .45 cases are used as is. The cases
are then primed with standard primers. No powder is used
and the primer alone supplies all propelling force. The
cases are then pressed into a block of household wax such
as used in canning. The wax we use comes in a package of
four pieces O/S" thick, which is just right. Trade name is
"Parawax," put out by Standard (Continued on page 38)

Fancy rigs were hand-tooled by Shaffer, Sam
Ellis for use in quick draw demonstrations they
give. Author now makes QD timers for retail.

Game room handsome as any Armstrong Cork
ad serves Shaffer well as target range. Wax
slugs don't harm woodwork, usually hit backstop.

keen interest due to the very lively competition. As most
shooters realize, target shooting is not a spectator sport
and is usually not excitingly competitive until the final
scoring. Quick draw, on the other hand, is exciting to
spectators and shooters alike. A good fast sequence by one
shooter sets the rest "champing at the bit" to get in their
own shots in an attempt to become "Top gun." But pressure
breeds haste, and haste breeds misses and fumbles-which
add to the fun for all but the fumbler. Even ·with fumbles,
there's no danger-not the way we do it.

With the set up we use, very little error can occur. Our
electric clock starts when the shooter takes his finger from
the start switch, and stops only when the target is hit. The
"finger on switch" starting position presents a mental hazard,
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THE OLD • THE NEW • THE UNUSUAL
German sniper scope was mounted on non-recoil
saddle to prevent socking eye of shooter. Big
Mauser converted easily into light fun gun.

PAUL MAUSER, prior to World War I took a brief fling
at the brush carbine field, hut Georg Luger's little DWM

carbine walked off with the big money in what proved to be a
rather small, highly competitive market, leaving Mauser and
the rest wondering who pulled the plug. So, after ten years of
fruitless searching for an original, I capitulated and took the
unethical but fun way out, by the simple expedient of making
one.

I checked first with the local ATTD office and told them my
plan, and they agreed not to cart me off to the Federal sneezer
as long as I gave them Scouts' Honor that I would not have
less than a foot and a half of rifled tube out in front of the bolt
face. I then contacted Bill Washburn, a local gunsmith who
has rebarreled enough Lugers and Mauser Militarys to make
him an honorary member of the Board of Directors of both
DWM and Mauser Werke. One week later he had shaved out a
slim 181,4" barrel, chambered it for the 7.63mm Mauser pistol
cartridge, and mounted it on myoId pistol by sleeving the new
barrel into the reamed-out stub of the old one.

Silver soldered with such precision that it takes a panel of
Seeing Eye dogs to find the spot where new and old metal
meet, the new Washburn tube looked like a pea shooter so,
instead of the original schnable type forestock, I wheezed and
whittled through a Mannlicher styled front handle which pro
tects the slender barrel admirably.

Having departed so radically from the original design at
the front end, I saw no reason to adhere to Mauser's lines for
the shoulder stock, but I did retain the method of attaching

the stock to the frame, a simple dovetail fitting, secured ~
with a machine set screw. ~

By JOHN W. BREATHED, JR.

Stock and grip is retained to frame by dove
tail scope mount block. Altered pistol is now
legal; it is merely a 5112 lb. takedown sporter.
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Slim 181/ 4 " custom bar
rel on pistol-carbine is
protected by hand
checked wood forearm.

L U S C I O U ~ BUT LEGAL, LITTLE MAUSER PISTOL.

CARBINE IS FUN SHOOTER AND WINS BETS
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ALL MILLED PARTS!
ALL MATCHING NUMBERS!

All U.S. (Springfield Armory) Made.

MODEL 1911 SWISS RIFLES
Most Spectacular Bargain in All Rifledom!

The most SOUGllT AFTER treasure in all gundom-at last run down by Ye Old Hunter! .A few lucky
tourists have been paying $90.00 for these rare precision masterpieces ... but now this very rifle is
available to ONE AND ALL at the reduced price of ONLY $13.!J5. Super designed with the rapid (al
most semi-automatic) straight pull bolt and also chambered for the SUPRR ACCURATE 7.5 Swiss c a r t ~
ridge, available from several U.S. Dealers NOW. Think of it-no immediate ammo. problems-no ammo.
A must for any collection.... Order now, before huge supply has been picked over. All in good or
better condition. (Selected specimens only $3 additional!) Swiss Model 1911 Baronet Only $1.95! Swiss
Saw Tooth Camp Machete-complete with Sheath-Only $3.951 Your friends will marvel at this one.

THE MOST DRAMATIC PRICE REDUCTION EVER!!!

From Switzerland! !! Where the Watchword is Always Precision
Cal. 7.5 SWISS

Virtually unfired ••• fresh from government cases.
All milled parts. All N.R.A. Very Good'. or Belter!

TIRED OF PAYING OVER $40 FOR A U.S. ARMY .30-06 RIFLE? So was Ye Old Hunter. so he
went out and now brings you this "SPACE AGE" SPECIAL and U.S. ARMY MODERN .30-06 RIFLE
OrVEA'" AY WITHOUT PRECEDENT! The latest and last model U.S. Anny bolt action .30-06 rifle
and strongest U. S. Army bolt action EVER made.... This super strength action can be converted to take
Virtually AKY.car.tridge but it .already shoots the BEST OF ' E ~ f ALL. the fantastic U.S..30-06....
(A few "like mint' selected specimens on hand for you ultimate Model' 17 seekers at only $5.00 additional.)
Genuine Leather Military A d j u s ~ a b l e Slings Only 50c Genuine Model 1917 Bayonet $1.75

Bargain U.S. made M.e. ammo oRty $7.50 per 100.

AMMO: Commercial made .30-06 ball-only $7.50 per 100 rounds.

ACCESSORIES: : ~ : ~ ~ ~ : : ~ ~ ~ l n s ~ l n ~ e s ~ t ~ ~ C h s . l i . n . g ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ : .......•.•.. :::::::::::::::::::: · $ t ~ ~
Issue 8 round clips, each. . ...•......... , . • . . . . . • . . . .. .10

THE FAMED ROYAL ENFIELD No.1, Mk III
Cash in today on the most astounding bargain EVER, before Ye Old Hunter wakes up bankrupt and
finds out what he's done. The pride of the British Army from 1900 to Korea NOW at the unheard of
GIVE-AWAY price of only $9.9J! Almost too fantastic to believe. and luckily so, otherwise Ye Old
Hunter might not have escaped a howling lynch mob of competitors already at his heels because of these
gh'e-away bargains. Order yours todaY while this price is still in effect. Add only $3.00 for a selected
specimen. Original long knife bayonets only $1.25 when ordered with rifle. A truly incredible bargain!

Cal••303

U.S. ARMY MODEL 1917 CALIBER .30-06 RIFLES!!
Cal••30-06

AMERICA'S GREATEST SHOO
~ * NOW! GENUINE, ORIGINAL
~ NEAR MINT M1 GARANDS
A ~
o ~ •~
~
~
~~

*

*
*

NEW, In original wrapping, Colt 45 Automatic
Barrels. Put your favorite Colt in new condition-
or stock up with an extra Only $4.95!

MAUSER 98 BOLTS. Stripped, slightly used, gen-
uine issue Mauser 98 Bolts Only $4.95!

MAUSER 93 BOLTS. Complete, slightly used, orig

inal 93 Mauser Bolts. A give-away .. Only $4.95!

INCREDIBLE AMMO BARGAINS.
'MINIMUM ORDER 100 ROUNDS. All prices below
per 100 rounds. 1\11 ammo must be shipped RR
EXPRESS, SHIPPING CHARGES COLLECT. Sensa
tional New sensational prices! Save, save. save.

Visitors to the National Rifle Association Con
vention in Washington, D. C. VISIT "Ve Old
Hunter:' only a few minutes away in historic
Alexandria, Virginia (home of George Washing
ton and Robert E. Lee) .•. WORLD'S GREATEST
GUN STORE. Pay for your trip with bargains
here ..• a once-a-year chance to LOAD UP
without a cent freight charge. Some realize sav
ings to pay for NEXT year's trip. Open day and
night during convention time for your conven
ience•••. Ve Old Hunter-a convention MUST!

BARGAINS! BARGAINS! AND BARGAINS!!!

6.5MM ITALIAN IN CLIPS (M.e.> $ 6.00

7MM MAUSER (M.C.> $ 6.00
7.35MM ITALIAN IN CLIPS (M.e.> $ 6.00

7.62x39 RUSSIAN SHORT (M.C'> (20 rds>. $ 4.95

NOW 7.65 MANNlICHER PISTOL (M.C $ 7.50

7.65MM (.30) MAUSER (M.e.> $ 7.50

30 CAL. MI CARBINE $ 5.00

.30·06 U.S. COMMERCIAL (M.C'> $ 7.50

U.S. .30 (.30·40 CALIBER) K~AG (M.C'> $ 5.50

CALIBER .303 BRITISH (M.C.> $ 7.50

.303 BRITISH SOFT POINT. .........••.... $14.75

8MM GERMAN MAUSER ISSUE M.C'> ..•••••.. $ 6.00

9MM LUGER (PARABELLUM) (M.C.) ..••... :. $ 5.00

9MM F.N. STEYR PISTOL (M.C.> .....•..•.. $ 5.00

.42 COLT BERDAN RIFLE (M.e.> $10.00

.43 (11 MM) REMINGTON (M.C'> $ 6.00

.45 (ACP) COLT AUTOMATIC (M.C:>' $ 5.00

SPECIALI. I. I. Full case 7MM (M.C.) "Pullin"
Ammo 0,000 Rounds) only

$10.00. NEVER before so much for so less. Bullets
alone worth quadruple. Cracked necks insure tool ...
less pulling. Any with good cases give you the am
mo bonus of this millenium. Packed in commercial
boxes of 20 rounds each. Today's super give-away!

Welcome Conventioneers!

Ye Old Hunter is all heart!
Ye Old Hunter illustrates all weapons bll actloUll uflre
touched photooraph8 80 lfOU can 8ee hOl0 they REALLY lookl

.38 ENFIELD COMMANDOWORLD'S GREATEST PISTOLS!

WORLD'S LOWEST PRICES!
MOST ARE NRA EXCELLENT.

Only $12.95 up-why pay more elsewhere.
On hand for immediate delivery-order from this adl

(Send permit if your state or city requires)

Britain's best pistol. World
renowned reliability Fires
standard .38 S & W ctg.
ONLY $12.95 V.g., or $15,95
excellent. ONLY

$12.95!

.38 WEBLEY & SCOTT
REVOLVER

Select shipment of improved .38
Webleys. These have both the single
and double action design and shoot
the standard .38 S&W. Only $3.00
additional for one in NRA ExceIlent
condition. An amazingly low price.

~ ~ ~ 1 t A ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ J : ~ I J ? ~ g ~ S ~ ~ l t ~ ~ ) T f ~ ~ ~ I S A J , ; : a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ V ~ : i ~ ~ . C ~ ~ ~ F 3 t I ~ ~ J : o r ~ l l o . g U W o a N ~ T a ~ r \ ; W D s ~ 1 ~ i r ~
Sorry. NO COD's. ":Money's Worth or Money Bacl{,' guarantee when goods are returned prepaid within two days
after receipt. Ye Old Hunter will not answer any ascrilninoneous type letters. Send them elsewhere. ALEXANDRIA, VA.•
THE GUN CAPITAL OF THE WORLD. World's Biggest Arms House - World's Lowest Prices. Order now. Sales
Limited to Cont. United States! Never before. never again bargains. S-A-V-E! S-A-V-E! S-A-V-E!!!·S-A-V-E!!! S-A-V-E!!!

",REGISTERED DEALERS: Writ.
". direct to our Canadian Distribute



R'S BARGAINS
SHOOTERS! DEALERS! COLLECTORS! Remove and frame this ad-SOMEDAY it may be
used as MONEY! Hang in prominent place and replace pictures with actual weapons!

FOREIGN GOVERNltlENTS ! ! 'Write directly to Ye Old Hunter. (Still one step ahead of a
howling lynch mob because of his ethical practices.) Deal direct. Save money! Save Time!
Save middlemen! Save agents! Save commissions! Immediate reply guaranteed. Ye Old
H u n t e r - a l w a ~ ' s the first with the most! And above all--all heart! .

ONLY
$24.95!

. ~ 7 9 ~ !

Now! Genuine, original, rare,
1\'1annlicher Autonlatic Pistols
at only $24.95 in very good con
dition. A few excellent $29.95.
The most racy auto design ever.
7.65 Mannlicher Pistol ammo
only $7.50 per 100.

Anytime! .. Anywhe e!••

ONLY
$34.95!

RUSSIAN M91 and M91/30 RIFLES

Genuine Remington Rolling Block Carbines

LOWEST PRICE EVER-Only $1795!
Just arrived! Rare shipments of absolutely near mint genuine Remington made SAD

DLE Carbines complete right down to the snappy s ~ d d l e . ring..The flrst a n ~ possibly LAST
chance for you nolling Block lovers to purchase one of t h e s ~ trIm h t t ~ e nfles at ~ p!'lce neYer before
heard or unheard. This is the rare octagonal breecJ:1 ~nodel wl11('.h makes It a collector s must as well as a
shooters treasure for a lifetime of rare pleasure. Onglllal boxed UMC .43 ammo only $6.00 per 100 rounds.

Your choice ONLY $1095'
(M91 Model pictured) _

THE MOST AMAZING FIND OF OUR TIMES. Authentlc Russian Infantry Rifles in
both the rare Model 91 and the rare Model 91/30. YOUR CHOICE of either model
only $10.95, or both models for ONLY $21.45 when ordered in pairs. Guaranteed com
plete, in good serviceable condition and devoid of all cOlnmunist rust. A hazardous
find that shattered the shooting world, and what luayheln for our competitors who
tried to joCI(y Ye Old Hunter out of this cache. Thanks to an underground waterway.
shooting is now yours in the popular 7.62 Caliber-available everywhere. Super rare
quadrangular bayonets for either 1110del only $1.95. Insure yours with a prompt order!!

TOTAL PRICE Only $928!
NEW SHIPMENT of rare original 7MM Remington Rolling Blocks

-the rifle that broke all sales records a few years back. Absolutely com
plete and in renlarkable condition for the condition they are in. Condi

tion is 'lgun nut special" and not to be confused with former ugun crank special"
rusty relics. The finest 71\'11\'1 .Renlington Rolling Blocks ~ v a i ~ a b l e an¥'yhere. Own this
historical relic for a luere pittance-only $9.28. A few In elIte condItIOn only $11.08!
Glamorous, rare ushort tooth" bayonets only $1.95. 7MM M:.C. ammo only $6 per 100.

great Garand, and blaze away with Ye.old Hunter's bargain .30-06 Me cartridges
for only $79.95. This is no worthless bag of reject mis-matched parts someone was
afraid to assemble; this is no phoney "auction" to stick you with. what others would
not buy; this is no over-priced monster from the other side of the moon, but the
REAL THING from Springfield Arsenal, in superb original condition GUARANTEED
by Ye Old Hunter and with all milled parts and all numbers matching. Send today:
the best bargain of the new decade! Order from this ad to insure prompt delivery!

A Pancho Villa Special! Cal. 7mm Remington Rolling Blocks!
Cal.7MM

\'MI,ar Mint! Remington Made .43 Caliber Saddle Carbines!
Cal••43

COLT .45 MODEL 1911

and MODEL 1911A1
Colt. .45 ACP Model 1911.
World renowned U.S. auto:
NRA v.g. only $34.95. NRA
Excellent only $39.95! Order
now. A prize value! (.45 ACP
Ammo_ only $5.00 per 100.)

t
RIFLE EVER MADE" ... GENERAL HATCHER

MI GARANDS Only .

ONLY $995'
A FANTASTIC BARGAIN -

CO~T MODEL 1917 CAL••45 ACP

~ ~ ~ s ~ ~ f t r ' J ~ d e ~ f 1 9 W p ~ ~ : ='==Illil
mits this pargain price of
only $ 2 4 ; ~ 5 . Only $5.00
afidition3i1 for a near new

d ~ ; : \ . ~ ~ ~ c : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s o ~ i ;
$5.00 per 100 rds.) (Half
Moon C l i ~ s $1.00 per doz.)

Greatest Rifle Offering Ever

"TH E FINEST

.30-06 Original

],ts. Select Wal~

ine natural finish
-no dip required)

lJ has such a Mauser bargain been available. UNBELIEVABLE. From anyone
'ER it WOULD be unbelievable. You've paid more for hula hoops than for THIS
ow while tiny supply lasts. THINK OF IT-an original German issue Mauser
condition throughout manufactured in the prime vintage years with (natura llS
) PAIlTS AND TRUE BLACK WALNUT STOCKS and the best of all. ill the
7.65mm (.30) MAUSER rifle cartridge. Buy and enjoy forever "TIlE :MOS'J'
EVEIl MADE." (ONLY $4.00 More if we select an OUTSTANDING Beauty.)

ade Mauser Bayonet and Scabbard: only $1.95. Caliber 7.65mm AMMUNITION
r 100. Caliber 7.65mm SOFT PT. (Hunting) Ammo Only $3.45 per box of (20).

;ERMAN -MADE ARGENTINE MAUSERS!

~ 1 , p · # t # e . * i l i 4 ja
~ THAT MUST BE ACTUAllY

SEEN TO BE fUllY APPRECIATED.

ABSOLUTELY "NEAR MINT" ONLY

• S-Shot Magazine - No (lip Required $2795!
• All Milled Parts - 24" Barrel • 1%" Swivels

• Select European Walnut - Partially Hand-fitted - Natural Oil Finish
fine German made Mauser M91-Bc3utlfully sporterizcd at the most reasonable price

m. The rifle that has EVERYTHING-including Quality features NOT found on high
DOrters. Originally manufactured by the famous German arms makers LudwiK Loewe
and D.W.M., Berlin, during the great arms period when THE EMPHASIS WAS ON
U ~ and 'now beautifully sporterized at the lowest price imaginable. One of the finest ~
lme and with all milled parts. The M91 Is stocked with only select European walnut.
itte1J. (Qnly obtainable today on a custom basis.) A Sporter you r.an truly be proud to
Ie-your!i' today and only 527.95 ... the greatest Quality buy ever!
$5.00 if ·we carefully select a stock with outstanding grain b c a u ~ : )

67 WINCHESTER .22 CAL. RIFLES

the entlre family can enjoy. The perfect little .22 for all around
shootin.g, and at what a steal price-only $9.95 cOlTIplete and
detail. While away hours of practically costless shooting with
Better order this very day to insure one in :YOlir household!

, the Guantanamo Buddha of the gun traders of the world,
Ind new decade with-the greatest rifle bargain ever found .•.
of "The finest rifle ever made" ... yes, tens of thousands of
DS, all in v. g. or better condition, all manufactured by
~ A L (no cheap contract jobs), all in the world's greatest cart
all at a price EVERYONE can afford ... just a mere $79.95.
, away those old Krags and rough Springfields you've been
from others, and step up and enjoy the best of 'em all, the

,n your offiqial letterhead for new sensational discount liRts. CANADIAN BUYERS: Write'"
P. O. Box 628, Peterboro, Ontario. Add 20% to above prices when ordering and SAVE.'"

E• 200 S. Union St.. Alexandria 2, Va.
ATTENTION AMERICAN RIF'LEMEN! Take advantage today of these superb. safe, sure.

Sf'lected. sensational, special weapons and ammuni tion bargains! Never in history such

a sel\!ction at such prices! Order TODAY from thIs ad, for lasting pleasure and.

permanent value! Don't be misled by cJnims of others-for the finest quality and

gl"eatest value selected surplus weapons and ammunition are unquestionably the best!



At summer camp operated by Kiwanis Club on Caddo Lake, La., parish police
Captain Harold Terry gives shotgun and safety show, holds kids spellbound.

(Continued from page 18)
ment work and the men who engage in it

" on a professional basis.
Gen. Robert M. Ives, president of the

law enforcement commission, is an infantry
division commander who retired some
months ago after 41 years of service. Gen.
Ives has been shot at by much more ef
fective ammunition than newspaper columns
and letters to editors. His comment was:
"The program was an attention getter."

By the time the fourth demonstration
was given, the Houston School Board
wanted to see what was going on, so on
the night of May 25, at a regular meeting
of the board, the program was given in the
board room, and shown on television to an
enormous TV audience. That night Gen.
Ives commented: "The program had a
strong and spontaneous acceptance."

As soon as Captain Hallmark introduced
patrolman Reeves Jungkind, the shooting
began. The demonstration included cutting
the blaze off two candles with two shots,
cutting a playing card in two pieces when it
was turned edgewise, and splitting a lead
bullet on the sharp blade of a hand ax so
the split bullet broke two clay targets, one
on either side of the ax.

InspeGtor Fultz gave a talk on officer
training and the development of career of-

ficers. Then came Gene Clements, brilliant
honor student from Lamar High, who talked
()n student response. Gene's talk was a scor·
cher. Said Gene: "What of a youngster
who has been taught it is all right to do a
thing if you can get away with it? Teen·
agers regard law enforcement agencies as
a joke. Prohibition destroyed respect for
the law before we were born . . . Our
generation does not respect law enforcement
agencies; neither do our parents. But when
we have a burglary, or some other crime
that directly effects us, we yell for help ...
We have paid for our sophisticated attitude,
and I think the price has been too high."
These were strong words, but words that
neither parents nor law enforcement officers
can afford to ignore.

Dr. John McFarland, Houston School
Superintendent did not ignore them. He
announced that Houston high schools would

follow up, through their student councils
and student bodies, to increase recpect for
firearms and for law and law enforcement
officers. Nor are Houston police ignoring
them. They feel that their work with the
youngsters in firearms training is creating
friendliness and better understanding be
tween kids and cops-on both sides.

It was an impressive program to a vast
TV audience. The climax came when Dr.
McFarland announced that the program was
so highly regarded by both educators and
students that it would be repeated the next
school year at Houston's 15 senior high and
25 junior high schools.

Moving north out of Texas, we find in
Evansville, Indiana, Patrolman Eugene
Carlile, a fast draw two-gun man who has
not only won many shooting contests, but
has been on a number of shows. Patrolmen
Carlile's exhibitions have shown many
youngsters that firearms are instruments to
respect. He has also furnished much copy
for news reporters and has been honored by
sports cartoonists. His trick shots are, nu
merous, but one never to be forgotten is a
back shot over the left shoulder, with a
ring for a sighting mirror. His shows de
light the kids-and their parents. Marks
manship programs offer "something to do"
and that is good for kids, in Evansville and

everywhere else.
Another youth training program is headed

by Sheriff J. H. Flournoy, Caddo Parish,
Shreveport, Louisiana. Sheriff Flournoy's
work with youth has not been something
of passing interest. It covers many years
of devoted service. His program includes a
Junior Rifle Program, with Captain Harold
M. Terry as full·time firearms instructor.
Capt. Terry is an expert shot and does trick
shooting.

About 200 boys and girls are enrolled. In
summer, the Junior Rifle Program begins at
9:30 A.M. and continues to 11 :30; begins
again at 1 :'30 P.M. and continues to 3 :30,
five days per week. No shooting on Satur
days or Sundays, and no shooting on
Wednesday afternoons. During school time,
shooting is from 9 :30 to 11 :30 on Saturdays,
unless it rains.

Sheriff Flournoy has written a booklet en·

titled Winning Our Youth. This covers the
entire youth program. Of the Junior Rifle
Club he says: "The purpose of this Club is
to teach boys and girls how to handle and
use firearms. Accredited and approved N.R.A.
instructors supervise and instruct all classes
of shooters, from beginners to those who have
completed the prescribed course in shooting.
Tournaments are held at intervals and tro
phies are awarded to winners. In addition to
outdoor sunshine and exercise, the incentives
provided keep the members on their toes to
excel in marksmanship."

Another outstanding youth organization is
the Junior Rifle Club sponsored by the
Stratford, Connecticut, Police Athletic
League. Starting with nothing, and reinforc·
ing the "nothing" with work, sweat, and
tears, made "something." This club was
organized in August, 1951, under direction of
then sergeant, now lieutenant Joseph R. Car·
ten. To make sure that all instructors taught
alike, a total of 14 instructors, all expe·
rienced in handling firearms, took a course
of rifle instruction under Clarence McCubbin
of Remington Arms Co. The city authorities
offered the use of a town-owned gravel pit
for a range. A notice in the newspapers
quickly brought in 85 applicants, ranging in
age from 12 to 19. Chief of Police, Patrick
J. Flanagan was a bit worried, as he had no
idea of what to expect. But the Chief, the
Town Manager, and the Town Council were
all present on opening day, and were so im
pressed that they have been behind the club
100 per cent since that time.

Setbacks and hardships have been plenti·
ful. In two years, the club lost most of their
instructors to the armed services. In 1954
they lost their range site, as the property was
sold. But the new owners, Sikorsky Aircraft
Co., provided a new location and this range
was used for a year. Then construction work
forced the club to move again, still on Si·
korsky property.

This time the location was covered with
tall trees. The kids pitched in and did some
real land clearing. An earth backstop was
bulldozed up. Then a flood hit and almost
everything on the range washed out into the
Housatonic River. They had to rebuild.

Lt. Carten has received numerous letters
from former club members in the armed
forces, telling him how thankful they are for
the knowledge of firearms they had when
entering the service. Carten says: "Every
youngster is curious about firearms, and I
believe it is far better to satisfy that curios·
ity by teaching the youngster to handle a
firearm so he will respect it.

"Our rate of delinquency is one of the
lowest if not the lowest in the state. As for
delinquent acts, committed by any form of
firearm or air rifle, they hardly exist. We
have never had an accident in the club, nor
has any member or former member ever been
involved in any sort of firearms accident. The
lessons they learned have stayed with them."

The lessons not only stayed; members of
that club have covered themselves with hon·
ors. Some of their accomplishments are:
State Prone Championship (Outdoors) con·
tinuously since 1953. Two members, Bruce
Reynolds and Barbara Winton, combined to
take the National 2 man Jr. anysight team
championship, setting a national record of
800x800 with 60 X's. The club has sent a
team to the National Matches at Camp

(Continued on page 57)
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An Easy
To-Build
LOADING
BENCH
By, E. L., STACKFLETH

IS YOUR SHOP CLUTTERED WITH LOADING COMPONENTS?

THERE'S A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING IN AND ON THIS COMPACT BENCH

AGOOD HANDLOADING bench not only takes the
clutter out of the home workshop, it makes loading

easier and more fun. Here is a bench that is cheap and

easy to build.
Its framework and legs are made of 2" x 4" yellow pine.

If table is to be left in one position and more weight is

wanted, legs can be 4" x 4". But legs specified are adequate

for all but the heaviest equipment. Frame is fastened with
heavy countersunk wood screws for rigidity.

A sliding tray provides storage space for your powder
cannisters, loading blocks, other loose equipment. A draw

er is added for readily accessible storage of spare dies
and frequently needed tools. Pegboard ends, with fasteners

obtainable at any hardware store, make it easy to hang

up remaining tools and accessories.
My own table is built to fit into a closet and is equipped

with castors so that it can be rolled in and closed out of
sight when not in use. Castors are available with locking
levers which prevent table from unwanted movement dur

ing loading operations. The table is heavy enough to permit

use of most up-stroke as· well as down-stroke presses, but
where neeq.ed, eyelets can be set in table legs and screen

door hooks located in the floor so that the table is held
firm against even the heaviest lift. Dimensions can be

altered, of course, to fit conditions. Finish is optional.

MATERIALS
4--2" x 4" x 34" 1-1" x 4" x 18"
6-2" x 4" x 38" 8-1" x 6" x 38"
5--2" x 4" x 26" 4--1" x 2" x 38"
2-20" x 14" pegboard 4--12" chains

2-1" x 2%" x 24"
1-26" x 38" Masonite
2-24" x 15" plywood

4 hinges 2 latches
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HOLSTERS, CASES, CABINETS
(See also pages 4, 39, 40, 43, 49)

shooters who could hit '.20 seconds fairly
regularly, shooting double aclion. One used
a Colt .357 Magnum, the other a .38 Colt
Officers Model. Times in the order of .30
second were fairly common with the Single
Action. After spending much time and wax,
the above times have improved considerably.

We have a couple of men who can get off
legal shots and hit the target in .14 second
with the Single Action. The double actions
have taken a back seat, but the author can
still hit .16 to .18 with fair consistency. Our
thinking has changed from the early days
as it appears that the Single Action in good
hands is a little faster than the double. It
is true that we have done a more thorough
job on our Single Action holsters so some
doubt may still exist.

In addition to shooting starting wilh the
shooter's finger on the switch, we experi.
mented with draw and shoot at a signal.
Lights and sounds have been tried. We hung
a light just above the target and wired it to
go on with the clock. The finger switch was
then turned on by an assistant, and the
shooter went into action when the light went
on. An equivalent was found in letting the
shooter listen for the snap of the switch
when an assistant released it. This was
found to give the same average times as
when using the light. We found that our time
usually ran about two tenths (.20) second
longer than when we released the switch

ourselves.

This proves conclusively to us that he who
starts to draw first will get all the first shot,
about the time the other party is getting
started. This assumes, of course, that they
were fairly evenly matched and that the
second man did not anticipate the action.

A fairly consistant shooter can check his
reaction time directly by averaging his two
performances. Shoot a string with the "finger
on switch" technique, and then shoot a string
by watching for the light as operated by an
assistant. The dillerence between the two
averaged times should be a fairly accurate
measure of reaction time. Also reaction time
may be measured directly on our rig by
holding a cocked gun on target and waiting
for the light. When the light goes on, pull
the trigger and read the time. In our group,
reaction time ranges from .19 to .23 second.

After a session with wax bullets, the guns
are well caked with wax. This does no harm,
but they are always cleaned so that no lead
bullets are accidentally shot through a waxed
up gun. We clean our guns with a nylon
brush and then finally a patch or two soaked

in Hoppes Solvent.

One problem we have not yet solved is
how to get a "Bang" when shooting these
low pressure loads. Wax bullets sure are
quiet after live ammunition. This is a boon
if you like to shoot in the basement after
the kids hav gone to sleep, but there are
times when noise would add to the fun.

As may be noted, we use some target
pistols for our shooting. To protect front
sights, we have in some cases made special
holsters with protective channels; but we also
cover the sights with masking tape. A lot of
blue gets rubbed all during these maneuvers,
but who cares as long as we have fun.

We have made special holsters with inset
wooden channels to protect front sights and
ramps to protect rear sights. Various cutouts,
shapes, props, etc., have been devised for
the different guns and shooters. No illegal

postpaid

Sells as hi as $34.95
elsewhere!

BUILD YOUR OWN
QUICK DRAW GEAR

(Continued from page 32)

Oil. The wax can be warmed slightly in
warm water, dried all, and laid on a lIat
surface. The cases are pushe'd into the wax
until they cut clear through. They are then
pulled out and are ready to shoot.

The .22 wax loads are a little harder to
come by. We have written most of the am
munition manufacturers and they refuse to
supply primed .22 cases. To get primed cases,
it has been necessary for us to pull the
slugs from Long Rille ammunition and dump
out the powder. The cases are then loaded
as outlined above. Here, however, we remelt
the wax in a pie pan to make a cake %"
thick instead of the standard %", as it fits
better in the .22 cases.

Our "Start" switch or "Finger" switch is
mounted on a bracket which may be ad·
j usted up or down on a rod to fit the various
shooters. As may be seen from the illustra
tions, the rod is mounted in a piece of wood
that can be clamped on a chair or stool or
something to accommodate the shooter. The
target is mounted on a piece of masonite
11"xI4". This target board is in turn mount
ed on a piece of 1f2" plywood 24"x30". The
masonite target board sets on two pivots so
that it may move easily. It is held in place
by a switch contact at the top edge. The
switch is set to close when the target board
is pulled forward. This contact arrangement
provides the stop switch for the clock circuit.
When the target board is hit it falls back
about 112" and opens the contacts stopping
the clock. Usually the wax doesn't stick on
the plywood. Occasionally our contacts get
shot out of adjustment, but they can be
repaired easily with a pair of long nose
pliers. A string is attached to the target
board so the shooter can reset it from his
shooting position.

The clock is made up in a metal case to
enclose the electrical parts, and is provided
with a larg"e hand and dial on the front. One
rotation of the hand represents one second,
and readings to less than .01 second may be
made easily. Plugs for target, light, and
switch wires and the 110 V AC cord are
brought out the rear.

In the early days, we had at least two

State belt size, make of gun and
caliber on your order. California

residents add 4% sales tax.

All details on Ready-Cut Kits,
Plans and Hardware are listed
in big, fully illustrated • •

'~Handbook"-Catalog

Only $1.00 ppd.
Your Sl.OO is refundable in
credit with your first order!

Get Your Copy NOW!

COLADONATO BROS.
Dept. G4D, Hazleton, Po.

Fast - Safe - Comfortable

Preferred by the Experts

JORDAN HOLSTER

DON HUME LEATHERGOODS
8772 Van Horn St. La Mesa, Calif.

Catalog 35c. Refunded on First Order

Dept. G-5, P.O. Box 1988 San Diego 12, Calif.

Lightning fast draw action and spinning thrills! A

handsome black saddle leather holster that fits and

feels just right; expertly stitched and reinforced. 38,

45 or 22 loops. Fits Colt S.A. or Scout; Ruger 357,

44 Mag., Single 6; and Hi-Standard. Others available

on special order.

Send your order today to:

JACK DIX - LAMCO ENTERPRISES

FREE CATALOG

Steel Lined

fAST DRAW

HOLSTER
for Your CoIf, Ruger or Hi-Sfandard

P. O. BOX 5327

EL PASO, TEXAS

• CUSTOM MADE

• THE BEST
SINCE 1897

Let your love of field and forest guide you to real
success! Be a career conservationist! - Protect re
sources. Arrest violators. Work with wildlife amid
scenic surroundings, away from city pressurcs. En
joy a "way of life" others C;1n't even buy! Good P'-')",

,,1 se:c~lrity. prestige. Full tim.e and s e ~ s o n a l . ?pporlu.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ••\~ ~1/i~s~c~~~al~~~?e~~r~~~~I~~~\~.a~~~cg't~~~tawrft~i
",,.\~ North Am.ricon School of Conservotion ]f over 17 .....rilp NO\V!

Dept. ole" 1038 So....h Lo I,eo, Los A"geles 19, Cctll'or"ICl

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

HQui(k-Draw" Holsters

IIIlII
It's EASY I With

ea.berth· Plans & Kits i ~ l I I J : I l l f ! , l f l ' - _ ! f I i i
Finished cabinets in 82
different styles and fin-

ishes also available.
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WHITCO
P. O. DRAWER 1712

BROWNSVILLE 18, TEXAS

Beautifully made. hand-plaited, ljlen
uine leather riding crop. with 18 Inch
dagger hidden inside. Practical col
lector's item. $5.00 PP.

Designed by Frank A.
. Pachmayr. these handsome gun cases
keep your side arms safe and secure all
in one place. Have rack for guns, space
for accessories and special mounts for
spotting scope. Made of rugged light
weight construction and finished in simu
lated black or brown alligator outside and
fully lined inside. Choice of 4 or 5 gun
models with or without back door in
brown or black colors. Prices start as low
as $29.50. Guaranteed by the West's oldest
gun house.
See your dealer or write for FREE 16-page brochure..

PACHMAYR GUN WORKS, INC., Dept. G-4
1220 S. Grand Ave., los Angeles 15, California

1127 - SPECIAL: SWORD-CANE, RIDING-CROP

1144. BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT

Fast draw type holster with soft glove leather white lin
ing. Belt and holster in black cowhide only. $8.99 PP.
Send waist size. caliber. model and barrel length of gun
when ordering. Double gun set available @ $13.95 PP.

The Hide-a-Way
Holster

Handcrafted for
YOU; fits inside
trousers band;
concealed but
available; pro
tects against
grease, rust. Wt.
2 ~2 oz. top grain
soft cowhide, riv
eted nickel clip.
$2.95 P.P.

1120. BORDADO GUN
HOLSTER AND BELT

Beautifully designed with white
plastic lacing, on deep cordovan
leather, edged in white leather
lacing. Rich looking. Made for all
firearms and calibers. Revolver
type set includes belt, fully looped,

holster, with leather buckle. Automatic set in.
eludes belt, holster and two clip holders for four
clips. Send waist size, caliber, model and barrel
length of gun when ordering. Automatic set
$15.95. Revolver set $10.95 PP.

of mat or cushion directly in front of the
shooter, because when things get exciting it
is real easy to drop the gun. Some attention
should be paid also to what is in range, as
small fragile articles can be broken by the
wax bullets. Our only casualty so far is one
75 watt light bulb. My fluorescent lights
make a big "bong" when hit, but so far have
not broken.

We have taken movies and still pictures
of our activities, and have had very interest
ing results. A good quick draw is hard to
see in the movies, as it only spans 3 or 4
frames. To slow the action down, we have
taken slow motion shots at 64 frames per
second with 8 mm equipment. Even these
are a little hard to study, due to the small
size. Snap shots must be taken at not ~
less than 1/200 of a second. ~

walnut hand-rubbed and as unmarred as the
day she was turned. The breech was deli
cately engraved. And she was fitted with
open iron sights, preferred by Africa's crafti
est big-game trackers.

"Never seen a .600, have you?" Vic mused.
I admitted I hadn't.

"Well," he said, "they're custom-built for
Africa, and for India, too, the last lingering
places of tough-hided beasts. Holland and
Holland made this one. It would cost you
$1800, anyway, to duplicate today. And, of
course, they're still turning them out ... in
England and elsewhere on the Continent."

"It's big," I conceded, wondering a little
what else it really was good for.

"About the biggest thing shooting," Vic
nodded. "But size isn't the important thing
... nor the 16 pounds the .600 weighs. What
counts is her firepower, her hitting and hurt
ing power-how she penetrates even the
roughest, toughest of elephant hides.

"It's like this," Vic mused. "No offense
meant, mind you. But you Yanks come over
here armed with .375s. A good gun, plenty
big, plenty penetrating against your biggest

NEW IDEAS IN TOP
QUALITY HOLSTERS

to say?" Vic cut in, "with a .375?" I nodded

assent.
"But this is Africa, George," he replied

gently, laying aside the Wincht"ster. "Per
haps we'd better look over what guns I've
got racked in the den. Maybe you'll see
something there that fits your shoulder, and
the game you're after." Silently I followed
as Vic showed the way to his arsenal. Racked
one after another was a phalanx of heavies,
.475s, a lot of them, and almost as many

.500s.
I'd never seen rifles so big, nor so power

ful. Not many Statesiders had. Except for
a rare custom job or until very recently
when Winchester announced its .458 Model
70, the U.S.'s first true elephant gun, .375s
were the biggest production-liner's stamped
"made-in-America."

I picked up a .475 Holland & Holland. I
liked the feel of it, liked the way it shoul
dered and nested. The Holland & Holland in
hand, I was turning away when at the rack's
far end something loomed unbelievably large.
I blinked and looked again.

"What's that!" I blurted.
Vic took up the monster rifle, felt lovingly

of its side-by-side barrels, patted its walnut
stock and said simply,

"That, George, is my insurance policy ...
and yours."

For an hour we luxuriated on Vic's veranda,
gun-talking, while Vic slumped in a big,
overstuffed chair, the monster elephant rifle
steadied across his knees. Those two, Vic and
his .600, seemed compatible as a couple
celebrating their 25th wedding anniversary.
And, as a matter of fact, they were.

The .600, Vic explained, was a real African
gun, a big shot. It had been hand-crafted in
England, built around 1906, more than 42
years before. He'd owned her going on 25
years. Still, when I took the creature up,
broke her, and squinted down the barrels,
they shone like burnished silver. The rifling
was perfect, the care Vic had given her that
exacting.

Like most English-made big-game rifles,
she carried her barrels side-by-side. Vic and
his fellow white hunters knew the value of
twin barrels. They'd learned first-hand that
a split second can make the difference, some
times between life and death. When a bull
tusker's charging, even the handiest of men
is apt to fumble, reloading. With the .600,
you got off the first shot and had another,
just as smashing, just as heavy, ready to go.

The old rifle was beautifully stocked, the

THE GOLIATH OF THE BIG DOUBLES
(Continued from page 26)

spring, swivel, or cut-away types are used by
our group. Our biggest problem at first was
that some of our rigs didn't work very

"smoothly. As a result, two -of us attended a
leather craft class at night school to learn
the finer points. Our later equipment looks
very professional.

We realize that many variations can be
made to our procedures, and we will welcome
correspondence. Address W. B. Shaffer, 1761
Hampton Road, Grosse Point 36, Michigan.
-When people drop in at my house, or Sam
Ellis's, or Bill McCarter's, sooner or later
quick draw shooting comes up for discus
sion. After a bit of demonstration, it nearly
always follows that the guests have a try. A
lot of people who start out by laughing at

'this sport are fascinated by it once they have
tried it. With beginners, we spread some sort
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Africa's biggest. Not even Winchester's new·
est and heftiest, the .458, has, or even claims
to have, the stopping power of Africa's "Big
Bertha." For, though the 500·510 gr. Win
chester bullet travels faster, it develops only
about 5000 ft-lbs of muzzle energy. And that's
1840 ft·lbs short of the .600's three long tons.

Ironically the African .600, magnificent as
it is, ranks among the least fired guns in the
world. Like an insurance policy, it's only
occasionally called upon for a cash dividend.
For one thing, the .600's got the kick of a
jackass with the bellyache. It's not the
shoulder gun a hunter would choose, except
in the tight spots. Besides, like a lot of "Big
Berthas," it's not designed for plinking, nor
for long range or constant work. Even if 'it
were, the nearly $1.25 it costs for a single
cartridge makes the shooting something for
corporate executives in the 90 per cent tax
bracket.

And though Winchester's .485 bids for the
African market-priced as it is around $285
-it will be a long time before old veldt
hands lay aside their double-barrelled .600s,
even when they are price·tagged $800 and
up, mostly "up," in favor of the single-bar
relled American .458. The way professional
hunters look at it, as Vic said around our
bush-country fire, "That first barrel is my
insurance policy. The second, my annuity. I
don't intend cashing in either."

One day near Kenya's sluggish, croc
festered Tana river, Vic handed over the .600
with the suggestion I target it on a nearby
acacia.

"You first," I retorted.
He smiled and very carefully loaded the

monster. Vic was a six-footer, a solid package
of a man, his 200 pounds tough and wiry.
Still he strained, shouldering the rifle. And
when he sighted-in on target, I noticed how
he braced, legs wide, his left arm tensed,
as if anticipating the recoil. When it came,
Vic rocked backwards as if sledged. He was
rubbing his shoulder as he reloaded.

"One shot at a time," he cautioned, hand
ing over the gun. "I've never heard of any
one firing both barrels at once, and I never
saw a guy alive who claimed he had."

For fully five minutes Vic briefed me on
firing the .600. Hold' it wrong, he warned,
and you might bust your collar bone. The
right way was to nestle the stock very tightly
into the shoulder, the recoil pad firm and
solid. But the real trick lay with the left
hand. You grasped well up on the forestock,
and used your left arm pushing forward, as
a kind of shock absorber.

No. 50F. 3" belt with
'30 cartridge loops. Specify

waist size and caliber of cartridge.
As shown $36.50
Single holster loop on right un
less otherwise specified .. $32.50

No. 130LF. Quick draw West
ern style revolver holster.
Specify make, model, barrel
length. As shown, 515.00 ea.
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Kodiak, moose, or grizzly. But African ani
mals are a different, tougher breed. They die
hard. Life over here ... the constant fight for
survival, turns them savage. You've got just
one chance to stop them, and stop them dead
in their tracks."

"Won't the .375 do it?" I demanded.
"Yes, of course it will," Vic conceded.

"If you score a vital hit."
"And if you don't?"
Vic shrugged. "A steel-jacketed .375 might

turn them, but not often will it sledge them
to their knees, I mean, bring them down thru
sheer impact alone. The .600 will. Hell, you
don't even have to score a vital spot. Come
close, that's enough."

At home, Vic conceded, the average Amer
ican after big stuff may be a top marksman
when it comes to elk, moose, grizzly, and
even Kodiak. He's cool and plenty collected,
drawing bead on North America's toughtest.
But in Africa? In Africa even the most
veteran of big game guys seethe with raw
fear as they squeeze off a shot. And it's fear
before a charging African rhino, elephant
or buffalo that tips the scales against the
Yank·in·Africa, and his .375. Fear can spoil
the best shot, shy a slug inches away from
a really killing spot. That leaves the Yank
like a fight manager who's got a stable of
boxers with stiff left jabs, when what he
needs for the championship is just one guy
with a knock-out right. The .375 jabs. The
.475 wallops hard. But the .600 KOs.

That's why, from the Congo to Kenya,
white hunters like Vic Bentley have for years
stood by, with a .600 loaded and ready,
while their clients worked a .375 or maybe
a .475. Eight times in ten the client scored
with his lightweight jab. But for those other
two times, the guide stepped in for the
knock-out, with his .600.

I knew the .600 was a giant among rifles,
but the statistics really told the story. The
.600, loaded with the .600 British-made Nitro
Express, had three times the weight and
twice the power of a .375. The .600 bullet
weighed an unbelievable 900 grains, over two
ounces. The .375? But 300 grains. So Africa's
"cannon," its stalwart elephant gun, packed
a bullet three times heavier than its biggest
American cousin that I had brought along
for African hunting. Vic's Holland & Holland
.600 pushed that 900 gr. bullet along at 1850
feet per second, its muzzle energy reaching
some 6840 ft·lbs. The .375's muzzle energy
approximated 3630 ft-lbs, only a little more
than half the .600's. And it's power, hitting
force and bullet weight, that cold·decks
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Worked correctly, left arm' acting like a
steel spring, and you could overcompensate
for recoil. By anticipating it, you could keep
from being shoved sprawling into the dirt.

I raised the monster to my shoulder. That
six pound difference between it and my .375
was tremendous. Very deliberately I braced
spread-legged, jammed the recoil pad tight
into my shoulder, gripped far up the fore·
stock, sighted ... and squeezed off a shot.

Something tore at my shoulder. My left
arm seemed to come unhinged. I rocked
backwards, as if clobbered by an iron·solid
fist. But worst was the blast. It was like a
cannon loaded with dynamite. The recoil
moved me back, still spread·legged and tense,
fully four feet. Simply picked me up and
shoved. But I didn't go down. As the dust
cleared, I heard Vic's throaty chuckle.

"Not a gnn you'd shoot from prone," he
laughed, "unless you didn't care about losing
your front dentures."

What amazed me most was the piece's
accuracy. At 100 feet' it was deadly. That
acacia seemed to fly apart, a fist·sized hole
gouged at its center. Vic assured me that
close and up to 300 feet, the 600's intended
maximum range, she'd stop anything short
of a Sherman fank. I believe it.

I won't say the recoil was less than I'd
expected, only that it was different. The .375
slaps hard. The .600 pushes, a tremendous
shove, admittedly, but it has none of the
.375's sharpness.

It was a week later that Vic got around to
the story of his .600's unbelievable history,
and how he'd come to own the monster. By
then I was convinced that there existed in
the world no shoulderable rifle more power
ful, nor more deadly than the .600. But
Vic's wasn't just another handcrafted Big
Bertha. It had a 'history, an heroic lineage.

The story began in Kenya. The year was
1906, a decade when the sun had not yet set
on the British Empire, and when her colonial
officers were continent·builders and old·school
tough. And none was crustier, nor more big
game minded than the colonel who early in
February, 1906, outfitted a safari bound for
Kenya's Northern Frontier.

For' weeks the colonel urged his retinue
deeper into elephant country, the scouts
ahead, the porters behind, the gun boys close
at hand. It was toward the third week that
they saw the tracks, crossed the spoor of a
tremendous bull. To the colonel's trackers,
the trail was autobiographical: it was a bull,
immense, and likely he carried 100 pounds of
ivory in each tusk.

Toward nightfall they spotted the mam·
moth, feeding quietly among thick thorn
bush and acacia. The colonel motioned a
halt. With a single scout, he stalked npwind
to within 50 yards of the giant. He aimed
his .450-314 nitro express elephant rifle care
fully, beaded for a killing shot midway be·
tween eye and ear. He fired-the bullets
slamming home perfectly. But their impact
didn't even stagger the beast. Before the
Britisher could reload, the monster was upon
him. Bellowing rage, he curled his trunk
around the Britisher, hurled him like a pro
jectile high into a big-girthed acacia. The
colonel clung desperately for an hour to his
high sanctuary, his collar bone snapped, four
ribs splintered, while the bull raged below.
With nightfall, the beast stalked into the
thorns, and the colonel's boys took courage
and returned. Some weeks later the Britisher,
mortally hurt, lay in a Nairobi hospital. The
colonel knew he'd never heal completely, for
the shattered ribs had torn his lungs. He
had put a year's lease on life, perhaps less.

Still, it was failure that racked his mind
as he lay agonizingly abed, every breath a
retching pain. They'd been good shots ...
and true. But they hadn't been enough.
There was, the colonel knew, one Empire
gunsmith capable of a weapon big and
powerful enough to kill the tusked brute.
And he swore he would seek ont the smithy,
commission such a weapon, and return to
kill his killer.

Weeks later the colonel left the hospital,
heading for Kenya's port, Mombasa, and the
first ship for England. Before embarking,
he called together his trackers, ordered them
to return to the Northern Frontier, track the
wounded goliath, keep him under surveil·
lance night and day until his return from
England.

The colonel reached London six weeks
later. Another 24 hours and he was in HoI·
land and Holland's offices.

"Build me an elephant killer," he de·
manded, "your biggest, hardest-hitting rifle."

"It'll be a .600," the gunsmiths told him.
"Double-barrelled, and with the impact of a
pile driver. Find your elephant, and we'll
guarantee a kill." .

"I'll wait," snapped the colonel. And he
did, brooding in London's pubs through 30
days and nights while Holland and Holland
custom·crafted the weapon, fitted it to his
shoulder, proof·tested it, and declared their
work finished.

A week later the colonel was aboard ship,
bound for Kenya.
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You'll want .GUNS QUARTERLY in your library.

THE .30 BELTED NEWTON
(Continued from page 27)

brought out, at one time or another, a series
of cartridges bearing his own name and run
ning from .22 to .35 calibre. There were the
.22 Newton, the .256 Newton, the .280 New
ton, the .30 Newton, the .33 Newton, and the
.35 Newton. Only the .256, the .30, and the
.35 ever got into any kind of producdon. The
.256 was the most popular and was based
upon the .30-06 case shortened to 2.44 inches
and necked to take .264 bullets. A velocity of
3100 ft. sees. was claimed with a 123 grain
bullet, and it was represented as being a far
better killer than the .30-06 load with the
150 grain bullet at 2700 ft. sees.

The larger Newton calibres were made on
a bigger case. I am not sure of the dimen
sions of the very rare .280, but I believe I
am correct in saying that the .30, .33 and .35
were made on the same, large case, 2.52
inches long, .522" thick just ahead of the
extractor groove, and .497 inches thick just
behind the cone or shoulder. Many a middle
aged rifleman has thought longingly and
nostalgically of the great .30's and .35's
which were outstanding in their day even
with the powders then available, and which
are far more so today with our slow-burning
propellants.

These two loads never attained the popu
larity they deserved, for several reasons.
First, they were way ahead of 1915 thinking
and experience. Second, they were offered
only in bolt action rifles and, in those days,
people did not think of bolt guns as hunting
rifles. Third, the Newton rifle was often of

(Continued on page 44)

In another eight weeks he waR on North
ern Frontier. His boys had been faithful.
Knowing the ways of elephants like the
habits of their own brothers, they found the
creature not far from where he'd treed the
colonel. For three long months they'd stalked
him. And now, when the colonel arrived, his
.600 in hand, they were ready.

It took but six hours to track the bull, but
30 minutes to draw within range, but a sin
gle shot to send him to his knees, the life
sledged out of him, just as the London gun
smiths had promised.

Appeased, the colonel returned triumph
antly to Nairobi. He never fired the killer
rifle again. Within 30 days he was dead of
the wounds inflicted in that first encounter.
During the next decade, the .600 passed
through a dozen hands, until Vic Bentley saw
it and bought it.

Never in the history of big-game!s- big
guns had a rifle been more purposefully, nor
more valiantly come by. The colonel had
made a far longer, far costlier safari t:4;Ic.lay
hands upon his gun than upon his quarry.

"A killer," Vic mused, the .600 cradled in
his lap, "the meanest, surest shoulder gun in
all the world..." .

Yet, though he had brought that .600 to
firing position only a score of times, upon
every shot he'd wagered his life, and the life
of a client.

It was a year, or perhaps two, after that
1948 safari of mine, that Vic passed to the
resting place of Kenya's gx;eat whit'eI;·hunfeE5:'"

His heroic .600?Likely ·it's in .the hands
of another safari chief,: its thunderous dis
charge and herculean. impact backstopping
guys who venture-'a'f(tit 'Africa's big- ~
gest with rifles no heftier than a .375. ~
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COLT SINGLE ACTION
Catalog SOc

An entire catalog devoted to genuine
hard to find early model Colt Single
Action revolvers. Complete listings on
engraved guns, parts, grips and hol
ster sets. Outstanding values on qual
ity collector Colts. Prices start at
$44.00.

MAUSER
MILITARY
PISTOLS

Used by German Para- " ' " ' ~ - ' - 
troopers in WW II, 7.63
caliber, original blue finish, fine grips,
excellent mechanical & shooting condi
tion. Grade 1 $49.50, Grade 11 $39.95.
Stripper Clips $1.25

~ = i i l i i i i i i i i i l ~ GERMAN LUGERS
lJenume German luger 9mm
Autos. 81ue finish checkered
walnut grips in good mechani·

cal shooting condition $59.85
Ex tra cI ips 7.50
Ammo 100 rds. 9.50
Holster (European) 5.50
Erma .22 CuI. Conversion Unit. 39.95

Brand new unfired Argentina 45
autos. Beautiful blue finish wal.
nut grips. . $34.95
45 auto holsters. Brand new 4.9S
Ammo-$3.50 Box

GERMAN 9MM P·l8

$42.50
Fine High quality German
Walther, World War II German
automatic. Fires 9mm Luger car•
tridge. Original condition. Extra clips
S7.50. Ammo 9mm, $9.50 for 100
rounds.
Original as issued, Army Holster $8.75

.45 AUTOMATIC

HAND MADE

FOR SINGLE ACTIONS

Fine High Quality Custom-Made
Grips Hand-rubbed hard finish
whICh brings out the beautiful
grains. If you want the very finest
for your gun, Order Nowl

AVAILABLE FOR
Colt Single-Action (old model)
Colt Single-Action (new model)
Ruger Single-Action Blackhawk
Ruger 44 Magnum Single-Action
Ruger Single Six
Great Western Single-Action
Colt S.A. Scout

$8.75

GREAT WESTERN
Catalog SOc

Completely illustrated, showing all
models of Great Western Arms. The
Single Action, Derringer, Buntline,
Deputy. Also complete selection of
holsters and quick draw sets and
equipment. Parts, presentation case
and engraved models are also included.

DEALERS!

INqUIRIES

INVITED

GERMAN MAUSER 8MM
ARMY RIFLES

RARE SWEDISH WW"
B a y o n ~ t & Saber - Very finest quality & work
m a n s ~ J p - Collectors find - mint condition $4.95

EnfIeld RIfle Bayonet-mint-$4.95
(Send SOc for Shipping)

38 cal. M & P revolvers. Excel
lent select grade condition-

Military finish $26.95
Commercial finish $31.00
S. & W. 45 Cal. Revolver-near mint cond $36.95

SMITH &
WESSON
REVOLVERS

WEBLEY
.45 AUTO CAL.

Quality English WWII revolvers.
Beautiful blue finish. Select
Grade $19.95.

Nickel Plated Gun like New
................... $28.75

Ammo $3.50 Per Box

Original as issued in excellent mechanical
and shooting condition $39.50. Ammo. $2.S0 a box.
GERMAN MAUSER llMM RIFLES-NEW $24.95

ARGENTINE MAUSER 7.65MM-NEW $24.00
SWEDISH M-94 MAUSER CARBINE. Excellent $34.95

Fast Draw " ••iii
Single Action • .
Full size exact reproductiOn
Excellent for 1"a5t Draw
practice. Same size, feel and
balance of actual gun. Good
detail reproduction Iuade of sturdy

B \ ~ l ~ i ; n u i ~ - i $4.00 Polished Finisn $6.00
(send 50c for shipping)

COLT
SINGLE

ACTIONS

~
II Brand new genuine Colt single

.\: inal c a s : c ~ ~ o r d e ~ ~ d n ~ j : ~ e s B ~ ~ d t i ~ l ~ e ° H ~ :
... 1.: ish. Immediate Delivery-

.45 Long Colt, 4%", 5Y2" or 71;2" Barrels. $125.00

.38 Special, 43;4", 5Y2" or 71;2" Barrels .. 125.00

.22 Caliber Colt S.A. Scout 4%" Barrel.. 49.50

.44 Special, 43A", 51;2" or 71;2" Barrels ... 125.00

.22 Scout Buntline 9" Barrel. . . . . . . . . . . . 69.95

GERMAN MILITARY
Catalog SOc

Outstanding collection' of German
Military Arms. German Lugers, P-38's,
Mauser Military pistols, Browning au
tomatics and many other German
Arms. Also parts, holsters, grips and
accessories, current listing of de-acti
vated machine guns.

$650 Postpaid
I

Genuine Tooled leather

Beautiful Custom Hand
Tooled Genuine Leather
Fast Draw Western Hol
sters. Completely lined
with soft suede for the
protection of your gun.
Available for Colt,
Great Western, or Ruger
single actions. Any
barrel length. Colors
Natural or brown.

Send SOc for Shipping.

FAST DRAW HOLSTER
IHOLSTERSI

GREAT WESTERN SINGLE ACTIONS

ENFIELD
COMMANDO
.38 CALIBER
Six shot 5" Bbl. Double action
revolver. Excellent mechanical
and shooting condition. Used by the
British Commandos $19.75
Nickel Plated Gun like New..... 28.75
Ammo Box 50 Rds. .. 4.20

Hamme' .•••.. $7.67
Back Strap .•.. 6.50
Firing Pin ..••. 1.00
Grips ....••... 3.50
Hand 3.33
Trigge, .....•• 2.33
MaIn Spring 1.67 Base Pin Screw. $ .33
Bolt 2.67 Base Pin Nut. .. .33
Trigger Guard .. 7.00 Base Pin Spring .33
Barrels- Gate ........• 6.33
45 cal, 44 special Gate Catch .•• .33
38 special Gate Spring ... .33
4%" - 5 V2" .. 11.33 Ejector Tube .. 6.67
7V2" 13.33 Ejector Rod .67
Sears & Bolt Ejector Rod Head 2.67

Spring . . . . .. .67 Ejector Spring .33
Base Pin 1.00 Cylinders 45. 38 Spl.
Base Pin Bushing 1.67 and 44 Spl .13.33

All Screws 33c each

JUMBO USED GUN
Catalog $1.00

Tremendous selection of modern and
antique gun bargains. Colt Single
Action, Colt and Remington Cap and
Boll revolvers, used revolvers and au
tomatics. Used shotguns and rifles
and hundreds of other hard to get
items for the collector and shooter.

The "Fast-Draw" Special is a
Frontier Revolver that has been
factory modified to oller an
extra smooth action and an ex
ceptionally smooth, crisp trigger
pull. Furnished with 4%" barrel
and brass trigger guard and

. backstrap. Regularly supplied in
.45 caliber with a 4%" barrel. Other calibers and barrel
lengths available on special order $114.50

GREAT WESTERN PARTS AVAILABLE (Send For List)

GENUINE GREAT WESTERN

PRICE SCHEDULE
.22 Caliber $ 91.50
.38 Special .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 99.50
.44 Special 105.50
.45 Caliber. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 99.50
.357 Atomic 105.50
.45 ACP Caliber 124.50
.44-40 Caliber . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 124.50
.44 Magnum .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 124.50

CUSTOM QUALITY FIREARMS
CHOICE OF 4 3/4",5 1/2" or 71f2" barrel

" COLT SINGLE ACTION PARTS

EARLY & MODERN FIREARMS CO•• INC. P.O. Box 1248. Studio City. California
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believe that such recommendations should
come from the gunsmith doing t.he recham
bering work. Reamers may vary slightly in
t.heir dimensions; barrels may be of slightly
different diameter; and components may not
be the same as used in my t.ests. I shall only
say that du Pont 4350 powder was used in
my tests at the Winchester factory. Brass
was necked-down Winchester .338 Magnum,
primers were Winchester 120, and bullets
were, as stated, 180 grain NosIer. I can
further state that the appearance of the
primers was normal, that no extraction diffi
culties were encountered and, finally, that
t.he heads of the fired cases were measured
and 110 enlargement was found.

Considering that we have a very nearly
adequat.e choice of commercial calibres for
almost any given purpose, one may well ask
what the point is in cluttering things up
with another wildcat. There are a number of
answers for the .30 Belted Newton. In the
first place, it is a very tame wildcat in the
sense that. it is no more difficult to load than
it is to reload a factory number. Second, if
we can assume that there is a demand for
the .300 H. & H. Magnum and the .300
'Weatherby, we must also concede a potential
demand for a cartridge of similar character
istics providing said cartridge can be shown
t.o have certain advantages. Stated as brielly
as possible, the .30 Belted Newton is more
powerful than the .300 H. & H. Magnum by
a very considerable margin. Because of the
configurat.ion of the case it should burn its
powder more efficiently than the .300 H. & H.
and result in longer barrel life, granted
similar steel. As to the .300 Weatherby, t.he
.30 Belted Newton has the advantage of per
mitting a relatively short action and short
bolt throw. Its ballistics are very similar to
the factory loaded .300 Weatherby and, be·
ing less over bore capacity, it achieves its
performance with less powder and, hence,
less barrel wear. Finally, it is a very cheap
conversion, since only the chamber and bolt
face need altering in a .30-06 bolt action.

Perhaps my own personal reasons for this
conversion might be of interest. One evening
I was looking at my gun rack. On it were
three Griffin & Howe rilles: a .458, a .30-06,
and a .270. I suddenly found myself wonder
ing just why I wanted two rilles with such
similar characteristics as the .30-06 and the
.270. I did not want to invest in a new rille,
but this conversion seemed reasonable and
desirable. I consider the .30 Belted Newton
a far better African "plains rille" t.han the
.270, since the latter is a little on the light
side for eland, greater kudu, sable, and
zebra. I should also prefer the .30 Belted
Newton for moose, grizzly, and brown bear.

The .30 Belted Newton is an extremely
versatile load, since it can be loaded with
all .308 bullets from no grains to the 250
grain bullet as made by Fred Barnes. In the
accompanying photograph are illustrated
four of the many possibilities, cartridges
loaded with the 220 grain steel jacketed
Hornady, the 200 grain Speer, the 180 grain
NosIer, and a 180 grain gas check. I may be
mistaken, but I consider the 150 grain load
somewhat of a contradiction in this rille. If
the animal can be killed with the 150 grain
better than with the 180 or 200 grain bullets,
then the rille is probably needlessly power·
ful. On the other hand, for those wanting an
all-round rille, the 150 grain offers interest·
possibilities at maximum or somewhat less
than maximum velocities. It is quite possible

.30 Belted Newton

.300 H. & H. Mag.

.30-06 Springfield

The up in Pointer 75" is especially designed
to meet the growing need for a moderately

priced precision instrument. Designed for instal-
lation on over 350 U.S. and -Foreign make rifles,

including the popular Enfield, the unit is complete
with yom'" choice of 'mounts. Score a bullseye for these
features:
• Centered crosshairs - shock mounted. Coated precision Ilass
.pties throughout. Color corrected. long eye relief - 21f2 to 4"
• Internal adjustments. Choice of power - 2¥2X - 4X - 6X •
Wide field - 40' at 100 yrd - 2¥2X • .750 tube diameter. Steel
construction - permanently blued. Price includes mount ... 350
types available. All parts designed & manufactured in the U.S.A.

Jobber dealer inquiries invited

able to close the bolt if the shoulder were
set too far forward. but the important thing
is that with a belted case it is almost im
possible. granted decent gunsmithing, to have
too much headspace.

Originally, what has become known as the
Belted Newton case was formed from either
.300 or .375 H. & H. brass, shortened and
necked to the desired calibre and finally
fire-formed to pooch it out to tbe fat, New
ton configuration. The results were thor
oughly satisfactory, but it was quite a lot
of work and meant that yOll could never take
out after some dangerous beast with brand
new, unfired ammunition. Some people seem
to prefer new cases although, personally, tbe
question is moot. I have never had a hand
load misfire, so I am probably a bad judge.

In any case, what is important is that now
one can have .30 Belted Newton brass simply
by running .338 Winchester Magnum cases
through a resizing die once, period, end of
production. Fred Huntington of R. C. B. S.
in Oroville, Calif. will rechamber most bolt
action .30-06's for less than $20, and furnish
a set of dies for $13.50. So for less than $35
you can become a .30 Belted Newton owner
and operator; and this is quite an operation.

Consider, please, the arithmetic:
150 gr. 180 gr.

M.V. M.E. M.V. M.E.
3550 4200 3291 4330
3190 3390 2920 3400
2970 2930 2700 2910

200 gr. 220 gr.
M.V. M.E. M.V. M.E.

.30 Belted Newton 3044 4130 2745 3680

.300 H. &H. Mag. 2620 3350

.30-06 Springfield 2410 2830
The figures for the .30 Belted Newton are

taken from Huntington's chronograph report.s
on tests run in a Model 70 Winchester with a
barrel length of 25% inches. The other
figures are t.aken from factory ballistic tables.

My rille is a rechambered .30-06 Griffin &
Howe built around a Winchester Model 70
action, wit.h a 22 inch barrel. In tbe Win
chester factory at New Haven, this rifle re
corded 3165 ft. secs. MV with 180 grain
NosIer bullets, for a muzzle energy of 4004
ft. lbs. This would indicate a loss of' about
39 ft. secs. for each inch of barrel cut off.
Accuracy in my rille is minut.e and a half.

I prefer not to give exact information as
to the charges used in these tests, since I

PAN TECHNICS, LTD.
P. O. Box S7B, Encinitas, Calif., G-4

Pan Technics scores another first ... a new
handgun scope with 22" eye relief. Perfect for

hunting or improving accuracy with iron sights.
Precision constructed this new scope comes

complete with clamp-on mount for installation
on frame or barrel ... fits any revolver, no

drilling or tapping required (over 300 models)
... 100% satisfaction guaranteed or your money

back check these features:

• 22-inch eye relief (Perfect focus & Max. field from
5" to full arms length) • 1.4X • Precision glass optics
throughout. Fits all revolvers. Complete with Clamp·on
mount ... no drilling or tapping required.• 100% money
back guarantee. 625 tube dia.• All. parts designed
& manufactured in the U.S.A.

'0 order scope' mount: Speelt, make, model and barrel tenJth. Enclose
.check, cash, or mone, .rder. $1 tor C.O.D. Cal. Residents add 4% St. fl..

It has been Done!
HANDGUN

SCOPE
22 INCH EYE RELIEF

SHOOTERS-COLLECTORS here's a top Quality orig.
G.I. S ~ I P E R SCOPE for sptg. or military ritl.e. 21hX
coated optics. 51h" eye relief post & cross-hairs. hydrogen

filled. -;V tubSA'NTJCAN'A ..C·UN.ROoi,i.....$18.50 pod.

P. O. Box 1777 Santa Ana. Calif.

u. S. SNIPER SCOPES

SIGHTS, SCOPES, MOUNTS
(See also Cover 4, pages 9, 15, 61)

(Continued fj'om page 42)
indifferent workmanship; and, finally, the
rilles were far, far too light for the power and
recoil these two cartridges developed. New
ton made the .30 and .35 rilles at a weight
of about seven and one-half pounds and, con·
sidering that the .30 produced nearly 3500
ft. lbs. of muzzle energy and the .35 around
5000, shooting the former must have been
unpleasant, and the latter, murderous. Brit
ish cordite rilles in the .450 to .476 class
produce about 5000 ft. lbs. of muzzle energy,
weigh ten pounds plus, and are rough enough
even at that weight. So the .30 and .35 New
tons never achieved great popularity. BUT,
the cartridges were excellent in the early
nineteen hundreds, and are far, far better
now, thanks to modern powders.

Since Newton stopped making rilles, cer
tain gunsmiths made rilles for both the .30
and the .35 loads as well as for the .256 and
a variety of wildcats based on the original
Newton case, all of which worked out reason
ably well. However, just about the time that
we wel'e finding out about slow·burning pow
ders and what they could do in the big
Newton case, Western decided there wasn't
much in it for them and went out of pro
duction of the Newton cartridges and brass.
As a result, they have been gradually fading
from the picture.

American gun nuts, however, are both stub
born and persevering, and it did not take
them too long to discover that a close fac
simile of Newton brass could be made from
the Holland & Holland Magnum case, the
main difference being the fact that said H.
& H. brass was belted. Far from being a dis
advantage, this factor materially facilitated
the headspace problem, in that considerable
variation could creep in to the shoulder an
gle and position without in any way changing
headspace in such away that the rille might
become dangerous. True, you might not be
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to duplicate .30-06 velocities with any weight
of., bullet. A 150 grain .30 at around 3000 ft.
secs. has always done right well on deer and
antelope. Such a load in this rifle would
save powder and the recoil would be ap
preciably less. It would also be easier on
the barrel.

For whitectail deer in heavy woods, a 220
grain .30·40 Krag bullet at 2100 ft. secs.
would undoubtedly be far better than a
faster moving spitzer, since it would buck
brush better.

The 120 grain cast bullet at 1400 ft. secs.
should make a nice turkey load, and
should be satisfactory also on grouse.

Before concluding, may I repeat that the

main advantage of this cartridge is the ease
with which it may now be made. There have
been many fine .30 Short Magnums around
for years, many of which can duplicate the
performance of this one. Trouble was, they
were hard to make cases for, and a lot of us
lazy characters were disinterested for that
reason. No such excuse now that we have
.338 Winchester brass.

The .30 Belted Newton could be called by
many names. It might be called the .338·.300
Nitro Express in England. We might call it
the .30 Something Short Magnum, the .308
Magnum, or even the .30-70. I prefer to go
along with Fred Huntington and call ~
it the .30 Belted Newton. ~

Never be
tore has an
achromatic tel e •
scope sold (or any
where near this amazl
low price! You get clearer
sharper pictures at all powers
because of the super compound
Achro Lens. No color, no fuzz. Vari
able eyepiece adjustable in 22, 45. or 60
power. Lower powers excellent for target
shooting and wide angle viewing. Higher powers
tor long range and Astronomy. Guaranteed to spot
.22 holes In the black at 200 yds. Guaranteed to bring
distant objects. people. planets, etc. 60 times closer. 5
bakelite sections. trimmed In gleaming brass-5 preclslaD
lenses. A precision American made instrument, uneon.
ditionally guaranteed. Carrying case Included. Send on),
$6.98. Cash. check or money order. We pay postag'e.
Criterion Co., 313 Church St., Hartford, Conn •• Dept. T S A ~ 5 S

The famous PINEAPPLE
of World Wars I and 2
new but unloaded. Price
-$3.00 ea. pp. The new
U.S. offensive type grenade
-smooth body (new un
loaded)-$3.00 ea.

FLARE PISTOLS

HAND GRENADES

FRENCH CHAUCHAT
Complete and in excellent
condition-$19.95 ... A
few choice ones at-$29.95

C _ = l = = . i i l l ~ l .

111-1 GARAND GRENADE LAUNCHER
-a rare accessory for your Garand
... Ideal for line throwing ... Firing
signal rockets, etc. Complete with
dummy rifle grenade, grenade sight,
and 20 blank cartridges. Price-$7.50 ea.

*• U. S. lVI-8 Flare Pistols, 37lVIlVI-New .. $7.50 ea.
• BRITISH WEBLEY Flare Pistols,

;;7lVIM 7.50 ea.
• GEHMAN Flare Pistols, various models 7.50 ea.
• Special coll"lction of 5 different Flare

Pistols-complete with 2 flares $2ll.95 for group
• 371\11"1 Parachl1te Flares 2.00 ea.
• 37l\1M Star Shells 1.00 ea.
• 37MM Signal, Sound, & Flash Shells .. 3.50 ea.
• Rille Grenade Parachute Flares, to be

launched from M-I Grenade Launcher 2.50 ea.
• M-I Grenade Launcher complete with

Parachute Flare and 20 rds. of blanks 7.50 ea.
• 25 MM Star Shells 1.25 ea.

**

• LONG EYE RELIEF

• LIGHT' WEIGHT

• INTERNAL ADJUSTMENTS-2'j,X

• FINE GERMAN CRAFTSMANSHIP

• COMPACT AND RUGGED

~ ~ ~ N S T ~ ' ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ P E . ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ E ~ ~ . ~ . I T ~ .. S . ~ ~ N . ~ ~ ~ . ~ ...•..•• $ 1 9 ! ~
DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED

SALVAGERS SPECIAL
30-06 loose, good shape-clean but not guar
anteed. Bullets and powder in excellent con-
dition 25.00 pel' 1000
30-06 dil·ty-some split necl\:s, but generally
good.... ... . .15.00 per 1000
MIXED 30-06 & 30-40 Dirty & split neol<s
sold as is for breaking down into cOIllponents
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00 pel' 1000

30-30 W I ! \ C H E S T I ~ R F.lIl.J.
AM1\10-ideal for plinking. Supplyextrelnely
limited. . . ..... 9.50 pel' 100
303 ENFIELD 5-SHOT CHARGER CLIPS •.•
3 for 1.00 ppd.
SPECIAL- KRAG rear sight and safety-
cOlnplete kit $1.75 ea. pp.
KRAG-barreled actions. stripped ..$2.50 ea.

NEW 4th EDITION CATALOGUE
HOT OFF THE PRESSES and
FIT,L1<;D WITH THOUSA:-iI>S
OF GOODmS
Service Arn1alnen t Co. has
done it again by offering its
new, enlarged catalogue for
only 50c. Chock full of all
types of fire anT1S & accessor
ies fron1 anti-tank guns to
.l\1inie Balls, it will gladden the
heart of the Inost blase gun
nut. This beautiful publication
is the 1110st diversified book of
its kind listing the world's
largest supply of shooting an1·

rno & thousands of other itelns for the hunt
er, shooter and collector on ly 50c ppd

BRAND NEW ZF·4J SCOPES

Colt Buntline Revolver with ZF·
41 scope on custom mount

HANDGUN FANATICS-THIS IS FOR YOU!

SERVICE ARMAMENT CO. 8 EAST FORT LEE RD BOGOTA NEW JERSEY

WRITERS HONOR GUNS COLUMNIST
Dick Miller was elected president of the
Great Lakes Outdoor Writers Association,
and also honored by the Associations indio
vidual award for noteworthy contributions
for the advancement, preservation and con·
servation of our natural resources. In
addition to his GUNS column, Miller is a
Sportsman's Service Bureau field man.

PULL!
(Continued from page 6)

hear from them that one day is Ladies Day,
the picture will be complete.)

Official opening event of the Micro Trap
Range was a 500·target ATA-registered
tournament held December 12 and 13. 5495
targets were thrown during the opening two·
day event. Major E. S. Throckmorton of Ft.
Bliss, Texas, won the opening 16-yard event,
with a score of 97. Major Throckmorton and
D. W. Conway of Clint, Texas, tied in the
llandicap race, which could not be shot off
because of darkness. Owen Leeper of Visalia,
Calif., was runner·up in the Handicap event.
Larry Bardoni of Albuquerque copped the
doubles, with Bud Axline, also of Albuquer
([ue, the runner-up. High pro was Sid Beath
of Las Cruces, with a perfect century in the
16·yard race.

I like the announcement of the Micro Trap
Range's opening shoot. It sets the tone, very
well, I think. Here's how it read:

"Welcome to the opening of the Micro
Trap Range. To our knowledge, this is the
only privately owned and operated range
in the Southwest. It was built for your enjoy
ment, and we hope you make use of it often.

"Our future plans are enthusiastic ones.
Early in the Spring we will start night
shoots and hope to form five-man teams for
(;ompetitive league shooting. The fixtures
for illuminating two traps are on order
now. As soon as possible, construction will
start on a club house and skeet range.

"If there is anything we can do to make
your visit here more enjoyable, just let us
know. There will be a luncheon Saturday for

. the ladies at LaPosta, in Old Mesilla, as
our guests. Please contact Kitty Tellyer,
your hostess, by 11 :30, and let her know if
you can attend. Transportation will be
furnished from the range and will leave at
12 :30. "GOOD SHOOTING & COME BACK SOON!"

"Pardner Tellyer Sid Beath"

Pardner and Sid, you are off in the right
direction. Our best wishes and co'ngratula
tions go out to you. Your club may be new,
but the fine opening program you put to
gether can be a model for older clubs. And
be sure to let this column know if you de·
cide to test Gormley's ideas on gun ~
club operation. ~
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also made Bren guns and general armaments
for the Canadian and British governments.
The Chinese Brownings are of two models,
with the hollow wood holster-stock similar
to the Mauser, and the regular model with
fixed rear sight. Both are parkerized. Wong
Hon also has pre-war Brownings, with the
flat wood stock on which the leather holster
is riveted. These are not fully automatic, but
do give the subordinate commanders of the
600 a light "carbine" without making them
carry too much iron. When one's business
may consist of carrying smuggled bales of
contraband, it is not good to be burdened
down with too many arms.

A few German Bergmann 9 mm burp
guns, vintage 1918-30, are also in use by the
smugglers. The basic rifle is of course the
Jap long 7.7 Arisaka Type 38, discarded by
the breakdown of Pan Asia.

Some ,of the men carry Lend Lease Chiang
Kai Chek .45 U.S. auto pistols, Colt type
but some made by Ithaca or Remington
Rand. One lanky squad leader owns a bat
tered 9 mm Luger, its grips held on by
rubber bands. Wong Hon himself and his
youthful teen-age bodyguards prefer .38 Spe·
cial Smith & Wesson M & P revolvers. The
kids carry them in common holsters slung
on their trouser belts, while Wong Hon car
ries his in a not very speedy style of I920-ish
shoulder holster, more to allow him to sit
comfortably at a desk to perform administra
tive duties than to give him any edge on
the "drop."

Supplying ammo for these guns is no prob
lem, with the exception of the 7.7 Jap, and
even that is being eased now that Japanese
firms are again producing the cartridge. The
other calibers-7.63 Mauser pistol, .38 Spe·
cial, 9 mm Parabellum, .45 Auto, 8 mm
Mauser rifle and .30 Carbine, can all be
supplied in the brisk second-hand and sur
plus market that flourishes off the junks and
sampans in Hong Kong or Macao's crowded
harbors. Even bazookas bring a good price
-perhaps as much as a thousand dollars
and Wong Hon has been collecting relic
bazooka shells with some thought of having
his armorer sort them out and put them into
shooting shape. What his armorer thinks of
this idea is not known.

For countless generations, it has been men
like Wong Hon who made a mockery of
orders from the capital, be it Nanking,
Chunking, or Peking; orders that trade was
to be carried on only under specified condi·
"tions. Now the authority is Communist. But
still Wong Hon, and men like him, will con
tinue to carry in precious cargoes of con
traband, whether it is toothpaste, type
writers, or kerosene, and smuggle out gold,
jewels, or even rice to sell in the profitable
Macao or Hong Kong markets. Although
located on" the border of Portuguese Macao,
long famous for its own smuggling activities,
much of the trade carried out by Wong Hon
and the men he protects is a three way trade
with Hong Kong, Macao, and Interior China.

Wong Hon himself does little of the actual
smuggling. His job is to protect the smug
glers in their activities in Ching Shan. He
guards their landing and carting of contra
band, both from seizure by Customs agents
or by pirates and hi-j ackers. He also sells
protection to the farmers and merchants of

(Continued on page 48)

GUNS MAKE TH.E LAW IN "NEW" CHINA
(Continued from page 2I)

are his second line firepower-some MIs left
over from U.S. aid programs to General
Chiang when he was on the mainland.
Among the more exotic guns in use are
Chinese-made Thompsons-identical to the
US type and well made on American equip·
ment, but fully stamped in Chinese char
acters and with big serial numbers stamped
across the top of the receiver where they are
visible when the guns are racked.

Pistols carried by the stalwart 600 are by
no means as varied as past productions from
the East might lead one to suspect. Chinese
back-country armorers for 50 years have been
turning out a weird variety of "imitation"
pistols, copying the Brownings, Mausers, and
others. But these are always handmade,
often of old railroad iron, irregular in func·
tioning. Some types are positively dangerous.
These may fire powerful cartridges with a
happy irresponsibility on the part of the
designer about the shooter meeting his an·
cestors, for most have no breech locking de
sign at all. Wong Hon prefers standard
brands. Prized are a pair of Mauser Model
1932 "schnell feuer" pistols, detachable
stocks and detachable 20·shot 7.63 mm maga·
zines, with full-auto selector switches. Hong
Kong is full of this caliber ammunition
through normal commercial sources, it hav·
ing been popular in the east for half a
century.

Increasing in use are 9 mm pistols. The
Chinese Republic in the 1940s placed a large
order for 9 mm Browning Hi Power pistols
with the John Inglis Co. of Toronto, who

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION 603-04

1600 Rhode Island Avenue, Washington 6, D. C.

'Confirming application & details will also be mailed.

NAME _

ADDRESS

CITY-STATE

r---------------
I

Please enter my subscription to 0 $5 00 Enclosed
THE AMERICAN RIFLEMAN, .
enroll me as an NRA MEMBER O.
and send my lapel button.' 8111 me please

GOLD-FILLED MEMBERSHIP BUTTON

You'll get prompt answers from our Firearms Information Serv
ice--gun law bulletins-low cost gun insurance--right to buy
government gun (>(Juipment-eligibility for a year-'round shooting
program-marksmanship instruction" - plus many other benefits.

A year's subscription to the world's finest gun magazine--devoted
exclusively to the fascinating subject of firearms. Read about rifles,
pistols, shotguns, hunting, target shooting, gunsmithing, gun col
lecting, reloading and related subjects-every month.

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP IN THE N.R.A.

This distinctive NRA lapel button sells regularly for $1.50. It·s
yours as an EXTRA BONUS for joining now; wear it proudly!

Genuine
IVORY. STAG. PEARL

••. Now at special
savings!

GRIPS

, 4 t t ~ t I " J ~

JOIN THE NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION
THE AMERICAN RIFLEMAN MAGAZINE

The Finest Revolver and Pistol

HANDCUFFS.
LEG.IRONS

BOX 49702, LOS ANGELES 49, CALIF.

Modern and antique shackling devices,
criminology books. Send 25; for larg
est selection of restraints in the world.

PATTERSON SltlITH
269-Q. Sllepar,l A,·e., East Orange, N. J.

Your order form for
GUNS QUARTERLY

is on page 52

$695

MAKES YOUR HAND
PART OF YOUR GUN!
Used by the Champions! For Colt-S
.& W-Ruger-Dbl. 9 REVOLVERS &
Colt. 45. Precision. checkered, Walnut,
~ o s e w o o d , Ebony, Pearl. Siomp for
brochure. AT YOUR DEALER.
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MAIL COUPON

NAME...

I
SEAPORT TRADERS. INC.De~)~:IG.L~L"~d 1te

Calif. t
Gentlemen: Please rush me the following:
Quan- Cost per I
tit}· Product Item Total f
__Muzzleloaders $39.95

= = ~ ~ l ~ ; f : : p ~ ~ i ~ ~ s M o d e l s ~ ~ : g ~ I
==~'~~~e~e~~~r .22 1 ~ : ~ g I
__Winch..22 4X Scope & l\It. 15.95
__.22 Double Derringer 19.95
__Nickel Derringer 34.95
__Texan .22 19.95
__Texan .22 with holster 24.95
__4X Scope 9.95
__8-Shot Swing Out .22 21.95
-'Vebley 1\1K VI .45 14.95
__Italian .25 Auto. 19.95
__.22 6-shot Revolver 12.95
__(Nickel plated .22 model) 14.95
__8 & lV .38 Special Revoher 39.95
__Swedish. M94 Army Rifle 29.95
__S & W .45 29.95
__100 rds.. 22 Ammo. },10
__.22 4X Scope (mt. free) 8.95

o Note: Please enclose 1 box of FREE Military ammo
with purchase.

TOTAL PRICE _

Enclosed cash, check or _
M.O. (COD's require % depordt.) (Be sure to spec
ify & give complete ordering info.) I understand all
i t ~ m s are to be shipped .FOB L.A .• express charges
collect. Calif res. add 4 % Rtate tax. For fast service
when ordering v i s t o Z s ~ pleos6 sf.un Rtotement: HI am
not on o Z i e n ~ 1I.ot'e never been convicted of a crime
of v i o l e n c e ~ am not 'under indictment or a fugitive.
1 (T'I1J. 18 1/Cars or over."

Bright Nickel
or Shiny Blue

S&W
.38 SPECIAL
2" BBL.
REVOLVERS $39.95
Made in U.S. by Smith & Wesson. these fine
6-shot revolvers with swing out cylinder are
terrific buys. Fine condo inside & out. Fixed sights, with
bright nickel or blue finish and sharp STAG grips. Fires
pop. American made .38 special S&,V ammo. Only $39.95.
Holster only $3.95. .38 Special ammo box of 25 ... $1.85

.22
6·SHOT
REVOLVER
$12.95

Now. the world famous Smith & "'esson 1917
Army at a price all can afford. This hard-hitting
Army standby in NItA Very Good condition......$29.95 -..:41

SMITH & WESSON !Ai!!'!!1M
1917 ARMY

CAL••45 ACP

m ~
FREE AMMO!!

Box of military ammo included FREE with rifle purchase.
Note: Offer valid only if coupon below is enclosed with order.

ITALIAN

POCKET AUTO.

.25 CAL. - $19.95

Latest model adopted by British Armed } I ~ o r c e s ,

it is extremely accurate, has exceptional smooth
action. Fires either as a single or a double ac
tion. Specs: Overall length 11 %". barrel 6", wt.
12 lb'. GOOD CONDITION..45 Cal. $14.95.
Holster $3.25. Specially selected like new-$17.95.

WEBLEY

MK. VI

.45 REVOLVER. $14.95

Imported direct by us from Italy's finest
gun manufacturer. Brand new! Trim, com·

r : i e ~ a ; ; : a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : l ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d e e a : ~ ~ o ~ b A I S O avail. cali- .22 SCOPE & AMMO BARGAIN
bers .22 long or .22 short ... only $22.50. Have origi-
nal factory blue finish. 6-shot capacity makes excellent 4X Scope & FREE mount for all popular .22 rifles only

e ~ ~ ~ ~ g a : ~ . ~ x . h ~ 3 n e o z ~ r g ~ r : i $ 1 9 . : 5 ~ a ~ ~ i < ; t e ~ i $ ~ ~ 2 5 ~ i g h t s . $8.95. 100 rds..22 short high pOwered ammo. $1.10.

.25 Cal. ammo. box of 25 ... $1.85

Perfect handgun for any
sport. Features side load
ing magazine with 8 shot
capacity. blaQe front sights, of
fine rugged deluxe blue s.teel ..
with white plastic grips. FIres
22 ss cal. short, long or long rifle ammo.
Avail. in 2'" or 4'" barrel models. Only $21.95•

8 SHOT SWING OUT .22

$21958=_

r e ~ ' f l t C d o n d U X " N b ~ C , r ~ f ~ . e n d E ~ l : n d s · s h ~ ~ g n ~ c r f r ~ , : ; s f ~ ~ ~
dawn to dusk. Distortion-free, color corrected. Lens
hardcoated to U.S. Army standards. Easy to adjust
windage and elevation. Easy to install. Weighs less

~ ~ ~ h . {gr ~ O .. rifi~~~t;:g; $9~~5.scope and FREE mts. ~~In.ES BOTH .22 SHORT & LONG A)1MO.

1-----------------------' f > ~ ~ e t S ~ ~ ~ a t l g l ~ ; 1 r e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r \ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t b i t ~ S C t ~ e , ~ : I ~ ~ L.. .J
dous value at 3 times its IJrice. l\'lade in W. Germany. it
is a tight. well-made, exceedingly accurate handgun. l!"ires
.22 Long & Short ammo. Features side gate loading,
trigger adjustment, screw-in ejector rod. Has STEEL
R H ~ L E D HARREL with blade front !iights. Terrific for
target shooting, varmint hunting or home defense. Only
$12.95. Gleaming nickel-plated model only $14.95.
Leather holster $2.25.

BARGAIN
OF A

LIFETIME!

.22
DOUBLE

DERRINGER
ONLY $19.95

In shooting condition! Rare collection of fine old percussion muzzleloaders will
. never be dup.lIcat€'d: Ovp.l' 100 yrs. old. All have round barrels & are rifled. All b r a ~ s

fittlOgS, buffed & pohshed l11ee new. Condo good to V.G. First come, first served. Only $39.95

Fantastic buy from Soain. Official handgun of Franco's

t l ; ~ ~ ; a p ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ i l ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ i e ~ a ~ ~ ~ 1 i ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ Free cleaning rod & extra clip
both grip & side safety, crisp trigger pull, big par-
tridge sights. half cocked notch on hammer. Fine checkered walnut grips. Fast, easy takedown.
8 capacity magazine. SPECS: Excellent inside and out, 5" bbl.. 8:lh'" overall. height 5*", Wt.
38 oz. Fires easy-to-obtain 38 and 9mm Luger Ammo. .
Sent complete in orig. new factory box with cleaning rod & extra clip (Reg. $75 value) .••
only $19.f)5. Box of 50 9mm I ~ u g e r Ammo mfgrd. bY ',,"est Cartridge only $2.95.

38 SUPER, 9mm

STARAUTO
fiRES .38 & 9MM LUGER AMMO!

Collectors! Genuine Antique Belgium, Danish 6. German Percussion Muzzle·loaders
Smooth Bore 69 to 75 cal. $39.95

$22.95

LEE ENFIELDS #4
.303 CAL. $15.95
WITH SCOPE

This Winchester Model 67 bolt
action single shot rifle features:

27" round. tapered proof marked
barrel. crowned at muzzle. Winch.

75C front & 32B sporting rear sights
& short compact bolt with pear shaped
bolt handle. Military safety lock. Am.

walnut sporting type pistol grip stock with
semi-beavertail fore-end, automatic ejector.'''to approx. 5 Ibs. Shoots .22 shorts. longs

& L.R. ammo. Good inside & out. Only $!). 9 5.
Special-.22 Winch. 4X scope & Illt. only $15.95.

Imported from Europe. It is an exact copy of famous
ltemington Derringer popular in the late 1800·s. Valuable
collectors' item. li'ine "old world" gun craftsmanship has
been employed to give you a superior handgun & still
retain all the features of the original Derringer. Accurate.
Shoots .22 short. long or long rifle. Checkered black
grips. Only $19.95. Sparkling chrome-plated model only
$22.50. 'Vestern hand tooled holster $4.50. .38 Special
nickel Derringer .•. $34.95

GUNSLINGERS!

TEXAN .22
only $19.95

Sensational new slide rod .22 shoots all three
-long, short, and long rifle .22 ammo, double

and single action. A tight, well -made piece. Looks like an
old frontier revolver, acts like an old frontier revolver.
Terrific gun for fast draw I)ractice and plinking. Feels
just right. Not $63, not $75.00, but only $19.95.
Complete with fast draw holster $24.95.

TERRIFIC

WINCH£S1'.fi1l.
.22 only

$9.95

SWEDISH MAUSER
CARBINE M/94 Sought

Of 'W'VII $ after as a
fame, this is 2995 target and

the British • hunting weapon.
rifle that drove this fine M/94

Rommel out of Af- Swedish Mountain
rica and saw service carbine has an ex-

on the Continent & in tremely fast action. is
the Korean conflict. Has light and has refinements

simplified bolt release & over other l\1ausers. All rna·
a peep sight mounted on chined parts. forged & rna·

rear of receiver. Cal. .303 chined trigger guard. Extremely
British. BbI. 251;2". 10-shot accurate. it is the winner of many
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(Continued from page 46)
his district, and would have little hesitation
in collecting his "share" by force if it were
withheld.

Needless to say, it never is; at least not
more than once! For beside this dapper,
smiling little man, this genial and charming
host, as he dandles his first-born on his knee
or plays affectionately with nephews and
nieces, is a member of his personal body
guard, always in attendance. His life is
built around violence and force.

The story of Wong Hon's life is the story
of China, from pre-historic times to the pres
ent day. It is a story of a feudal system of
petty gangsters, who control their villages
through fear and the force of arms, owe
their fidelity and position to a larger gang
ster or war lord, who administers a larger
district, in turn owing fealty to a bigger
war-lord, who may be undisputed master of
a province, responsible only to a central

authority.
This has been China's way for millenia.

There is Ii ttle reason to' believe the Com
munists will be able to change it substantial
ly, in our time, at least. Whether it is clubs,
spears, rifles, or machine guns, the law is
administered by force in China, and it is
the man who commands the most loyal
fighters who profits from its administration.
Wong Hon won the right to collect protec
tion money from smugglers and farmers in
his district by defeating the previous gang
leader in a final show-down. A large store of
guns from broken down Japanese rifles to
the latest sub-machine guns and rocket firine:
bazookas were added to the arsenal. BUl
sometime, Wong Hon is likely to come ~
out the loser in such a fight. ~

• CLOSE
OUT

PARTS & OTHER ITEMS
advertised by liS ill prior
issues of this magazine are
still al"ailabJe. Send self
addressed envelope for list.

RED BOOK OF
USED GUN VALUES

GUNSMITH SPECIAL
SrT'all Parts Grab Bag $5.00, postpaid
Large Grab Bag $1 0.00, postpaid
Hard to find parts assortment. I or 2

sales pays for the lot.
.30-40 Krag (incomplete rifles-no bolts)

......... . 3 for $15.00
J

LAST OF DEWATS
Chauchat, Good $19.95
Chauchat, V Good $24.95
• Accessory Kit FREE with each Dewat

P. O. Box 550 - 329 5. Unien St.

Alexandria 2, Virginia

POTOMAC ARMS CO.

Don't miss out on this rare oppor
tunity to add one of these oldtimers

to your collection at low, low cost. Made
by Remington nearly a century ago and gun

smith-reconditioned to look almost new. A mas
terpiece mantlepiece or den decorator, in superb

shooting condition, complete with cleaning rod. Shipping
weight 12 Ibs. Overall length 50 inches. AMMO FOR THIS

RIFLE: 100 rounds (5 boxes), $7.50-100 rounds (loose), $6.00
(Misfires naturally to be expected.)

ALL ITEMS SHIPPED
EXPRESS CHARGES COL
LECT. unless Olherwise in
dicated. Send $5.00 mini
mum for COD EXPRESS
COLLECT Shipment.

CLOSE OUT SALE OF 7.92 KURTZ AMMO
for German machine pistol, Model MPH. Packed
in clips-20 rounds to Ihe box. Only $7.50 per 100.

Close Out 01 French Chauchal 8MM Machine Rille
-Used in two World Wars. Price includes maga·
zine, aircraft sights and accessory kit, while limited
supply lasls.

HUNTERS SPECIAL
Field Repair Kit in Canvas Ditty Bag.

SPRINGFIELD .30-06 TERNI 7.35
Firing Pin $1.50 Firing Pin $1.75
Extractor $1.50 Follower $1.50
Ejector $2.25 Follower Spring $1.00

Oiler. .. .. ... .35c
Specify "Springfield" or "Terni" Repair Kit.

COMPLETE KIT Prepaid-Each $3.50

1909 MAUSER BARRELED-ACTION-NRA GOOD CONDITION
Pre-War German made Model 1909 (Mauser 98) barreled-aclions. NRA good or better condition caliber
7.b5MM Mauser. Crest removed from receiver. Ideal for building fine sporter. I

REGULAR $ ~ 8 50 SELECTED $32 50
GRADE JJ. • GRADE.

RECONDITIONED REMINGTON

"ROLLING BLOCKS Cal. 11 mm~~.4:3~) .ff1_"''''1fiIIlI''''
NEW SHIPMENT JUST RECEIVED

NOW ONLY

The response has heen so tremendous ...
the demand so overwhelming that we are offering
once again, but for the last time, a chance for you
to obtain the RED BOOK OF USED GUN
VALUES ... now at one-half the original price.
You won't want to be without this valuable reference
work. It's the price handbook for shooters
and dealers everywhere.

But the supply is limited. We urge you
to act immediately and avoid disappointment later.
Fill in the coupon below, enclose your remittance
and mail it right away!

Positively The Last Time
This Money-Saving Offer . • • Formerly

$2

GUNS MAGAZINE
8150 North Central Park Boulevard
Skokie, Illinois, Dept. G-4

Rush my copy of this important RED BOOK
OF USED GUN VALUES. Enclosed is my $1
payment in full.

NAME .

ADDRESS .

CITY & STATE .

look at the valuable information it contains:
• How to get the most for your money when

you trade in your firearms.
• How to be an expert bargain hunter in the

gun market.
• What to look for in used firearms.
• Lists the up-to-date value of over 1,500'

famous make guns.
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"hero," basking in the limelight of wonder
ful publicity, did not realize that anything
was amiss.

A few days later, the "hero's" bubble
burst. The report of the firearms laboratory
was that the bullet found in the illegally
killed piece of game was fired from the rifle
owned by our hero. Upon being informed of
the findings, our big little man broke down
and confessed that he had cooked up the
whole story. After he shot the animal, he be
came frightened, decided that the best thing
to do was to turn it over to the local game
protector and tell a phony yarn about seeing
men running away from the dead animal.

There was another incident that occurred
in the southern part of Pennsylvania. A
party of men were hunting for whitetail and
were suddenly confronted with a herd of deer
exploding from a small patch of woods.
Rifles cracked all around and, when the
deer disappeared over the horizon and the
shooting had ceased, there lay an illegally
killed doe deer. The local game protector,
being in the neighborhood at the time and
hearing the cannonading, hastened to the
scene--only to find that the hunters would
not say anything other than to vehemently
deny that they had any part in the shooting.
To make matters worse for the game protec
tor, the hunters were all using rifles of the
same type and caliber.

Nevertheless, the game protector took the
deer, the guns, and the hunters into custody
for further investigation. The bullet was re
moved from the carcass of the deer, and the
men were released on bail to appear at a
hearing at a future date. In the meantime,
the guns and the bullet were brought to
Harrisburg for a ballistic test. At the hear
ing in court, testimony was given by the fire
arms examiner that one particular rifle had
fired the bullet removed from the deer. When
this man was accused, his attorney, upon
hearing that his client was charged with kill
ing the deer, became highly indignant that
the Pennsylvania Game Commission would
go to such extremes and even enlist the aid
of the Pennsylvania State Police Crime Lab
o'ratory to prove that his client was the cul
prit. However, after much flowery oratory,
the attorney advised his client to plead guilty
to the charge and pay the fine. The other
hunters were then released, as no charges
were filed against them.

The road to justice does not always run
straight and true; instead, it has its peculiar
twists and turns. Take for instance the game
protector's friend who was always "Johnny
on the spot" when the game protector needed
help to drag in a dead deer or help release
game. One night the game protector was
called out to bring in a dead deer that had
been shot the day before the opening of the
deer season. After the game protector and
his friend had dragged in the deer, they re
moved the bullet from the carcass. The game
protector the';} began to round up rifles from
possible suspects in order that a ballistic
check could be made. For good measure he
brought along the rifle of his friend, because
as he stated, "I wanted to clear any doubt
in anybody's mind that my friend could
have killed the deer."

You guessed it: our "Johnny on the spot"
was the guilty party. His only defense, after

Lancaster. Cnliforniu

Box 7274-C, EI Paso, Texas

Superior Value. Finest

Saddle Leather. Guaran

teed to fit. Send For Free

Folder.

EL PASO SADDLERY

OVER 175 IN STOCK

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

JACK FIRST

AUTHENTIC
BUSCADERO
OUTFIT

51585

Box 542-G

GUN BOOKS

SEE IT AT YOUR DEALER

------------------,I OR ORDER DIRECT I
I LEE CUSTOM ENGINEERING Dept 10 I
I 6026 N. Apple Blossom Lane (6th St.) II
I Milwaukee 17, Wise Circle One I

12 16 20 Gauge
I Please rush LEE LOADER t
I Enclosed please find $9.95 to cover complete I
I cost of tools and postage I
I Name I
I Street •

I City State I

~-----------------~

Fast Draw Timer ~
How fast are you? ~

MeaSllre yOUl' spE"ed and reaction lime 10
1 / 100 second. Our electronic timer de
sig-net! for use with wax bullets fOl' surety,
Full loading instl'uctlons. C o m ~ l e l e set·
up-timer. switch. target, wlI'es <lnd
instruction. $59.00.

FAST IME CO. 1761 Hampton Road
Crosse Pointe Woods 36, Michigan

***************************
PRECISION :t

Bench ,Rests! +:
SturdY mechanite casting wrinkle baked it
enamel. adjusting screws and lock nuts it
steel and chrome plated, u n c o n d i t i o n a l ~ -te
lr g ~ a e r : I ~ ~ : e ~ · i s c ~ ~ 5 r i r s O 3 r o r h ~ a i ~ : o . B. iC

Arcadia. Calif. Cash or approved -te
credit. PACIFIC MFG. CO .. 113 +:
Santa Clara St.. Arcadia. Calif. •

*************************
HAND LOADING TOOLS and COMPONENTS

(See also pages 8, 12, 13, 50, 51, 53, 64)

This is the secret of the lEE LOADER'S lOW COST, incredible speed

and accuracy. This all steel highly finished tool resizes, wads and crimps
the shell in one smooth continuous operation. This new concept in design

(Pat Pend.) makes it possible to manufacture a quality reloading tool
at such a low price

Excellent Reloads - The finished shells are ex·
tremely uniform with a neat crimp, resized to work
in all guns, including auto loaders and throw a
good pattern.
Trap or Hunting Loads - Reloads high or low
brass shells, light medium or heavy loads. Five
different load combinations with the measures pro.
vided Adjustable measure included.
Fast - Reloading time for a box of 25 shells in
approximately 17 minutes
Economical - With low initial cost it pays for itself
with the first" five boxes of shells You can't afford
not to reload
Quality Construction - The tools are made of
solid steel and aluminum completely machined (no
stamping$) to close tolerances and 100% inspected
Complete - Nothing else to buy - accurately ma
chined measures, instructions and charge table are
included
Portable - Take it with you on your hunting trips
Reload anyplace, anytime, nothing to bolt down
plug in or adjust, Easily stored

EXCLUSIVE TRIPLE ACTION CHAMBER

LIE TO A MICROSCOPE?
(Continued from page 29)

,',
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he was carrying at the time of the incident.
Pete also admitted that he had fired his
rifle that day, but insisted that his shooting
had been done earlier in the day and at
another place.

The rifle and the bullet removed from the
body of the hunter were rushed to Harris
burg for -further examination at the Penn
sylvania State Police Crime Laboratory. The
firearms examiner proved that, even though
the bullet was the same type and caliber as
those carried by Pete the day of the shoot
ing, it could not have been fired from Pete's
rifle. You can imagine Pete's relief when he
was informed of the results. This time,
scientific investigation had eliminated an in
nocent man, cleared him entirely as a sus
pect and kept him from being punished un
justly as a victim of circumstances.

Not only are bullets used to trace and pin
down the guilty; cartridge cases and shot
gun shells also tend to prove or disprove
that a person was or was not in the immedi
ate area where a violation has occurred.
They can be used to' indicate direction, and
whether or not a suspect could or could not
have fired and killed an illegal piece of
game. The services of the Pennsylvania State
Police Crime Laboratory are often called
upon to curb the careless hunter who shoots
first and looks afterwards.

In the case of the young boy and his older
hunting companion who were hunting tur
keys, the youngster saw the bushes move
and shot hurriedly, before actually seeing
what was behind the bushes. To his horror,
he discovered that he had shot another
hunter. His older companion, seeking to
cover ·for the boy, disposed of all the car
tridges in the possession of the lad, and then
lold the investigating officers that they had
come upon the body of the hunter by acci
dent. The man failed to realize that the
autopsy would probably reveal a bullet-as
it did.

When the bullet was removed, it was sent
to Harrisburg, along with guns used at the
time. The ballistic check showed that the
rifle of the young boy had fired the bullet
removed from the dead man. When confront
ed with this evidence, the youngster told the
old familiar story, "I saw the bushes move
and shot." The boy was released under parole
to the custody of his parents; but his future
hunting privileges at this time are question

able.

Another time, a boy was shot by a hunter.
The man accused stated that he could not
have fired the shot that so badly maimed
and crippled the lad, since he had fired only
one shot, at a deer, and that shot was still
in the carcass of the animal. An investigation
revealed that part of his story was true. He
had killed a deer, and his bullet was in the
body of the animal. However, further in
vestigations and searches of the area re
vealed two more cartridge cases of the type
and caliber used by the accused at the time
of the shooting. Subsequently comparison ex
aminations by the ballistics unit of the State
Police Laboratory showed that the cartridges
had been fired in the rifle of the accused.
This additional evidence showed the accused
was lying, because he had fired not once, but
three times, only one of which shots being
accounted for in killing the deer.

This and the foregoing stories serve to
point out that ballistics have also served to
curb wanton shooting in the woods. No
longer is the hunter getting away with acts

I
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~
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- - ~ ...

Stock this NEW
B&M HANDBOok
Fully illustroted. Shows how
to cut shooting costs 50 to
8S% $1.50

SHOOTERS: Write for Free
Folder.

'BELDING and MULL
102 N. FOURTH ST., PHILIPSBURG, PA.

BULLETS
All calibers and weights of Sierra, Speer,
Hornady, Remington, Winchester-Western,
Normo, Jordon. Nosier ond Morkell. Also
empty Cartridge Cases, Primers and Per·
cussion Caps of 0'11 popular makes.

POWDERS
Dupont, Hercules, Hodgdon' and Alcan.

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT
All leading lines, including B&M, Lyman,
Pacific, RCBS, CH, Ideal, Acme, Thalson, Red
ding, Wilson, Forster, Fitz, Jaeger, etc. Scopes,
sights, mounts, slings, scales, moulds, etc.

being confronted with the evidence, was,
"Somebody probably came along and took
the rifle out of my car, killed the deer, then
_putJ:he J.:-ifle -back." He did, however, pay the
fine without any hesitancy whatsoever.

Some habitual violators are continually
seeking ways and means to circumvent the
game laws and to stymie an investigation. A
particular instance to this happened near
Philadelphia. A known violator bragged that
he had the "medicine" to SlOp the Game
Commission and that he could shoot any
game, in or out of season, and "those birds
in Harrisburg with their high fallutin' gad
gets couldn't prove a thing."

For a long time, there was nothing that
could be done about it. But one day he
slipped. The bullet removed from an illegally
shot deer was found to have sufficient body
to make it worthwhile to send to Harrisburg
for a ballistic check. After carefully remov
ing all of the pieces and the base of the
bullet from the carcass, the bullet and the
suspect's rifle were forwarded to Harrisburg
by messenger.

The outcome was that "those birds in
Harrisburg" were able to do something about
it. You see, his "medicine" was one of the
high velocity, small caliber rifles from which,
ordinarily, the bullet blows up upon impact.
This man, upon being confronted with the
results of the ballistic check, was visibly
"shook." He realized that, at long last, his
poacher instincts were going to be curtailed.
After a long consultation with an attorney,
he pled guilty to the charge and was sen
tenced to pay a stiff fine and, in addition, to
forfeit his hunting privileges for an indefi
nite period.

It is not always the case that the law en
forcement officer is out solely to convict the
violators. Many times, in fact more often
than not, the law is endeavoring to protect
the innocent person who bappens to be a
victim of circumstances. Here again, the
firearms examiner plays a most important
part. Take the case of the man, whom we
will call Pete, who was hunting in the
woods, heard a shot, then a groan, and hur
ried to the scene to discover a hunter lying
in the snow, fatally wounded. Before Pete
could get any help, the hunter lapsed into
unconsciousness and died.

Things looked mighty grim for Pete. No
other hunters were seen near the area, and
only Pete's footprints leading to the hunter
were found. To make matters worse for Pete,
the autopsy brought forth a bullet that
proved to be the same caliber as his rifle,
and the same brand as the cartridges that

• B. & M.
* Ohaus
... Sisk
* Acme
• C. H.
• R.C.B.S.
.» Echo
* Alcao
* CUDS

• P. & o.
'* M. & H.
* Powd-R-Horn

'* Du Pont
* Lyman
* Wilson
* Sierra
'* Speer
* Nlisler
* Norma
'* Brads
* ProtpX-Bore
.,. Saeeo
* Ackley
* Thalson

C-N Precision
Chrome·
Plated Loading
Dies are
available in
over 400
calibers.

* Hercules
* Pacific
'* Forster
'* Grigsby
'* Webster
'* Hornady
* Redding
* Deitemeyer
* Fisher
'* Mayville
:ot- fitz
* Texan

C-N Shellmaster
reloads complete

shotgun shell
in seconds without

any adjustments
or die changes.

C-N Super "C"
Press performs
all the operations
of tools eosting
much more.
Only $12.00.
Choice of either
up stroke or down
stroke models.

C·N Magnum
uN" Press.

This unique
and

versatile
press enables you

to reload rifle, pistol
and shotgun shells.

C·N Case Trimmer
insLtres perfect
uniformity from .22
Cal.thru .45 Cal.
·whether rifle
or pistol cases.

AURAND
'5229-235 E. Third St.

LEWISTOWN, PA.
Phone 8-0171

WE PRE-PAY
all cash parcel post shipme~ts.

All $100.00 net orders pre-paid.

WHOLESALE
Reloading Tools

to DEALERS ONLY

I
WRITE ON YOUR LETTERHEAD FOR

LATEST PRICE LIST & DI.~COUNTS
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A HANDGUN WILDCATTER SOUNDS OFF
(Continued from page 23)

~ ! I & I ' ~ ~ ~ ~
USIIS IIPOIT OVIII,ooo,ooo GUAIlNmll fOR 200,000

lONG lIfE • NO SCRATCHING • NO GAlLING
MANUFACTURED BY

~ 'Die & '?!fI9. (!A
CIMENno tARlID! CARBOLOY I TlADl MARiti

P. O. lOX 226 • COVINA, CAUF.

HOLLYWOOO 'SUPER TURRET'
RELOADING TOOL Ideal for

a custom reloader or gun
club, Bearing surfaces

are hard-coated to an 80
ockwell C hardness. Reloads

all rifle, pistol, revolver,
shotshells and swages all

metal and lead bullets.
utiful custom finish. Greatest

leverage. The strongest,
most precision reloading
tool manufactured today.

as shown $237.50

HOLLYWOOD "MICROMETER"
POWDER & SHOT MEASURES

shown attached 8" tubes.
each $29.95.

HOLLYWOOD "TURRET"
RELOADING TOOL complete

as shown, "special" $229.25,
stripped $79.95.

Free Literature· Oiscounts to Dealers

Prices F. O. B. Hollywood· Terms: Buy Now-Pay Later.

HOLLYWOOD
RELOADING EQUIPMENT

6116 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif. 6-4

time, and sells them to the highest bidders.
The illegal weapons are, of course, destroyed.

The Pennsylvania Game Commission
School, known as the Ross Lefller School of
Conservation, located at Brockway, Jefferson
County, Pennsylvania, has now added an ad·
ditional course of study to their student cur
riculum. The proper techniques of gathering
ballistics evidence is high on the study list,
since such evidence is becoming more and
more valuable in the successful enforcement
of the Game Laws. The rookie game protec
tor is now thoroughly trained to gather evi
dence and to properly evaluate and transport
this evidence to the State Police Crime Lab
oratory. Practical problems are placed before
the rookie to solve, and his ability to recog
nize ballistics evidence is carefully evaluated
by the skilled instructors in order that the
student will be better able to carry on ~
his assigned tasks after graduation. ...

tion manufacturers to come out with a higher
velocity .22 WRF or .25 Stevens, always
getting the same answer: "Can't be done
wouldn't be safe." Well now they have done
it, and it is a fine thing. Now if the Ruger
Winchester combination would come out
with a cartridge like the K-Hornet Jr., a
muzzle velocity of 2000 FPS or better could
be reached, and handloaders could cook up
any combination of bullet or velocity (up
to about 2200) they wanted or needed. The
Ruger Single Six with this new Winchester
.22 W.R.F. Magnum is quite something, but
I'd like it even better if it had a center-fire
hull. Perhaps the answer for .22 C F fans
will be the just-announced .22 J G R (GUNS,
January 1960) baby bottleneck.

Before leaving the .22 center·fire discus·
sion, the .218 Bee has also been used in
Single Action Colts revolvers properly re
worked and chambered for it. Shorter cased
than the Hornet, it is larger capacity, more
bottle-neck, and therefore has an even more
piercing report when fired in a short·barreled

(Continued on page 53)

of carelessness that make him liable for dam·
ag'es merely by denying the facts. The com
parison microscope and other allied instru
ments used by the trained firearms examin
·ers today are proving to be a most potent
.and powerful aid in the apprehension of
criminals, both on the highways and in the
game areas throughout Pennsylvania. They
have amply demonstrated their power in the
·enforcement of the Pennsylvania Game Laws.

The Pennsylvania Game Commission each
-year confiscates a weird variety of guns
Tifles, shotguns, revolvers, and autoloading
pistols-guns that have been used for illegal
purposes, or that are in themselves illegal,
such as automatic rifles and pistols. In ad
dition to these, spotlights are confiscated
when used illegally, and if they are used in
·conjunction with a car, the car is confiscated.
'The Commission puts all but the illegal
'weapons on the auction block from time to

Harvey uses the "K" chambering prin
,ciple in the .224 Kay-chuk. Actually, it is
a regular K·Hornet case shortened .05" to
'fit the Smith & Wesson K-22. The K-22
,cylinder is too short for the full length
·case. With ultra-light bullets of 35 grains
'or less, some amazing ballistics are created,
.and equally amazing performances are reo
·corded on targets and varmints. I recham
1>ered a .22 Remington Rolling Block pistol

, 1:0 hold this new wildcat. With all sorts of

1>ullets it is very accurate, but I prefer it
"With reduced loads. My choice is six grains
#2400 powder and the 40 grain bullet.
:Even this makes a sharp report, sounding
:more powerful than it really is.

My first choice for a .22 C F revolver
wildcat is also based on the Hornet, shortened
considerably more than the .224 Kay-chuk.
Known as the K·Hornet Jr., with overall
'case length of about 1.100", it was designed
by Kilbourn in 1943. At that time, I made
up a couple of rifles for the load, but it
appealed to me much more in a handgun.
I rigged up another S. A. Colt for junior
(Single Actions were much cheaper and
more plentiful in those days), and loaded
from five to eight grains # 2400 behind any
45 gr. or lighter bullet. This little cartridge
.appeals to me today for several reasons.
'One is that a factory Hornet cartridge can
not possibly be put by mistake into this
,short chamber. Second, besides the big
·cylindered S. A. Colts and the long-cylin
,dered S&W K-22s, other arms such as
Colt's Officers Model, the splendid Ruger
.Single Six, and others with shorter cylin
,ders, can handle it. Using pistol powders,
the Junior case has plenty of capacity, more
than can be used. It will darn near equal
the regular K·Hornet in velocity, when the
same type of powder is used. Even using
#2400 rifle powder, this Junior case will
hold more than eight grains easily, and that
will send a 35 gr. bullet mighty fast for a
handgun.

The new .22 Winchester Magnum Rimfire
sends a light jacketed 40 grain bullet at a
muzzle vleocity of 1550 feet per second.
Of course this is no wildcat, but the "rim
fire" puts a damper on it for thousands of
shooters who reload. Wildcat cartridges must
be center fire so that the case can be
reloaded. But the irony of it is that small
game shooters long ago petitioned ammuni·
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MAGNIFICENT

TREASURY

OF HUNTING AND

SHOOTING LORE

mail coupon today I

GUNS QUARTERLY

8150 N. Central Park Ave.
Skokie, Illinois G-4

Please enter my name as a Charter Subscriber to
GUNS QUARTERLY and send me my copy of the
first "limited edition" as soon as it is off the press.
$4.00 enclosed for 4 quarterly issues, to be re
funded if not completely satisfied.

Name ..... ......................................

Address...............•.•......................•

City . ............•............ Zone . ... State . ....

f!$£3 ulpt;:Jld

p/r;J}and ~ ~ a u n £ 3

C ( } : P c U a / ~ ' ! n v ' ! ~ : Y ~ U ~ & c ~ m { j a

~ltaUe!t flJub4dt~e!t

~ £d£3 ~and nUt!

«;-""U~S
QUAR'I'ERLY

Lavish is the word that best describes GUNS

QUARTERLY ... lavish in color, lavish in photo

graphy, lavish in editorial excellence. There's

never been a magazine like it before! No

expense has been spared to make it a color-filled

richly printed volume of hunting and shooting

information. Its brilliant full color covers are

preserved in gleaming plastic coating-the

entire magazine is bound in a deluxe steel spiral

binding-every edition is richly illustrated

with superb photographs including a special

gatefold masterpiece of gun art selected to the

"Gun Hall of Fame" ... faithfully reproduced in

beautiful color lithography. We can't begin

to describe all its unique and rewarding qualities

-you must see this impressive publication for

yourself. Once you sense its variety and sparkle,

once you are enriched by its priceless reading

matter, GUNS QUARTERLY will take its place

among your most prized possessions.

GUNS QUARTERLY will publish in May, August,

November and February. You would expect it to

sell for a price much like its counterparts in the

hard cover book field ... anywhere from $10 to

$15 ... but, due to our large print order, it's within

the reach of the smallest budget. You pay only

$4.00 a year to receive all four quarterly editions..

And, you take no risk. 1£ you're not completely

satisfied, just tell us. We will cancel your sub

scription and refund your money in full. The

classic "first edition" will be off the press

early in May and it's sure to become a collector's

item. Why not reserve your Charter Subscription

now under our money-back guarantee offer. Fill

in the coupon and mail it today!
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Bore Scopes. New Govt. Surplus; Postpaid.

BOB HUNTER GUNSHOP, Wall SI. 01 71h, (ordele, Go.

AFRICA CORPS
HELMETS $5~~.

AMMUNITION
6.5 Italian Rifle Cartridges

Military-per 100 ..••
8MM Mauser Military Cart.

Per 100 ..........•.•••••••.•
.35 Remington Soft Point

Per 100 ...............••••••
.45 Automatic Pistol Cartridges

Factory loads. per 100 •..•••••••
762 Russian Military Rifle

Cartrldqes. per 100 .•.••.••••••
30-06 Military Cartridges late issue

Non Corrosive per 100 ...•••••••
•25-20 Repeating Rifle Cartridges

Per 100 .•...•..•••••••••••
.303 Savage Rifle Cartridges

Per 100 ...........•.••••••••
30-40 Krag Blank Cartridges

Per 100 ....•..•.•••••••••••
•22 AutomatIC Rifle Cartrldg••

Pp.r 1.noo . . . .•.••••
.351 Winchester Self-Loading Metal Patch

Per 100-Value $14.00 ••••••••••
.32 Long H F Cartridge.

Per 100.•.•••••••••••••••••••
.32 Short R ~

Per 100•••••••••••••••••••• ••
.25 Rim·Flre Shorb

~ r 100 ...•••••••••••••••••••
32·40 Soft Point.

32 ~ ~ ~ h : ~ t ~ ; ·S:L·. 'Soii ·Point:·······
Per 100 ........•••••••••• ••••

30-40 Krag Si Iver Tip,
Per 100 ....••.••••••••••• ••••

32 Remington 50ft Point.

219 ~ f ~ p e 1 r O ~ i n c h e s t e ; · 56ft' Pofn't: ••••
Per 100.. . .•••••••.•••••••••

Ear Defenders MSA for the Shooter. Brand
New. Gov. Surplus Val. $3.00 postpaid.

41 REMINGTON $550
RIMFIRE SHORTS Per Box, 50 Rd•.

$10.00
10.00
17.50
10.00
10.00
7.50
8.00

10.00
10.00
20.00
8.00
4.00
4.00
4.00

12.50
8.00

17.50
12.00
12.50

1.00
75c

Don't Miss
GUNS QUARTERLY

YOU FROM DIXIE?

RUBBER

RECOIL BOOTS

$ 3 DOZEN
69c eac'!

Master gunsmiths. best in the South. offer COMPLETE
gunsmithing for shooters, attractive repair rates for
dealers. Approved by all makers. Stoeger distributor:
Browning, Colt etc. agency. Guns. reloading supplies.
Satisfaction guaranteed. We trade.

Authentic. with original full
color metal emblems. New, un
used. guar. excellent condo
State hat slze. Send check,
M.D. Calif. resid. add 4%
state tax.

MARTIN B. RETTING,hlC.,g?:.~ ~~;hi'l:~t'C';.,~~vd ..
FREE GUN BROCHURE- Send ,,," .."-addressed. ,Iamned (Be) ""lope

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••- .
•••••••••••••••••••..
•••..•.
••••..
•••••••••••••.
••••••••••••••..
••..
••••••

The Boy who starrs
with a Sheridan

••• STARTS right I
There is no better or safer way for a
father to introduce his son to the world
of firearms than with a high quality,
truly accurate SHERIDAN Pneumatic
Rille. The SHERIDAN shoots accurately
and quietly in the basement or with
great effect outdoors. It's a real father
and-son rille ••• and for only $23.95.

lighter Colts' double action Lighting, ongI
nally .41 caliber. Bushing the chambers and
relining the barrel to hold the .25 Hornet
Jr. case, it made an ideal small game hunt
ing and plinking handgun-not too big and
heavy, yet no toy. I shot that revolver a
great deal, and fell in love with it. I de
veloped several pet loads, but five grains
#2400 behind the 75 gr. gas check bullet
was my favorite.

Then along came the Ruger Single Six,
and I promptly converted one to .25 Hornet
Jr. Rechambered, it is now the finest small
game handgun in existence, in my opinion.
The easy conversion job requires chamber
ing out the cylinder from .22 R.F. to the
.25 Hornet Jr.; then fit a .257" barrel, and
change the firing pin from rim to center fire.
The same can be done to other .22 Colt
revolvers, like the Officers Model. Smith &
Wesson revolvers present a more difficult
rebarreling problem, although it can be done.

When I first began shooting the .25 Hornet
Jr., I used many 60 grain .25-20 jacketed
bullets in it; hence my pet name, "The
Yellow Jack." Longer cases could be used
in most revolvers than- the 1.10" length of
my .25 Hornet Jr., but this length was used
because most of my cases were made from
once-fired K-Hornet brass, and when the
neck and shoulder are cut off it leaves the
case about this length. Also most hornet
cases are factory cannelured (and thereby
weakened) at or near this point, and it is
best to cut them off below the cannelure.
Even so, this shortened case can be easily
overloaded, as can any handgun cartridge,
so extra powder room is not really needed,
even when rifle powders such as #2400 and
# 4227 are used.

My Ruger "Yellowjack" has seen a lot
of use. After running through my stock of
bullets, I rigged up a simple swaging die
to fit in my Pacific reloading press, and now
use only these swaged bullets. Soft lead
wire is used in conjunction with a copper
gas-check cup, both formed in one simple

PRECISION CRAFTED

,'. (Continued from page 51)
handgun. This makes for a poor handgun
cartridge, even in the Improved or expanded
case.

While .22 C F cartridges like the .224
Kay-chuk and K-Hornet Jr. have appeal
ing usefulness in a suitable revolver (very
high velocity and flat trajectory with very
light bullets), my choice in the small cali
ber wildcat handgun cartridge is a .25 cali
ber on the Hornet case. This is nothing
new, as the Hornet case has been used for
years by wildcatters in both rifles and hand
guns. There are three versions of the .25
Hornet: one using the regular Hornet case
expanded to hold a .25 caliber bullet, result
ing in an almost straight sided case; one
on the .25 K-Hornet case, which has greater
powder capacity and less taper to the body;
and one using the 'Junior' case. I like to
think I was the first to use the shortened
case, which was as long ago as 1940. I call
it the .25 Hornet Jr. or the "Yellowjack"
(because I often use jacketed bullets in
it). I consider all three of these .25s supe
rior in every way to any of the .22 center
fire cartridges before mentioned.

The main advantage of the .25 Hornet is
that the case is almost straight sided with
very little bottle neck. This is important,
because a straight case puts less backward
thrust on the frame of the gun and less
pressure on the cylinder walls. I believe that
the .25 Hornet can send a 60 grain bullet
more efficiently than a .22 caliber center-fire
handgun will send a 40 grain bullet. The
.25 Hornets are also less noisy than the
.22 bottle-necks. And, finally, to get peak
performance out of the .22 center-fire cart
ridge, it should be loaded with a very light
weight (and lightly constructed) bullet to
~ a i n high velocity and explosive effect. The
.25 Hornets can be loaded similarly with
nearly equal results, or with a much heavier
bullet for better sustained velocity, less wind
,drift, and better long range ballistics and
:killing power.

Many handgun shooters, who like to use
:a revolver for hunting small game, have
needed a cylinder gun that wa·s chambered
for the Stevens .25 Rim Fire cartridge, and
'here, in the .25 Hornets, we have essentially
the same thing, plus a lot more versatility
because it can be handloaded--down, using
light bullets, to equal the old Stevens .25
Short R.F., or heavier, to equal the _25 Long
R.F., or much heavier still for truly spec
tacular performance.

My first .25 Hornet revolver was built on
:a Single Action Colt. It had the almost
:straight-sided 'K' chamber, and I used a
:section of .25-20 barrel that had a l-in-14
rifling twist. It gave excellent accuracy. My
iavorite bullet then (also my favorite cast
..25 caliber bullet now) was the Loverin
·designed Ideal # 257312, loaded ahead of
:seven grains #2400 powder.

Remodeling the big Colt S.A. left the
gun a bit too heavy to suit me as a hunting
'weapon, so next time I used the Junior
version (case length about 1.10") and a
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ammUnItIOn, and it's no good in a rifle, so
why not put it in a pistol or revolver? A
lot of brave souls tried. A lot of S.A. Colts
were remodeled to hold this pee-wee rifle
shell, but in a handgun the cartridge be·
came a giant. Fearing that it would tear a
S.A. Colt apart, others made completely new
l-evolvers for it. One man even cooked up
an automatic pistol chambered f-or it. Every

one who has tried the .30 Carbine cartridge
as arsenal-loaded in a handgun agrees that
it is plain dynamite. Properly handloaded
and used in a heavy revolver, the .30 Car
bine cartridge would be all right, but then
it would be no better than our present .32-20.
To close the book on the .30 Carbine as a
handgun cartridge once and for all, Smith &
Wesson made up a special experimental re
volver to hold the case for possible military
adoption and use, but the army did not
want it, so the big gun was shelved.

The .38 Special and the .357 Magnum
cases have also come in for their share of
wildcatting. Both cases have been necked
down to many different calibers and used
in both rifles and handguns. A long time
ago I also had the idea of doing this, and
made up an experimental wildcat handgun.
and-rifle cartridge using heavy .32 caliber
bullets in a necked down .38 Special case.
It did not take me long to realize that this
.32/.38 wildcat was absolutely worthless in
the rifle that I had made up for it, and
not much better in the revolver. Both the
regular .32-20 and .38 Special would out·
perform it in every way. Other wildcatters
have worked on the .38 cases, necking them
down to .30 caliber for handgun use, even
to .25 and .22 calibers for rifles; but in no
case has there been any improvement over
existing cartridges.

The Great Western single action revolver
ushered in a wildcat of sorts, called the
.357 Atomic: a souped-up .357 Magnum.
Both the .38 Special and regular .357 Mag·
num cartridges could be used in the gun,
and the .357 Atomic loading could be dupli·
cated in the Magnum case. The Atomic ap·
peared along with the .30 Carbine, but both
were special-order guns; neither had any·
thing important to offer, and neither are
in the lists now.

Big-caliber handgun enthusiasts have long
bemoaned the fact that there is no really
good handgun-cartridge combination avail·
able between the .357 Magnum and the .44
Special. The catalogs list the .41 Long Colt
cartridge, but this cartridge has been dead
as a dodo for a long time.

This .41 Colt cartridge was never much
for power, nor accuracy. But, due to the
efforts of many wildcatters, I doubt that
the .40" caliber handgun will ever die.
(Both the .41 Colt and the .38-40 are really
.40" caliber, their bore measurements being
.401" to .402".) Handgun wildcatters have
been toying with the .40 caliber a long time,
and have come up with one outstanding
wildcat cartridge, commonly referred to as
the .401 Special. Those who have used it
have nothing but the very highest praise for
it. Like most wildcats, it is hard to deter
mine just who sired it, but two men must
take a lot of credit for pushing it: Pop
Eimer, Joplin gunsmith who has made up
quite a few revolvers in this caliher, and
Gordon C. Boser, shooter-writer who broad·
cast the .401's many virtues.

The typical .401 Special is based on the
shortened .401 Winchester Self-Loading cart·

Send to Dept. G-4 for

your FREE copy of the

GUN BUYER'S GUIDE,

operation. Any weight of .257 bullet can be
made, and I have used both the 50 and 60
grain weight, preferring the lighter one for
most shooting.

Barrels have to be really smooth inside
or they will lead with these unlubricated
bullets. I tried three different barrels on my
.25 Hornet Jr. Ruger, all with different
rifling twists 0112, 1114, and 1/17), and
settled on the 1114 as being the best.

Some of my loads for the Yellowjack are:
2.3 gr. Bullseye and 60 gr.' bullet; 3 gr.
Bullseye and 50 gr. bullet; 3 gr. # 5066
and 50 gr. bullet; 6 gr. 4227 and 60 gr.
bullet; and 7 gr. # 2400 and 60 gr. bullet.
None of these loads have been chrono·
graphed, but all are quite potent on game
and they are not too hot. I have loaded
much heavier charges of #2400, but I
always prefer less than maximum loadings.

The .25-20 WCF cartridge, and also the
expanded Improved version, have been used
in revolvers from time to time, mostly in
reworked Colts Single Actions. It takes a
big-cylindered gun to safely hold a factory
loaded cartridge, and here again this bottle·
necked hull creates excessive noise, even
worse than the .32-20. Most shooters are,
wisely, afraid to shoot factory .25-20 ammo
in even strong handguns. They handload
it 'way down, arid are then getting the same
results as I'm getting with moderate loads
in my .25 Hornet Jr.

During the last war and directly after·
wards, the .30 Carbine cartridge came in
for a lot of cussing and discussion. Every
one agreed that it was a very poor rifle
cartridge-and that it was. Then someone
figured, here we have a lot of .30 Carbine

Only

$31.50

DOUBLES THE KILLING POWER

With Removable Head Type SheJl
Holder. Primer Arm and Primer
Catcher.
Hugged Block "0" design resists
springing ...
Changes to up or down stroke in
minutes-nothing extra to buy ...
Standard %"-14 thread for all pop
ular maites of dies ...
Primer arm has fiat return spring
to prevent primers from jamming
or clogging ...
Ample leverage to do all reloading
and case forming.

At your dealers' or order direct
- send postcard for catalog.

ReBS "JR." PRESS

•

~~':~Hec\h~f ~~:~d
t~~olvt~e~U'le~oN:}~
pointed by a GOERG
HOLLOW POINTER,

... compared to a solid
point bullet. Avail
able for .45 Colt,

~ 1 : ' . ~ i ~ ' 7 ::VnS
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and .38 Special. Retail $5.95.

The Goerg Holster is the only shoulder holster de.
signed for t.he hunter, or the active man. Retail
$15.50. GOERG SCOPE COVER-one size fits all-99c.
Dealers inquire.

GOERG ENTERPRISES
Port Angeles 3009 S. Laurel Washington

RCBS
GUN &. DIE SHOP

P. O. Box 729-G
Oroville, California

SHOOTI Harvey Prot-X-Bore Zinc
Base & Jugular Jacketed

• Swaged Hand Gun Bullets
Fastest,. most accurate bullets. All popular calibers.
NEW! S&W K-22 Masterpiece or new M.R.F. con·
versions to Harvey .224 KAY-CHUK centerfire.
S.F.M. (Shoot From the Mould) moulds for PI'ot-X·BoJ'e
zinc base bullets. JUGULAR jacketed Castinp; Kits.

~ : ~ 3 i ~ % c D l ~ S C o 1 ~ t r a ~ ~ ~ ~ s b ¥ J ; e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i e Information.
CUSTOM LOADS

LAKEVILLE ARMS INC. c ' ; ; . ~ e ; . W ~ ~ 1
Licensed Associate Manufacturers of Jugular &
Prot-X-Bore bullets.
Mason Williams. Stanfordville, New York.
Maurer Arms, 29 Willow Way, West Chester. Pa.
C.B.M. Inc., Rte. 2, Castle Roek. Colorado.
Lomont Precision Bullets 4421 S. Wayne Ave., Fort
Wayne. Ind.

,'.
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HORNADY MFG. COMPANY. DEPT. G • BOX 906 •. GRAND ISLAND, NEBRASKA

*Australia's
No.1 pest

All popular calibers

and weights-at all

leading gun dealers

········

SANTA FE
I E

~
; ..

IF 8ANrTA FE
I" A DIVISION OF GOLDEN

STATE ARMS CORPORATION

386 West Green Street, Pasadena lOa, California.

Dealer, Jobber, Factory Representative inquiries invited

caliber 30/06
6.5x55mm Swedish
7.5mm Swiss

Virgin brass unprimed cases in hard

to-find calibers now available to

hand loaders at considerable saving.

Inquire at your Firearms Dealer.

~ o r : n . a d . y
~ . B"ULLETS

BIG RED 'ROO*
at 350 YARDS

with an 87 grain

HORNADY Bullet

Hornady Bullets get kangaroo, loa! Australia, surely a

varmint hunter's paradise, has kangaroo, wild pig, and dingoes

in plague proportions. Mick Fallis, shown with skins of big

red kangaroo, reports great success with Hornady 25 caliber 87 grain spire point

bullets in his 25/303, a necked down wildcat cartridge derived from the 303 British.

One 'roo fell at 350 yards, the other at 177-they're part of a one-day 70-bag hunt.

Send card for the complete Hornady Bullet list.

ment, from squib to magnum. In the auto
matic pistol, the power of the loads must be
controlled in order to work the action
properly. If anyone wanted to make a big
bore magnum automatic pistol, the .401
Special should be a very good starting point.
The case would have to be shortened a bit
more to work through a magazine, but the
semi-rimmed .401 head is like that of the
.38 Super and is ideal for auto use.

This article lacks a great deal of cover
ing the whole range of wildcat handgun
cartridges; there are other worthy wild
cats around, I'm sure, and also some that
make no sense whatsoever. And there are
other very good possibilities for cartridge
designers to try. The .375 caliber is one.

Will one of these wildcat handgun cart
ridges ever be adopted commercially by any
arms and ammunition manufacturer? Judg
ing from past history, there would seem to
be little likelihood of such a thing happen
ing. Our two newer center fire handgun
cartridges are the .357 Magnum and the
.44 Magnum; and neither were wildcats.
But I do predict that there will be more
'magnumizing' like that which has been done
on the .38 and .44 Specials, perhaps on the
.32 S & W Long and the old .45 Colt. The
.32 S & W Long could be magnumized like
the newest .22 WRF Magnum by using a
more powerful load and a semi-jacketed
bullet, leaving the case as is. The .45 Colt
would have to be changed in some respect,
to prevent the magnum case going into an
old gun. This could be done by changing
the rim size and thickness. I'll also forecast
an entirely new caliber and cartridge to
come up in the near future in the ~
handgun field. ~

ridge case, although other cases have been
used with some success. This is a very

,'. strong case, semi-rimmed so that it can be
easily head-spaced in a revolver cylinder
without using spring clips, and when short·
ened to the required length (1.187") leaves
plenty of neck thickness. Regular .38-40 cast
revolver or rifle bullets are used, and Boser
has designed an excellent bullet for it
(#401452 Ideal-Lyman 195 grain H.P.).
The .401 Special is straight sided, has there
fore less powder capacity than the .38-40;
but this is more than compensated for by
the heavy case and the thicker cylinder
walls. It can be loaded heavier with safety
than the .38-40, and when loaded maximum
will nearly equal hot .44 special loads.

I became interested in this calioer and
cartridge in the late forties and have had
at least one handgun of some kind cham
bered for it since that time. The easiest
way to get a .401 Special is to take a .41
·caliber Single Action Colt and rechamber
the cylinder to hold the .401 Special case.

Other revolvers that can be used are
·chiefly the Single Action Colt Army and
Bisley models. If they are chambered for
the .41 Colt cartridge and have a serial
:number above 165,000, rechambering the
cylinder to the .401 Special will produce
a good gun in which moderate heavy loads
may be fired. The same guns in .38-40
caliber are also suitable when fitted with a
.new cylinder chambered for the .401 Spe
cial. Instead of using an old .41 cylinder
.as the basis of the .401 chambering, it would
be better to purchase a new .357 Magnum
-cylinder and rechamber this to the .401
Special. This would result in a much stronger
cylinder because they are made of the most
modern steel, and the heaviest loads may
then be safely fired: Numerous other makes

.and models can be adapted.
Another gun that will work ideally for

the .401 Special is the old Remington Navy
single shot pistol on the rolling block action.
I have one which I have used a great deal.
It is small, light, and has a small grip, so I
shoot only mild loads in it. However, the
action itself will stand the heaviest loadings

without strain.
Besides this single shot and a Single

Action Colt .401 Special, my latest .401
Special is built on a Colt 1917 service reo
volver, originally .45 Auto caliber.

The factory .401 WSL cartridge is about
1.50" long, and is trimmed to 1.187" to
make cases for the .401 Special. This cor·
responds closely to the .44 Special, which is
1.155" long, and to the new .44 Magnum
with a case of 1.285". The .401 Special
could be made longer but this is not neces
sary because there is still plenty of boiler
room; it will hold 19 grains plus of #2400
powder and that makes for a very powerful
load indeed. Unless I am using light hollow
point bullets of about 175 grains, I never
use that much powder; 18 grains is the very
tops for me; However, for most of my heavy
shooting, I use 17 grains #2400 and con
sider this mighty potent with the 195 grain
HP bullet, surpassing the commercial 44
Special load in both energy and velocity.
My favorite bullet is the Ideal #401452 HP
and weighs 195 grains. Also used and like
the Ideal #40188 solid bullet of 175 grains.

Wildcat handgun work is almost always
done with revolvers, because the revolver is
easier to smith and handload for, and will
handle all sorts of loads without adjust-
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-yours

free!

A gold mine of information at your fingertips ...

here's what this fact-filled 84-page book tells you:

p----------------------.

• How to get the most for your money when you trade
in your fireams

• How to be an expert bargain hunter in the used gun
market

• What to look. for in used firearms

• Lists the up-to-date value of over 1,500 famous make
rifles, shotguns, revolvers, machine guns-foreign and

domestic . '~o<.. .•..
~9

11ll JIG \lt1U
j,1 (Olll)\li. ,

MAIL COUPON BEFORE APRIL 15

GUNS M ~ d n e

8150 N. Central Park Ave.
Skokie, lIlinois G-4

Send me my.free copies of the Red Book and the Buyer's Guide,·
and start my subscription to GUNS immediately. $5 enclosed to
be refunded if I'm not completely satisfied.

Nallle' ---'- _

Addl'ess, _

City Zone State _

*If received within time limit above

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~

• Shows list prices of weapons plus three price values
according to excellent, good and fair condition

• Every weapon described in detail as to type, make
and model. Gun stocks, inlay designs, barrel, size of
bore, year of make and other unique features are
listed for quick identification

• Referred to by gun dealers all across the country for
establishing a fair price value in buying and selling
used firearms

If you trade-in or purchase one used gun or a hundred,
you're bound to save more money when you have the
Red Book at your side. With just a flip of the pages
you can quickly tell the price values of leading firearms.
The Red Book puts you "in the know" ... on a com
mon bargaining ground with gun dealers in your
community. Over 10,000 copies were snapped up by
shooters and dealers at $2 per copy, but it's yours free
with your 14-issues-for-the-price-of-10 subscription to
GUNS Magazine. We guarantee you'll like GUNS; if
you don't, just let us know and we'll refund the un
used portion of your subscription. You can lose nothing.
Fill in the coupon below and we'll send the current
issue of GUNS and your FREE Red Book immediately.

The Complete Gun Buyer's
Guide & Directory

~ I a i l coupon for your GUNS subscription
before deadline date and, in addition to
the FREE Red Book, we'll also send you
absolutely free this brand new, up-to
date Gun Buyer's Guide & Directory.
Lists 300 product categories, cross-in
dexed for easy reference, and hundreds
of manufacturers of hunting and s h o o t i n ~

equipment. Tells you who makes it and
where to buy it. Yours free if )'OU act fast:
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POLICE TEACH TEEN-AGERS TO SHOOT
(Continued from page 36)

IMPORT ASSOCIA TES, INC.
2639 W. Peterson • Chi,oqo 45 IBm

MINIATURE WESTERN
STYlE PISTOLETTE

Unique imported firearms ... really go over with a bang!
World's tiniest pistols fire exploding. non-projectile car
tridges. Sound as loud as .45 cal. gun! Perfect for men ...
the women like them, too. Can be· used on key chains,
charm bracelets, etc. Furnished with ramrod and 12 car
tridges. Extra cartridges available at small cosl.
Shipped Pre-Paid, Each $2.95

(SPECIFY DUELLING OR WESTERN STYLE)
ORDER NOW ... Send Cash, Check or Money Order to:

.22 L.R. SHORT
LEE ENFIELD (S.M.L.E.)

The Bisley Marksman Favorite. Only a small
quantity originally manufactured in the popular
.22 caliber for military training and competition.
A counterpart of its bigger military brothers the
30-06, '03 Springfield and 303 S.M.L.E. Complete
your ENFIELD collection with this rarest of all
Enfields. (V.G. to excel.) Only $24.50. 2 for
$45.00. 3 for $60.00. 5 for $87.50.

".303 Latest Issue Short Lee Enfield No. 4
service rifle, 10-shot, detachable magazine, nitro
proof tested. Excellent shooting condition. $14.50,
two for $27.S0. Select models $3.00 additional."

Military Issue Micrometer calibrated target re
ceiver sight installed readily without modification
for 22 S.M.L.E. and Short Lee Enfield No.1 Mark
III. Only $4.95. 2 for $7.90 (add 40c postage).

.30-06 BALL AMMUNITION
30-06 Ball M2 late issue, U.S. mfg., factory
packed, $6.00 per 100; $49.50 per 1,000;
(6000) $42.50 per 1,000; (12,000) $40.00 per
1,000.

accidents during these five years numbered
207,023. Home accidents led the list with
47.21 per cent of the total. Sports and recrea
tion came second, with 21.01 per cent. Auto
mobiles were third, with 15.48 per cent.

Sports and recreation accounted for 34,888
accidents. 'Twenty-four sports and recreations
were included. Football led, with 4,668. Base·
ball was second, with 3,275 accidents. There
were 15 sports and recreations with 1,000 or
more accidents. The Travelers policy holders
had fewer accidents hunting than they did
at theaters, churches, and concerts, where ac
cidents totaled 950. The hunting accidents
numbered 722, and this included many ac
cidents that did not involve firearms; such
accidents as falling out of trees, getting
limbs broken in various ways, and injuries
from other outdoor hazards.

According to the insurance records, we
would have to get into such sports as danc
ing (with 378 accidents) or pool and billiards
(with 24) to find fewer accidents than in the
hunting category. This in spite of the deplor
able fact that "hunters" includes many with
no firearms training, and idiots who shoot at
sounds and shaking bushes.

Four million kids, shooting under super
vision, with only four slight accidents, have
established a record for safety. And it is
doubtful if youngsters in any other sport
have more fun than the rifle club youngsters.

Chances are that we will always have some
among us who will scream, in print and
otherwise, about the dangers of guns-just as
we will always have those who blame all
teen-agel's for the misdeeds of a few. But
police know better; and we can be thankful
we will also con"cinue to have straight think
ing, tough minded cops and others who will
teach more and more youngsters to have fun,
win honors, become "straight shoot- ~
ers"-in life as well as on the range. ~

"

Perry, Ohio, for the past six years. Over this
period, they placed 10 of their girl shooters
on the International Wornens Randle team,
with one member on the team in 1955, and
three each on the team in '56, '57 and '58.

That, briefly, is the record of Lt. Carten's
l' A L sponsored youngsters who went from
gravel pit to National Championships. They
have not only had fun, recreation, and valu
.able instruction; they have made friends
with, and come in contact with people from
almost all parts of the globe.

If space permitted, numerous other clubs
,could be described. The Mission Township
Police Department club of Kansas City, Mo.;
the Paterson Police PRA Junior Rifle Club
·of Paterson, N.J.; the Sparrows Point
YMCA Junior Rifle Club and the Pointrees
Junior Rifle Club, both sponsored by the
Sparrows Point Police Department of Balti
more, Md., come to mind. There are many
-others.

Today, there are around 3,500 junior rifle
dubs and patrols, 1,150 summer camps, and
.233 colleges and universities actively affili
ated with the National Rifle Association in
junior firearms programs. Many of these are
backed and aided by local police organiza
tions-and the number is increasing. Police
are convinced that a boy or girl who is
taught to shoot straight becomes a straight
shooter in other ways also.

As for the "danger" the bleeding hearts
scream about-according to the National
Rifle Association, about four million young
sters have participated in match shooting as
a sport, and there have been only four ac
cidents. Those four very slight. The danger
that lies in the family bath tub is far greater.

Complete information on hunting accidents
is difficult to get, but the five-year record of
Travelers Insurance Company, 1952-56, gives
a fair sampling for the entire nation. Total

NEW
ACCiJifATE

ADJUSTABLE

CASE HARDEN
TOOLS, GUN PARTS,
MACHINERY, ETC.

WITH

Kasenit Compound
Eliminates soft spots & warping.

Easy to use-gives deep
penetration

PAUL STRYKER

Needs No Special Equipment

• NON-Poisonous • NON-Explosive
• NON-Inflammable

USED BY NATIONALLY KNOWN FIRMS

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER:
1 lb. CAN only $2.50 Postpaid

With "How to Use Instructions and Applications"
Money back if not O.K. (FREE FOLDER)

KA5ENIT CO. (Est. 1912) 12 King St., Mahwah, N. J.

53 Bannister Street

HARTFORD 6, CONN.
Dealers please write for further information

SORRY-NO C.O.D.

"RED" ST,RYKE'R'S
TRIGGER PULL SCALE
0-10 L85.-4 oz. INC.

FOR' REVOLVERS
• AUTOMATICS

$3.75

supply this to dealers, and also a complete
line of quality lead products for handloaders,
including shot. IBA No. 7 is an excellent
hard mix, better for Hi-V than the usual
10:1 lead-tin alloy. Ideal No.2 is also a hard
alloy. The IBA No.4 is a softer mix, better
for slightly lighter loads, say up to 18.5
grains 2400. Soft alloys have more shock
with lighter charges, while hard alloys give
more penetration.

"The Most Deadly Bullet" is the swaged,
pure lead core Jugular, created by Lakeville
Arms, Lakeville, Conn. You can swage them
at home or buy them. Hi-V fans load the 170
gr. H.P. with 27.2 grs. No. 2400. From a
standing start it upshifts to an amazing
2,005 f.p.s., with muzzle energy at 1,510
foot pounds. It explodes varmints like a
bomb. You can meter 25.2 grains for fine ac
curacy, and recoil is light considering the
terrific punch.

My favorite Jugular is a 220 grain for
any use. Top charge is 26.2 grains No. 2400
for 1,755 f.p.s., and 1,510 foot pounds M.E.
Use 25 grains for 1,639 f.p.s., or 24 grains
for 1,551 f.p.s., and less recoil than factory
ammo. Soft lead cores in thin jackets pack
far more shock than indicated by the bal
listics. Max pressure is under 38,400 psi, less

(Continued on page 60)

in small lots. Keith's charge of 22 grs. No.
2400 is good, starting at about 1,340 f.p.s. for
990 foot pounds muzzle energy. His 5 grains
of Bullseye is a dandy plinking load.

The Hensley & Gibbs No. 45 is a fine plain

Factory .44 Mag swaged GC bullet
makes smaller hole than (top) Jugular.

base pill, better in the gas check type. So is
the Lyman-Thompson gas check No. 429244.
These are all good with the above charges.
For equal accuracy and less recoil, use a
215 gr. Lyman No. 429215.

Home mixed antimony alloys are seldom
uniform. Use a good commercial mix like
IBA No.7. Division Lead Co., Summit, Ill.,

HANDLOADING BENCH
(Continued from page 13)
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QUICK GUN SHROUD. Connotation of new
Canadian gungadget's name points up safety
and keep-clean aspects of novel invention.
Quickly removable ru!;Jber moulded housing
for various popular autoloading rifles, shot·
guns, prevents dirt, snow, water from getting
in to action while on hunt. Ideal for offering
secondary protection to a rifle carried un·
cased, not in the presence of game. Bright
safety colors and visibility to hunter in
woods, yet cover could be slipped off by
thumbing top edge which splits to remove.
Developed by: James Glover, 32 Lowe St.,
Chatham, Ontario, Canada.

CAMP COT MATTRESS ends sportsmen's
outdoor camping problems. K-l Sentinel
Mattress consists of a solid extra-firm piece
of Polyether Foam, a new multi-cellular plas·
tic material. Withstands rugged use, is fire
resistant and tear·resistant. The 30" x 74"
slab of Polyether Foam is completely cov·
ered and sealed in a 61/5 oz. Government
Standard ACA Ticking called "Steri-Tick."
Completely waterproof, Camp Cot Mattress
provides comfortable, healthful sleeping. It
is manufactured by Forest City Products,
Inc., 722 Bolivar Road, Cleveland 15, Ohio.

VARIABLE SCOPE CHIEF, 3X to 9X is
available from D. P. Bushnell & Co., Inc.,
466 Bushnell Bldg., Pasadena, Calif. Instru
ment offers practical solution to "heavy
reticle problem." Bushnell ultra-fine cross·
hairs, subtending less than one-quarter of a
minute, provide a fine aiming point even at
9X. Measures less than %" longer than
standard 4X Scope Chief, and wider field
with better resolution, power-for-power. New
variable is nitrogen-filled and specially sealed
to protect against moisture and fogging.
More precise micron-atic reticle adj ustments,
plus sturdy Bushnell aluminum alloy body.
Priced at $79.50, backed by 20·Year Guaran·
tee and 3O-Day Trial Privilege.

LUBRICATING GUN ideal for lubricating
firearms. Called Dixon Jet 4 Graph-Air Gun,
a flexible rubber bellows mounted on a %.
ounce container filled with Dixon Microfyne
lubricating graphite. When triggered, gun
ejects con'trolled stream of lubricating graph.
ite with force. Atomizing principle prevents
clogging of gun nozzle. Lubricant guaran·
teed not to drip, run, melt, freeze. Product
is marketed by Joseph Dixon Crucible Com·
pany of Jersey City, N. J.

TOUCH- P PAINTING KIT handy for re
pairing old baits and adding color to lures.
Kit contains six bottles of vivid colored
lacquer, plus thinner, a brush, wiping cloth,
sandpaper and sparkling glitter. Can be used
on plastic, wood and metal. Available for
99c from the Conrad Company, Box 989,
Dept. S-12, Minneapolis, Minn.

PONY-SHOE GUN HOOKS made of real
pony shoes, steel-not aluminum. Leather
lined to protect weapons. Completely assem
bled. Ready to mount with pony nails pro
vided. Also for use as hangers for coats,
towels, ties, curtains. Priced at $2.98 pair,
ppd. From Medford Products, Dept. G·4,
Box 39, Bethpage, N. Y.

SHOPPING

BUCKSKIN LOAFER. New, different jac·
shirt handmade of specially tanned Western
buckskin. Shirt is designed for comfortable
loafing, lounging and sports wear. Complete
ly washable, dry cleans, and will outwear or
dinary jackets. Unique neck opening panel
in contrasting smooth tan buckskin. Leather
tab at neck buttons on with two leather but
tons. Vents on both sides of jac-shirt give
necessary "expansion" for comfortable sit·
ting, loafing, driving. Retails at $42.50, post
paid. From Norm Thompson, 1311 NW 21st,
Portland 9, Oregon.

SURVIVAL KIT fits shirt pocket and con
tains 17 items, as well as 16-page instruction
booklet. Packaged in water-proof, plastic
case, kit a favorite of outdoorsmen. First aid
items include iodine swabs, band-aids, tape,
ointment, gauze pads, gauze bandage, and
safety pins. Survival contents include com
pass, knife, signal mirror, candle, pencil,
paper, nylon leader, fish hooks, cloth and
paper clip. The 16-page instruction booklet
describes and illustrates first aid and sur
vival topics from use of kit's contents to
transporting injured persons. From the line
of Johnson-Weiler, Box 3033, Hampton Sta
tion, Milwaukee 18, Wisconsin.

COOKING UNIT suited for outdoorsmen,
designed and mannfactured by Dixie Prod·
ucts, Inc, of Cleveland, Tenn. Dixie Gas
Fold-away is counter-top cooking unit with
two gas burners that folds into slim, square·
cornered cabinet when not in use. When
folded away, less than one square foot of
counter space is required. Unit is convenient
cooking appliance in sportsman's lodge,
cabin, or boat. Fold-away operates on na·
tural, bottled or manufactured gas. Brushed
chrome finish. Unit insulated with fiberglass
and aluminum foil. Measures overall depth
when closed of less than six inches, overall
depth when open of les! than 19 inches,
overall height of slightly more than 15
inches, and overall width of 20lh Inches.

1960, 14TH ANNUAL GUN DIGEST con·
tains 366 giant pages. Available now at most
sports or book stores. Latest Edition includes
a special reprint of a rare 32-page 1884
Meacham Arms Catalog. Available for $2.95
from Gun Digest Company, Publishers, Dept.
G·4, 227 W. Washington, Chicago 6, Ill.

MUSTANG GRIPS. Designed for large
frame double actions and for single actions.

" Mustang Jr. grips available for small revolv
ers. Double contoured to fit either hand.
May be ordered with sterling silver inlays,
intricately hand engraved and set flush with
surface of grip. Left inlay is pierced for
stock bolt, right is solid hiding the escutch·
eon. A product of David Wayland, Box 1001,
Studio City, California.
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ALASKA REVERSIT. Completely reversible
jacket, insulated body and sleeves with 100%
prime northern down. Inside or out, Alaska
"Reversit" offers style, comfort, versatility.
Red side is worn out for hunting, dressy
brown Nylon side to wear home. Available
in other reversible colors. Two large patch
pockets with lined hand-warmer pocket in
serts reversing to two hand-warmer pockets
plus large flapped breast pocket. Heavy
duty, lifetime zipper. Specially designed
ribbed wool half wristlets, stop sleeve drafts.
Filled tailored collar has snap fasteners on
back for optional matching down insulated
storm hood. Sizes 36 through 46, $47.95;
sizes 48 through 50, $52.95. Add 75c for
postage and handling. A product of Alaska
Sleeping Bag Co., 723 N. W. 18th Ave.,
Portland 9, Ore.

INSULATED UNDERWEAR SUITS provide
warmth for coldest weather. All outdoorsmen
and sportsmen will appreciate zero-zone gar
ments with action-back for shoulder freedom.
Extreme lightweight, made of 1000/0 bonded
virgin dupont Dacron, underwear suits retain
body heat even in below-zero temperature.
Knitted collars, anklets, wristlets hug tightly
to keep warmth in, cold out. Available in
ladies', men's, children's sizes. Suits manu
factured by Ero Manufacturing Co., 714 West
Monroe St., Chicago, Ill.

VIS-O-LITE lets outdoorsman see with both
hands free. Silverized elliptical reflector
throws wide, even beam. Dual clips attach
Vis-OoLite to cap visor, hat band or belt.'
High impact styrene takes knocks that would
ruin ordinary flashlights. Virtually unbreak
able clear plastic lens. Shape prevents roll
ing. Ideal light for glove compartment. Per
fect for night fishermen, mechanics, small
boat owners, coon hunters, campers, motor
ists. Vis-OoLite uses regular flashlight bat
teries (not included). Priced at $1.98 post
paid from Edward King Co., Dept. G-4, Box
46, Whitestone 57, N. Y.

RIFLES OF CHAMPIONS. Hammerli inter
national-style free rifles and pistols used for
tough competitive shooting. Rifles on the
slick, fast "Swiss straight pull" action, rapid
and certain. Calibers .22LR for 50 meters,
and centerfires in popular match calibers,
especially .308 (7.62 mm NATO) and other
highly·developed 300 meter cartridges. Pistols
include famous "Olympia" designed to give
pistolmen solid holding, balanced perform.
ance, in weighted, adjustable-grip rapid fire
models. Sports models also available. Ham
merli single shot Martini system .22 for slow
fire free shooting is only arm of its type in
world, a must for the competitive marksman.
From: H. Grieder, Box 487, Knoxville, Ill.

Regular style $2.98; clip-on style, for use
over regular glasses $2.25. State style, and
whether for man or woman, when ordering.
Money-back guarantee. Available from Stuy
vesant Trading Co., Inc., Dept. G-4, 130 W.
42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

7 x 35 BINOCULARS wide angle with center
focus. Provides field of view of 500 feet at
1000 yards, nearly double field of aver·
age pair. Deluxe lens coatings guarantee
sharp images in any light. Four clamped
prisms, dust and moisture resistant, labora
tory tested and guaranteed. Priced at $19.98,
plus 10% Federal Tax, postage collect from
The Akron, 2140 Hyperion Ave., Los Angeles
27, Calif. Price includes genuine pigskin
case, straps, and four protective lens caps.

"SILVER ANNIVERSARY" CATALOG
published by Flaig of Millvale, Pennsylvania,
lists all shooting equipment. Includes exclu
sive items and gunsmithing services offered
by firm. Index gives conventional descriptive
and price information. Contains 20 full-size
pages which picture story of Flaig's metal
and woodwork shop facilities. Front cover
features a colorful seasonal painting of
Flaig's Lodge. Priced at 25c postpaid.

ANDEROL SYNTHETIC GUN OIL now
,available to gun enthusiasts in 3-ounce spray
-containers. New containers enable sports
men to spray a thin film of oil into all work
ing parts of shooting equipment. Lubricant
-clings magnetically to metal, resisting wipe·
-off or wash-off. Synthetic lubricants will not
,evaporate or gum, and operate successfully
,over temperature range of -50°F to 300°F.
:Prevent rust and corrosion. Anderol Gun Oil
is a product of the Consumer Service Dept.,
Lehigh Chemical Co., Chestertown, Md.

WITH

NIGHT DRIVING GLASSES. Litenight
Night Driving Glasses are scientifically de
veloped to improve night vision and elimi
nate dangerous glare. Remarkable lenses
made of special amber optical glass that lets
through infra-red light. Glasses made of 24
Kt. gold-plated aviation frames with adjust
able nose-pads and wide-angle lenses. Leath
erette carrying case included without charge.

:PLASTIC MASTIC COMPOUND. . Home
-work shop mechanics will find new com
]lound valuable in repair of tools and even
in certain gunsmithing jobs requiring per
illlanent adhesion between metal and metal

. ·or other materials. Plastic Mastic-General
:Repair Kit is supplied in quart, half-gallon
;and two gallon sizes. Each kit consists of
·two cans of equal size: one can contains
'white base, the other the black hardener. All
:purpose repair compound is a product of
'Williamson Adhesives, Inc., 8220 Kimball

.Ave., Skokie, Ill.
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The MUSEUM of HISTORICAL ARMS
Dept. N· 1038 Alton Road • Miami Beach, Fla.

be cut from drill rod closest the chamber
diameter. We'll give this a try later on
when the weather is better for outdoor shoot
ing, and see how it works.

loaders using lubricated .429" bullets may
find those in the last round or two will creep
out of the cylinder from heavy recoil. I rec
ommend 3-Die sets as made by C-H and
RCBS. C-H threads their new No.1 and No.
2 for the expander-decapper, a real good
idea. You can resize and decap in one op
eration; then clean primer pockets and in
spect webs before priming and belling in the
next step. These dies save one operation.
You use a .38-357 expander-decapper first.
Then use a .44 expander only to bell cases
as you reprime. If cases expand too much for
a tight bullet fit, polish down the expander
a bit, or bell cases by tapping a bearing ball
on the mouth.

Premium priced, premium quality tungsten
carbide insert sizers require no case lube.
They burnish cases, work easier and never
scratch. Where steel dies may work 6,000
or so lubed cases, T-C dies will work hun
dreds of thousands of dry cases, and never
gall. C-H now makes these in all popular
handgun calibers. You can hand them down
to the next generation in like-new condition.

Handguns are the cheapest and easiest
guns to reload. The cost can be less than .22
L.R. ammo if you use scrap lead. With prac
tice you can throw lead with better accuracy
than mediocre riflemen, and make clean kills
on deer size game. They are the most fun
for year 'round plinking, hunting and targets.
All it takes is practice for anyone to ~
learn handgun handling. ~

Savage Rifles Are Rugged
A quick trip east showed us a number of

things new at the arms factories, including
a revamped Model 99 Savage that is really
out of this world. The prayers of shooters
everywhere will have been answered by
the soon-to-be-announced introduction of the
"Model 1960" Savage 99, having a true sepa
rate sear in its trigger-firing pin works. The
new design is the work of vice president
Jack Knode, who is a real gone gun nut
(in a conservative, adopted New England
sort of way, he hailing from Wilmette, Ill.)
and who figured out one day that too many
people were fooling with the Savage to
"lighten the pull" and were creating dan
gerous conditions instead. The only way
the Savage pull can be reduced is to cut
the tip of either sear-trigger piece or the
tip of the firing pin end. Either way is

(Continued on page 62)

Dealer
Inquiries
InVited

Ask for folder!

Manufactured and fin
ished a c c o r d i n ~ to
the famous HAMMERLI
tradition! The accurate,
precision - made and well - balanced
INDOOR TRAINING PISTOL With
click-adjustable rear·sig-ht and check
ered thumb-rest grips. MODEL "R"
for round lead balls $43.00; MODEL
"RD" for round balls and waisted
pellets only $49.00! For details see
"Dope Bag" (pag'es 56 & 57) March
1959 RIFLEMAN.

H
-- ~. HEINRICH F. GRIEDER

P. O. Box 487,ilmmer Knoxville, Illinois

NEW HAMMERLI.177 MATCH* GAS-POWERED PISTOL *

GUN RACK
(Continued from page 14)

(Continued from page 57)
than .357 factory fodder. You won't believe
the terminal performance until you see it on
game. Swaged lead is more dense than cast
pills, and holds velocity better. 13.5 grs.
Unique gives 1,490 f.p.s. For a good hot
plinker, I like 10 grains Unique, or 5.5 grains
Bullseye. Both charges work well with a 220
grain Prot-X-bore for target accuracy.

A lad blew a Big Maggie to pieces by
accidentally using Bullseye instead of No.
2400. Fortunately, he wasn't injured. This
mix-up is the main danger in reloading.
Never keep more than the OlIle canister of
powder you are using on your bench. Check
the label and measure the setting before you
start loading. Let's be sensible.

A gent returned a can of Bullseye after
using a bit. He found it mixed with 4198. He
got his money back, but I doubt Hercules
bought some Dupont powder to mix with
their pistol stuff. It sounds like the guy
emptied a measure of 4198 in the wrong can.

The Remington cartridge and bullet photo
was retouched to look neat. Factory bullets
are not that smooth. Hand swaged ones are.
The fired case is not retouched. Note the
primer is not flattened. If some handloads
give flatter primers it does not necessarily
indicate excessive pressure. But hard extrac·
tion is such a sign, if your chambers are uni
form, free of burrs, etc.

Some case sizers are made to SAAMI
specifications that call for .432" bullets. Re-

pears to have been arsenal refinished at
some time in the past. The bore is in good
condition, bright and no pits. It is prob
able that if a steel plug is placed in the
chamber, with two greased felt wads cut to
seal the back, a very creditable .45" muz
zle loading rifle can be had, suitable for
N-SSA . competitions. The G.S. prices on
this model run $24.95 in good condition and
$29.95 in selected shape - well worth the

cost.

Some of this model, it is claimed were
bought by Southern agents in London dur
ing the Civil War and run through the
blockade to the Confederacy, but it was not
generally used nor issued in the South. Men
tion of the model is conspicuous by its
absence from the standard books on CSA
guns. In shooting this one, I'd search out
some moulds generally for the .45-70 in the
lighter bullets, and use a reduced charge,
less than recommended for brass cases, al
though the standard W R charge is 70 grains
of black powder, marked on breech. The
felt wads could be pried out of .410 shot
gun shells, while the chamber plug could

INLETTING RASP

IN ITS 5TH YEAR

write to $1 50
KEN NOLAN, INC. •

San Clemente, Calif. ppd.

DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED

Push ButtfJh
GUN SIGHT BLACK

FRANK MITTERMEIER
(Established 1936)

3577 E. Tremont Ave. New York 65, N. Y.

The rasp with a coarse and fine cut, Since
1937, when I designed and offered this rasp,
it has been the favorite of many professional
and amateur gunsmiths.

For fast cutting and smooth finishing, use
this barrel inletting rasp.

Sizes: V2", 5/S ", 3A" diam., 2" long.
Price: as illustrated each $2.75

Set of 2 rasps V2" & 3A", one handle .. $5.00
Set of 3 rasps, one handle. . . . . . . . .. $7.25

Send 25c for Big New 48 Page Catalog

Gunsmith
Supplies

BARREL

SHOP EQUIPMENT
(See also pages 7, 63, 64, 66)

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

o lNHV
80_ GUESS?

This gauge tells you
at a glance-* Caliber* Millimeter* Shot Gauge

Calibers on one side, milli
meter and gauges on

other side.
Made of solid Brass with

key chain.
Buy it at your llcnrest denIer.

ONI,Y $1.00
Dealer Inquiries Invited

B & G GAUGE CO.
2017 ROSCOE STREET

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Improved Minute Man Gun
Blue instantly preserves and
renews steels and Iron sur...
faces-Not a .paint or lacquer
- No heating necessary
Comes complete with all nec
essary equipment.

GUARANTEED - Tested and
proven over 40 years by $.
repeat sales to satisfied
users. SEND

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE("----_._---,
I ~~wBr::.~o~~,O~a. MFG. CO' I
I Name I

l~::==·=::····::· .. ·~~;;=:::::::l

$3.95 ... c=__

POSTPAID Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes
Leading trom Forcing Cone. Cyl

inder. and Barrel. Available in 38-44-45 cal. Kit for. t ~ o
eaJibers $7.10. Patches (Pkg. 10) $.60. Dealer Imllunes
~ Invited. Check or Money Order-No COD's.

~ GUN SPECIALTIESco"e~~ °pa~~~ l:o,g;a

(iO
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STOCK BLANKS

~ ~

,

ORDNANCE TOOLS for U.S. Carbines

~
GAS PISTON NUT
W R ~ N C H , esstmthtl fOl're
moving gas piston for
cleaning $1.00

NEW .45
BARRELS I

auto, 1911 & Al $6.95

u.S. GARAND GRENADE LAUNCHERS

~ l!

ANOTHER. NUMR,CH SUPER SPEC,AL

HEAVY-LONG SUPER TARGET

.22 BARRELS

made 1954 of new steel soecs••
superior to any made pre·
viously. New. in o r i ~ . wrap·
p i n ~ s . $1.95 ea.-2 for $3.50.
NOTE: When 2 are ordered.
new web c a r r y i n ~ case in.
eluded FREE.

Unused. As issued.................................. .. -.. $ 1.95
plus 30c post.

.45 AUTO MAGAZINES

FREE CASE! I

NEW REMINGTON MATCHMASTER BARRELS. for use
as barrel blanks or on Remington ~ n s in the 500 series.

~ g ; m ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ / 1 2 6 ~ ' l ? i ~ ~ e ' : r · g r ~ ~ e ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ i
trued. tested and seriai numbered by Remington. The

~ { J ~ $ ~ ~ v : e ~ i ~ ~ ? ~ ; ~ ~ ~ I ? ~ ~ ~ r ; o u E ~ i l z i ~ n Y r ~ e d f ~ J l ~ ~
-may we s u g - ~ e s t you pick up 1 or 2 of these at this
exceptiunai price before they are gone? High streng"th
steel, suitable for center fire calibers. fine for target
pistol barrels. Originally made for the 513 Target
riltes Special $4.95 plus 50¢ post.
(Ramp & front sight for above S1.2S)

WINCHESTER MODEL 73

DUST COVERS

.44 CALIBER BARREL BLANKS

EXTRA HEAVY 22 CAL BARREL BLANKS

("

MONTE CARLO
For old Model Rem. 11
(front safety) and Sav.
720 auto loaders.
Rough inletted, outside
needs finish sanding.
Can be used for later Model 11 (rear safe.) by in
letting deeper. WIcheek piece. Rubber ventilated
recoil pad included FREE. Made by mfr. for their
deluxe skeet & trap guns. Walnut. Only $3.95 plus
40¢ post.

These s h o t ~ n barrels should cause one at these prices!
ABOUT 820/0 DISCOUNT-buy an extra. ideal for slug &
brush work. 20" cyl. bore, all 12 ga., new, blued,Winchefiler Mdl. 12 $4.95
Winchester Mdl. °97_Solid Frame $4.95
Winchester Mdl. '97 -take-dawn-complete with fittedbushing · $6.95

complete with slide &
screw ...•...••• $3.75

We have some 20,000,000 gun parts in over 27,000
sq. ft. of storage space-modern, obsolete, forelgn
advise wants for free quotation.

SATISFACTION ALWAYS GUARANTEED

WANTED! ~ : : o ' : ; l e t e guns!
All kinds for usable parts. We buy lots of 1 to 1000

e::;e't, a ~ e ' : I ~ ~ n ~ r ~ c : s i h ~ ~ u g ; t : ; . ~ i k f ; : ~ u ~ n ~ s ~ e ~ ~ ~
ShIp off for our offer. Check ainnailed day shipment l'e.
ceived. Merchandise returned prepaid If offer not satisfac
tory•

=

SPRINGFiELD

1903

SHOTGUN BEADS

DO GET LOST

& BROKEN

CARBINE REAR SIGHTS

Here's a packet 01 10 large
bead (standard 4/40 thrcad)
sig-hts for 1 l ~ 1 1 H 1 twice of just
one, ONLY $1.00 per Packet4/40 SO¢

"FORMULA 44·40" NOW USED IN EVERY
U.S. GUN PLANT AND MANY ABROAD. New
industrial uses found daily in aircraft. sub
mctt'ines, clocks. etc.
NEW HIGtt-SPEED FORMULA gives even

? e . t l ~ r b ~ : ~ W ~ S : p r O t e ~ ~ : s u : : ~ o ~ ~ r d , ~ o f g f ~ ~
complicated. Deep blue pennanent finish.
Actually penetrates the steel. Used by gun
factories and gunsmiths everywhere. Guar·
anteed to be the best cold blue you ever
used-or your money back.
3 GUN SIZE $2.00 ppd.

INDUSTRIAL GUNSMITH SIZ••1 pint $7.50 ppd.

LYMAN 57A REAR sf)
SIGHTS- 1

SAVE ALMOST 50%-NEW $4.50 .'

QUickly Installed
sight set. Stream·
lined front ramp
with slg-ht. Rea r
sight with both
windage & elevation
built in. Both in-
stalled hy simply As found on Colt
tightening- Allen set Sporting Rifles
screw. Front .560
I.d., il"ear .775 i.rl.
Plenty of wall thickness for reamtng to all popu.
lar sizes. Blued, ready to install. ONLY $2.9S
for complete set!

Complete with catch, pin & sPring, steel. not aluml.
num. specify blue or parkerizefL _$6.20 complete.
(Guard alone, $3.95, F. Plate alone. $2.25. milled
fOllower, $1.00. spring 50¢)

~ ) J J J ) } } » J j j m J J j j } ~
SPRINGFIELD 1903 RIFLE

Standard dovetail_Interchangeable inserts included.
Fur Hi-power or small bores. From discontinued
Target r18e of largest U. S. maker. At a 700/0
discounU $1.49 ea. $12.00 per dozen

adjustable for wlndalle ..

elevation. fits all U. S. Car

bines. slides into receiver

dovetail - 2 minutes to tn.
stall. as iSSUed. $1.85 DPd.

SPRINGFIELD A3 SIGHTS. Similar to above. for
1903A3 only new. issued $1.8S ppd.

NOT $5.00 r;::t.,II r;::..,
ONLY $1.49 W bid
HOODED TARGET FRONT SIGHTS

STANDARD DOVETAIL';: ~
OPE N REAR SIGHTS =::::::J c:::::::::J
one f o l d i n ~ with windage ad· ~ tt:D ~
Just., other regular. Both __$1.00 '-U ~

BREECH OIL
& THONG SET.

For Springfield, Garand, Enfield &0 Krag, fits in butto
nickeled brass, not plastic, as issued. excellent. complete
with cleaning brUSh, thong, oil applicator $1.00 ppd.

1\
BIPODS (for B.A.R.). Often used on
heavy target and varmint guns. legs
adjust for height, and fold·up against
barrel. Excelle.nt. $3.95 plus 40¢ post,
age.

Special__ 4 beads for $1.00

LARGE IVORY
BEAD SHOT.
GUN FRONT

SIGHTS

WINCHESTER '73 PARTS

U. S. CARBINE

MAGAZINES

STEVENS-SAVAGE .22 CALIBER MAGA

ZINES. New. Fits all Stevens and Savage

models after 1923. Spec. $1.00 ea., 2 for

$1.75, 3 for $2.25.

.22 caliber magazines, 5 shot. New.
Only $1.00 ea., 2 for $1.75, 3 for
$2.25.

REMINGTON 500 SERIES

FREE Water (& dirt &

tobacco) proof rubber cap
giyen wI ea. magazine.

GARAND

TOOL

Improves hits.

JJ
GARAND RIFLE CONVERSION KIT

REUFJEJ,D JR. SCOPE RINGS:
Solirt steel. %0" dta. only. Fits all
Redfield Jr. bases. Very special
.......................$1.95 per pro

SAVE $8.25 in lots of 7.5
.50 Cal. ~

bronze brushes mil

for serious cleaning. The extra size makes clean.
ing bores fast & easy. For all standard rods.
Long Lasti.ng. 25 brushes $1.75: 75 brushes $3.00.

Handsome conversion unit allows year 'round use of
your favorite rifte. even after big game season is past.

~ i ~ l ~ P ~ Y t h V ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ a ~ O ~ i ~ e d n t . i ~ f : h ~ ~ n ~ ~ ~ g b n r ; ~ h ~ ~ ~
better but fcels better while shooting. (Just slide out
unit to change back to .30-06). Full sized, but short

: ~ ~ ~ f a ~ ~ ~ t j . a c ; . i t h E a ~ ~ e c ~ ~ r t ~ [ ~ t 1 e : 1 i S : l ~ r ; · e b o i i . n e ~ o n l ~ i ~ ~
.22 bolt, barrel liner, trigger guard. & 7 shot magaZI!lc.
Bolts have adjustable headspace feature guaranteemg
years of accurate shooting. Over 2,000 happy users.
Volume sales tumble price to a LOW, LOW $19.95 ppd.
Extra magazines $1.75 ppd.

FOR ALL 1903 SPRINGFIELDS

SPECIAL!
U.S. GARAND
flASH HiDERS

(M-2) as issued. New.
$2.95 plus 30¢ post.

NEW LOW PRICE .22 CONVERSION KIT

~

• 5 shot capacity-required by law for bunting, fits
flush with guard-streamlines allpearance. Solid
machined bottom-not "raw" appearing oYersized
fold oyers that some are selling $·2.45

• 15 shot, in original wrap, only $1.00 ea. or 2 for $1.75
• 30 shot. "banana" clips only $4.95 or 2 for S7.95!

Winchester 73 Extractors-new, $2.50 ppd.; 73 firing
pins (state caliber) $3.75. (Write for other 73 parts)

reduces to 5 shots, only way to
make Garand fully legal for
h u n t i n ~ in must states, (easily
inslaHed & removed). Set, com·
plete with special foHower &
2 five shot clips. $3.95. Extra
5 shot clips. 95¢ ea. Standard
8 shot clips. $2.00 per dozen.

SCHUETZEN OPEN REAR ~IGHT
Fine "v.. notch. micrometer
windaJ:e & elevation adJust
ments. Sweat-on or screw down,
or both Pre-tinned for easy
mountinJ: Fits all round bar
rels. For shooters who don't
like peep rear s i ~ h t s . but still
want fine adjustments. $2.25 ea.

NOW - SI'ECIAI. PRICE I
SPRINGFIEI.U 3 In,ADE screw· ...., :....-~ ....elf'
drivers as issued. ~
New $1.00 ppd.

p m ~

WORTH ANYTHING WHEN NEEDED

•

In field or on range, this ordnance. tool may be needed
at any time-for bolt disassembly, because of poor extrac
tion with fouled chamber or for rifle takedown "Similar
to illus., only latest model with bronze brush cnd". Fits
conveniently in butt trap-Keep Shooting, a good invest
ment. As issued. Only $1.00 ea.! (Good to carry with gun
-new firing pin_$1.25. new extractor-$1.2S)
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did the loading, not the owner, no doubt
used cases having been fired in some other
.250 rifle.) Anyway, said "expert" told the
troubled rifleman that as for all lever action
rifles, to reload the cases they must be full
length resized. Having reloaded the .250
Savage for over 40 years-I have three of
them-this reply irked me.

In the first place, as a general statement,
it is no more necessary to resize .250 cases
fired in a good Model 99 for use in the
same rifle, than those fired in a bolt action.
The only resizing usually necessary, where
cases fitting the chamber are being used, is
neck resizing. There is to all practical pur
poses no more case stretch in a good Model
99 than in the ordinary bolt action, regard
less what apparently uninformed "experts"
say or think.

To make the story short, Savage engineers
ran a test for Capt. E. C. Crossman, using a
Model 99 in .300 Savage caliber which, as
Crossman pointed out, developed the same
pressure and thrust on the bolt head as the
.30-06 Springfield as then loaded. This con
sisted of firing 500 rounds of 150 grain, and
500 rounds of the 180 grain bullet ammo.
To quote Crossman: "The rifle was checked
for headspace at the start of each test and
then through it. All firing in strings of 20
shots, all strings caught on the target." The
20 shot strings-not 5 or 10 shot-gave a
mean of 3 inches at 100 yards, which is high
class hunting accuracy.

"At 'the end of the thousand shots, through
this rifle," Crossman wrote, "the headspace
had increased 27/10,000 inch, or slightly
less than three·thousandths. This is less than
half of the tolerance allowed in these rifles
when new, or about 5/1000 inch from 'go'
to 'no go' in gauging them; hence, it is of
no importance whatever." The engineers
said that this minute set-back occurs dur
ing the first few hundred rounds and then
ceases permanantly. And a thousand rounds
of high power ammo is more than the aver
age deer hunter will fire in his lifetime.

And if you think this a lot of hooey
don't forget that the Model 99 not only
comes in .250 and .300, but also the .243, .308
and .358 new Winchester loads that run still
higher in pressure. The Model 99 and the
Winchester Model 88 are not bench rest
rifles, but they will more than compare in
every way with the regular issue bolt action
sporters, in same calibers of course. And
if you still think the Model 99 just another
lever deer rifle-you and our 1873 vintage
"experts"-play fair, just give the grand
rifle a fair break. You might ~

be surprised. -Allyn Tedman. ~

2402·G W. Magnolia Blvd., Burbank, Calif.

F.O.B. Burbank, Calif. Send check or M.O. (1/.'1 down on C.O.D,)
If permit required. send with order. Calif. res. see YOUr dealer
for MANNLICHER PISTOLS. .

~
For pistols enclose a signed statement, "1 am not an alien,
have never been convicted 0/ a crime of violence, am not
under indictment or a fugitive. 1 am 21 years or over."

Exceptionally clean Kar 98

Mauser Actions at $2995
NEW LOW PRICE!

VERY RARE

(Continued from page 60)

WRONG or, as we don't like to say but
must at times, DEAD wrong. Now, a rock
ing sear that is released by a minor move
ment of the trigger has been introduced
into the firing pin functioning, and will be
coming out on Savages soon. With this de
sign is a new safety which works off the top
like a shotgun tang job instead of that
lever locking gadget they have had for
eons. All this is by way of introducing a
"guest editorial" from western rifleman
Allyn Tedmon who, obviously, approves the
Savage dropping-sliding breech design:

RELOADING FOR THE MODEL '99
It seems impossible to sufficiently impress

many rifle shooters and "experts" with the
fact that the Model 99 Savage rifle is not
just another ordinary thutty-thutty lever ac·
tion. The fact is that the Model 99 is the
only lever operated repeating rifle ever made
in the USA, commercially, that has success
fully handled cartridges of the high intens
ity type, over a period of not less than 45
years. With the recent advent of the Win·
chester Model 88 we now have two lever
operated magazine rifles that are in a class
by themselves and that can in no way be
compared, except that they operate with a
lever, with our other well known and popu
lar lever action hunting rifles.

The Model 99 action is very simple and
it is extremely strong. Nearest thing to a
blown Model 99 I have ever seen, or know
of was a .22 Hi-Power that was brought
in to the late C. E. (Ed) Howard, the noted
North Park, Colo., rifleman who was a
close friend of the late Charles Newton, too
many years ago. Ed's best guess was that
an awful load of some pistol powder had
been dumped into that fatal case. However,
regardless of the big BANG!, all that hap
pened was to blow off the extractor and
make kindling wood of the stock and fore
arm. The action when I saw it was just as
good as ever. Again, I have a clipping from
Outdoor Life (of 1917, I think) in which
the late Charles Askins, Senior, in reply
to some fellow who had the pressure of the
.250-3000 Savage cartridge in mind wrote:

"The Savage bolt, so I am told by the
people who made it, has been tested with
a breech pressure of 150,000 pounds, the
barrel ultimately flying to flinders, but the
action remaining intact." In other words
150,000 pounds had no affect on the bolt.

All of this has been brought about by the
printed reply, several months ago, by a
certain "expert" to a Model 99 owner who
was having troubles with reloaded .250-3000
ammunition in a Model 99 Savage rifle. (It
appeared to me that the other fellow who

FEDERAL WEAPONS CORPORATION

All parts numbered ... NRA Condition VERY GOOD to EXCELLENT. 8-shots.
Alllong the rarest automatic pistols. Plenty of ammo. 100 rds. Dlin. order $7.50.
Additional loading sticks $1. ea. Spec.: 6 5/16" Barrel. 9 5/8" Overall Length.

7.65mm Model 1905

MANNLICHER PISTOLS
$2995 INCLUDESNEW LOW PRICE 0 • 1 LOADING CLIP

"Loosens 'frozen' parts of

RODS, REELS. GUNS,
OUTBOARD MOTOJ!.S, .tc!·

AT BARDWARE STDRES, GARAGES.
FILLING STlTIDNS EVERYWHERE

RADIATOR SPECIALTY CO.
Charlotte, N. C.

Dealer inquiries invited
on . printed letterhead.

L. B. ROTHSCHILD, Manufacturer
Dept. G-4. 4504 W. Washington Blvd.

Los Angeles 16. California

SEND FOR THE CATALOG OF THE

RIFLE STOCKS WHICH ARE THE

FAVORITES OF BOTH EXPERIENCED

HUNTERS AND TARGET SHOOTERS.

HUTCHINCiS
RIFLE STOCKS

JUST PUll THE BUTTON ~
The best Q.O. Swivel you'll
ever own! Strong I-piece
machined from solid Alcoa
75-T6. Natural color, satin
finish. 1" size only.

In-bU•01 t u.s. Pat.-Canadian pend'ng
Complete job as shown for

Most guns $25

Streamline MUZZLE BRAKE

THE
--------------------------

'The skilled hand of the German gunsmith is re
lSPonsible for this .22 caliber. 6-shot repeater
automatic with self-ejecting clip. Just 4" long.
:fits easily into pocket or purse. Ideal for sporting
Events. stage use, (not available to Calif. resi
dents). Not a lethal weapon. Sold on money back
guarantee. Comes for $6.95 ppd. from Best Values,
Dept. A-282, 403 Market, Newark, New Jersey.

The one and only STREAMLINE Anti-recoil Gun
Barrel. The muzzle brake that is precision machined
into your rifle barrel, avoiding unsightly hang.ons.

Controlled escape for highest kinetic braking, minimum

blast effect and jump elimination. All but prevents
jet thrust (secondary recoil). Guaranteed Workman.
ship. FOLDER. Dealer discounts.

PENDLETON GUNSHOP ~~~dl':.~o~ouo~e:~~·
Licensed fitter for Canadian c u s t o m e ~ s
IAN S. DINGWALL, Custom Gunsmith

2379 Burrard St. Vancouver 9. B. C.L •

.'.
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You'll want GUNS QUARTERLY in your library.

IDENTIFICATION

$8.00 per 1,000
See your Federal Dealer

retail price

Priming Brass
M i x t u ~ e ~ C u p

Flash ! ~_ ..!:acquer
Hole \..-"'"" Seal

Anvil

$15.00 per.l,OOO

No. 210 Large Rifle Primers
- Brass Cup - RED printing
on carton

No. 200 Small Rifle Primers
- Nickel plated cup - BLUE
printing on carton

No. 150 Large Pistol Primers
- Copper plated cup-BLACK
'printing on carton

No. 100 Small Pistol Primers
- Brass cup - GREEN print·
ing on carton

retail price

B ~ ~ ~ Y t J - - · P 8 ~ ~ r

~ Ao,"

Priming ), _Flash
Mixture ~ Hole

Faribault, Minnesota•Quality Sporting Goods

GOPHER SHOOTER'S SUPPLY

We have asked WINCHESTER'S Custom Gun De.

partment to make up a few model 70 Feather

weight Rifles without fronr or rear sights and without rear sight

dove tail slot. After waiting over a year we are pleased to announce that we have them in

stock with 22" tapered barrels in calibers 30'06, 270 and 243. Price, $134.95. When

ordering give name of your nearest dealer.

There is no substitute for experience.
When you realize that Federal Cartridge
Corporation has made and sold over
5,000,000,000 (five BILLION) primers,
what better evidence can you ask to prove
their quality and dependability. Federal
experience means shooting satisfaction.

Federal Primers give you consistently
uniform ignition - the prime requisite for
accurate shooting. Neither temperature
changes nor humidity changes can alter
this uniformity. Independent ballistics lab
oratories have subjected these Primers to
a temperature range of +140°F. to -60°F.
and found no variation in performance.

Federal Primers are non-corrosive, non
mercuric and dependably stable. Put your
trust in Federals - as many of the outstanding
bench rest shooters do. Check the records.
Made in the U.S.A. where labor receives an ample salary.

SOMETHING

We don't have to make elaborate claims ..•

FEDERAL PRI MERS have p'roved their

dependability, high quality and

performance

FEDERAL NO. 209 SHOT SHELL PRIMER
This is a "battery cup" primer-charged with Fed
eral's non-mercuric, non-corrosive, extremely stable
patented priming mixture-the same priming mixture

'as used in Federal's Hi-Power and Monark shotgun
shells. Packed 100 to.a box, 10 boxes to a carton.

[

Colt Buntline Scout .22 WRFM
The Colt Frontier Scout, Buntline Scout,

and Officers Model Match are now all cham
bered for the new .22 WRF Magnum. The
Colteer single shot rifle will also be fur-

(Continued on page 65)

Blond Remington Sportsman 58
For some months we have been shooting

magpies with a blond Remington Sportsman
58 skeet gun. It is a splendid gun in every
respect, with elevated ventilated rib, ivory
bead front and mid-barrel sights on a 26"
Skeet bored barrel. Stock and foreend are
nicely checkered, light-colored wood, maple,
or at least maple color. The trigger, action
pins, the dial on front of foreend cap, and
the action button are gold plated. Receiver
is engraved and blued. The gun is perfectly
stocked for most shooters, and the gun han·
dIes very fast. The dial on the foreend cap
can be set in an instant for either light or
heavy loads, and we fired it with about every
thing in 2%," length, from light No.9 skeet
loads to 1% ounce magnum loads. It func
tioned perfectly with all loads used.

A magpie has no chance out to 40 yards
with regular skeet loads of No.9 shot if you
do your part in gun pointing. The gun shoots
right where it looks, which is not true of
all shotguns. The magazine is very easy and
fast to reload, as you merely press the shell
down on the rear end of the carrier trip,
which unlatches it and allows the loads to
slide easily into the magazine. Safety is the
usual cross-button type at rear of trigger
guard. It is one of the most streamlined of
all automatic shotguns. The action release
button is on bottom rear end of carrier, and
not only releases the action block and allows
it to go forward into battery, but also re
leases the carrier for loading more shells
into the magazine; a very handy arrange

ment.
After several months usage, I like this gun

about the best of any auto-loader I have ever
used. It is simple, light, and seemingly fool
proof. It takes down very quickly by re
moving the foreend cap and simply pulling
the barrel forward out of the action. For
anyone wanting an auto loading shotgun, we
highly recommend the Remington Sports
man 58.

Canadian Gun Service & Supplies
Elwood Epps of Clinton, Ontario, Canada,

offers complete gunsmithing service to all
Canadians as well as to others in all parts
of the world. He not only carries a very
large stock of new and used arms but re
models military rifles as well. He special
izes in remodeling good .303 British En
fields with fancy cheek-piece sporter stocks,
scope sights, etc. He also carries complete
lines of arms, from the new Weatherby mag
nums to commercially made lines, as well as
ammunition, reloading equipment and com
ponents-in fact everything for the sports
man. GUNS readers living in Canada and
needing shooting equipment will do well to
contact Mr. Epps.

ELMER KEITH SAYS
.', (Continued from page 9)

in for the load. In most all cases we have
. found the larger bore rifles shoot hard gas

check bullets much more accurately than do
.30 and smaller calibers.
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THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads 20c per word per insertion including name and address. Pay
able in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date June, 1960, issue (on

sale May I) is March 16. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS Magazine,
8150 North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, Illinois.

Colt Army .44 Cal. 1860

THE GUNS THAT
WON THE WEST

GUNS

Colt Wells Fargo·
.31 Cal. 1 ~ 4 8

ANTIQUE
FREE "Do-It-Yourself" Leathercraft Catalog. Tandy
Leather Company, Box 791·Y33, Fort Worth, Texas.

l'ffiERGLAS GUNSTOCK Inlettlng Kits. Retter than
hand inletting. Produces exact barrel and stock fit. Easy
to do. For old or new stocks. Small klt for two stocks $2.25
Ilrepaid. Kits-Bulk materials for Gunsmiths. \Vrite today.
Baer }=-lastic PrOducts, 215 Ellen, State College, Pa.

DRILLINGS (THREE Barreled Guns) relined to Ameri
can calibers. a speciaJty. \Ve can handle any practical re
bore, reline, or barreling job. All work 100% guaranteed.
\Vrite for prices. Snapp's Gunshop, 214 ~T. \Yashington.
ll.oyal Oak. Michigan.

LEATHER CRAFT

SHOOT1>;llS: IF you are interested in learning Gunsmith
ing and are willing to spend a few hours in your home
shop for a handsome, accurate .22 target pistol. send 4
cent stamp for complete intormation. P. O. Box 362. Terre
Haute. Indiana.

G E ~ E R A L GUNSMITHING-Repairing, rebIlling, con
verSlon work, parts made. Inquiries invited. Bald Rock
Gun Shop. Berry Creek. CaliCo

BLOCKSTOCKING, R ~ ; B R O W N &. Reblue Repair all
Maire ShOtglll13 & Rifles Frank LeFever & Sons, Inc.
Custom Gunsmiths, Frankfort, New York.

WANTED

3 INDIAN WAR arrowheads. Fl1nt Scalping Knite. Flint
Thunderbird $4.00. Catalog lOco Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Arrowhead. Glenwood. Arkansas.

LEARN GUNSi\UTHING. America's oldest, most complete,
2-yr. course. Earn AAS Degree. Recommended bY leading
Firearms Companies. Modern Equipment. Competent In
structors. VA approval. Trinidad State Jr. College. Dept.
G-4. Trinidad. Colorado.

INDIAN RELICS

BINOCULARS & SCOPES

ENGRAVING

"ANTIQUE & MODERN Arms, Accessories at 'Recession'
prices. Sample list. 25c. Ladd Arms, Catskill, N. Y. "

GUNS - SWORDS - Knives - Daggers - Flasks. Big list
25c coin. Ed Howe, Cooper Mills 10. ~ f a i n e .

ANTIQUE FIREARMS large illustrated catalog 15-$1.00.
.Jackson Arms 6209 Hillcrest Ave., Dallas 5, Texas.

COIN COLLECTORS Largest most respected newspaper,
semi-monthly. Sample 25c. $2 yearly. Numismatic News.
133 Water St., lola. \Visconsin.

C O L L ] j ; c ~ r O R DISPOSING or military, muzzle loading,
and related items. List 10c. "McConnon, Box 54, R.R. # 2,
Endicott, N. Y.

ANTIQUE PERCUSSION Pistol Replica model, 15" long.
hand made, hardwood stock and 15 metal parts. Free in
formation write: 'V. A. Miller, 105 Hughes St., East
Haven 12, Conn.

FABULOUS 40 Page FullY Illustrated Catalog Even'
Month. Hundreds antique ~ u n s . swords. military items. All
dirrerent each issue every month. Order with confidence.
America's Finest Antique Arms Service. Subscription for
twelve catalogs just $1.00 Norm !i'layderman (lDi). West
Putnam Avenue. Greenwich Conn.

BIl\OCULAR SPECIALISTS, all makes repaired. Free
e ~ t i m a t e s . Authorized Bausch & Lomb. Zeiss. Hensoldt.
Bushnell Hertel-Reuss. Dr. Wohler dealer. BayBan sun
glasses. Tele-Optics, 5514 Lawrence. Chicago 30. Illinois.

COLLECTORS

MISCELLANEOUS

SILVER FINISH

RAISED LETTERS

Limited Quantity

GUNS • APRIL 1960

MARKSMAN BADCE
for shooters, sterlinl
silver $1.00 each,
postpaid.

Send cash, check or "oney Order no",1

VALLEY GUN SHOP, Dept. G
7784 Foothill - Tujunp, Calif.

~ ~ ••.!!fJfjj..'. I

Expert Rifleman's
Badge

ARMY - MARINE

CIVILIAN

SPECIAL

$ I ! ~ P A I D

OLD GUNS and SWORDS
You don't want to miss this absorbing
catalog. Fascinating background and pho·
tographic illustrations of hundreds of
authentic old guns, daggers, swords, and
armor. For your Catalog No.3 f, just send
$1.00 to cover handling and postage
with your name and address.

ROBERT ABELS Inc Box G, 860 Lexington Ave.
r' New York 21, N. Y.

These are replicas of original rare COLT guns
made of strollg metal-look and feel like the
REAL GUNS-with gun blue finish.

Truly novel gifts that are interesting conversation
pieces. Each gun comes complete with a &hort
and enligbtening history on its period.

1847 Colt Walker-44 col•......••••.. $6.95
1873 Colt Peocemoker-45 col. ..•.... $5.95
1836 Colt Texos Poterson-40 col•...... ~ 6 . 9 5
1848 Colt Wells Forgo-31 col•..•..... $5.95
1860 Colt Army-44 col. . .....•...... $5.95
1851 Colt Novy-36 col•.............. $5.95

POCKET CLEANER
~::t~ ~~t:e ,~i~:. rri~~~ 0':
hand-drtven chuck. Or can be
manually operated. Fine steel
wire brush, with metal sleeve.
Only $1.00 Ppd. Specify whether
lor I ~ e or small primers.

KUHAIltSKY BROS.
2425 W. 12th St., Erie. Penna.

PRIMER
only$1·':.xt.
Pa. Res. Add

•40/0 Sales Tax
DEALERS ..
~ O B B E R S

INQumIES
INVITED

GUNS QUARTERLY
order form? Page 52

".:\TAZI ITEMS bought & sold, orig. only, 1 piece or col
lection; "lists 25c"; Lenkel, 812 Anderson, Palisade: N. J.

"\VINEMAKING; BEER, Ale Brewing." Ilhlstrated.
$2.00. Eaton Books, Box 124j-N. Santa !losa, California.

'nVO COMPLETE 4 gun plstoi kits. Write ror list. E. H.
T..Iaycock. 1014 Caracas St., Tampa 3, Fla.

CROSSBOWS! HUNTING Bows! Factory-Direct-Prices!
Jay Co.• Box 1355. \Vichita, Kansas.

ELECTRO-SCRIBE I I,ngraves all Metals, $2.00. Beyer
Ufg. l0511-Q Springfield. Chicago 43.

"BUSCADERO" BELTS. holsters, Whips. mounted "Long
horns." hunting borns. Western l=-roducts Co., Box 762,
Laredo 2. Texas.

:\IINIATURE KOLmnI revolver, 2mm rimfire, $10.00.
Ammunition $2.00 per 100; Chromed snake chain Bolo
'1'ies $2.00; Iilustrated list other miniatures. R. \V.
Knight, Seneca Falls, New York.

PEERLESS HANDCUFFS, $13.95. Iron Claw. $9.95.
Leg Irons, $12.95. Twisters, Guide Chains. $1.50. Trans
port Chains, Fetters. Leather Restraints, Collector's Spe
cialties. Catalog 25c. Thomas Ferrick. Box IZG.
Xewburyport. Mass.

\VAJ."'lT GUNS Magazine. February and March 1955 issues.
'Vill pay any reasonable price. J. SmilUe. Box 610. Sault
8te. Marie, Ontario. Canada.

\VANT US MARKED Colt Detective Special, High
Standard .32 and .380•.25 ACP, Bemington 1!)03-A4
stamped A4, M3 Carbine or receiver milled to accept
Sniperscope. M1A3 carbine with heavy wire stock .Johnson
1944 dewat. Britt Brown, Eagle. Wichita. Kansas.

FINEST REVOLVER. Pistol Grios; Free catalogue. Free
lichs. 396 Broome Street. New York 13, N. Y.

NAZI mON Cross $1.85. Armband $1.35 or send 15 cents
for list. Albert R. Benn. 308 Albert St.• Creve Coeur. Ill.

EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT

"The Baker'. Dozen Plan"
Send 50c for year 'round mailings

Including out-of-prlnt listings.

THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC STOCK INLAYS

~
are my and I make
the fin liant colors
beautif hand cut
by PI'CC ery. Send

C. D. CAHOON • DEPT~ ~:ej;dJ(~ORD, MASS.

GUN ENGRAVING of unsurpassed Quality. Folder $1.00.
E. C. Prudhomme. 302 Ward Bldg.• Shreveport, La.

U.S. MI 30-06 GARAND RIFLES. Very good-$79.95.
I'xceilent-$89.95. U.S. 30-06 Enfteld riftes. I,xceilent
~ 3 4 . 5 0 . U.S. 30-06 high number Springfield rifles. Excel
lel1t-$49.50. U.S. 30-40 Krag rlftes. Good-$37.50. U.S.
45-70 Springfield rifles. Good-$39.50. British Mk.. 5
303 Lee-Enfield jungle carbines. Very good-$24.95. Ex
ceIlcnt-$29.05. British :Mk. 4 303 Lee-Enfield rifles.
J<;xcellent-$19.95. German Mod. 08 8mm )01auser rifles.
All milled parts. Good-$34.95. Very good-$39.95. Argen
tine Mod. 91 7.65mm Mauser rifles. Perfect-$24.50.
Argentine ~ ( o d . 1909 7.65mm Mauser rifles. Perrect
$39.95. Swedish lI[od. 94 6 ~ 5 m m Mauser carbines. Very
J:l:ood-$29.95. Excellent $34.50. Perfect-$30.50. Swiss
:\{od. 89 7.5mm Schmidt-Rubin rifles. Excellent-$10.95.
.Tap 7.7mm Arisaka rifles. Pre-War issue. Excellent
$18.00. 30-06, 303 British, 8mm Mauser. 6.5mm Swedish.
7.62mm Russian. military ammunition at $7.50 per 100
rds. )Oloney back guarantee. li'ree gun list. Freedland Arms
Co., 34 Park Row. :Kew York 38. N. Y.

HAVE GUNS . . . Will Sell! Miniature Pistols. Rifles
and Accessories. G & S Mfg. Co., Nashville 3. Tennessee.

20mm NAVY CANNON Cartridges deactivated $1.00.
Postpaid, Joe Puffert. 1808 Baltimore, Cincinnati 25, Ohio.

GUNS-BUY, Sell, Trade. Jerry :Miller. 5908 Mendcino
Blvd., Sacramento, Calif.

30/06 BALL AMMO NCNM $6.00 per Hundred-45 Auto
Ammo NCNM $4.00 per Hundred-30 Carbine NCNM: '3.00
Hundred-38 Spec. & 9mm Luger $5.00 per Hundred
Single Shot Remington Rolling Blocks Rebarreled to 30/30
$34.95-Martlni 357 M.ag. $29.95-:Martini 22 Hornet
$37.50. All Prices F.O.B. :Kapa, California. Boyer's
Snorting Goods. 3207 .Jefferson St., Napa, California.

COLT ]rRONTTERS. Colt and Remington percussion re
volvers. \Vin. Lever actions plus many other Modern and
Antique Guns. Will Trade. Stamp for list, Chet Fulmer
(Guns). Detroit Lakes, Minnesota.

10,000 G1JNS!!!-ANTIQUES. Moderns. Swords. Armour
--every description. Giant Catalog $1.00. Agramonte's,
Yonkers 2K. N. Y.

GUNSMITHING

GUNS & AMMUNITION

30-06 AMMO, $1.95 BOX 20. Excellent. Bill Holesworth.
Salida, Colo.

~ ' : . l ~ f t . : t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i . Pistols For Airguns. Paul. Box 6143.

NE\V .22 HORXET Kleanbore factory boxed ammo. 45 Gr.
S.P. $3.25 box 50. 50 boxes available. Express collect.
Frank )Jusser. 2214 ChE:,stnut. Grand Forks, N. D.

U.S. Ml 30-06 GARAND RIFLES. Very good-$79.95.
Perfect-$89.95. Immediate deJiveTY. Freedland Anns Co.•
34 Park Row. New York. N. Y.

BRITISH MK.5 303 jungle carbines. Very good-$24.95.
Excellent-$29.95. Immediate deJivery. AI's Gunroom. 1
Beekman St.. New York. N. Y.

OUT-OF-Pawn: "Shotguns," "Rifles." "Handguns.»
:\-lodern and Antique. Write wants. no list. Virginia Pawn·
brokers, Danville. Virginia.

GUN SCREWS, 6/48 or 8/40 assorted lengths 50c per
dozen. Protessional 2 flute Taps $1.20 Special hard steel
drills 45c. All postpaid. Send tor Catalog 14GC on all
~ u e h l e r mounts (including New Micro-Dial). Low Satetys
etc. ~ I a y n a r d Buehler Inc.• Orinda. Calif.
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You'll want GUNS QUARTERLY in your library.

ACE TRIGGER SHOE

$2.50
For most rifles, shot
guns and handguns..

Specify gun.
ACE DOUBLE·SET
TRIGGER, $10.00

NOW! ACE BARRELS FOR .338 WIN.
Your choice of 24" Sporter weiJ!ht or 26" med.
wt.. fitted to your action. (Win. 70, Enfield. Hig-h
No. Springfield, FN or 93 Mauser-no others).
Head spaced and test fired ...•••••••••..$40.00
If we furnish FN Deluxe Action •••••••.. 79.00
If we furnish FN 400 Action ..•••••••••. 89.00

Sparter·weight 24"-3 Ibs.

Med. Heavy Weight 26"-4 Ibs. 4 on.

-...-_--- ----------------------------- - - - - ~ , - _. -----

ACE "BUTTON·RIFLED" BARRELS
~ors:g:i~du~~1\v~~.~~g~d~~~86alkl (¥il~a~c;~~~
and Test-fire. Returned F .O.B. Millvale. Pa., Un
less Postage and Insurance Remittance Is En
closed F.N .-Ace Barrel Action. (White) ..•.$67.50

U S ~ t l ~ r i ~ : . ~ u . p ~ ~ ~ : . ~ S : ~ i . e ~ . ~ ~ ~ ) . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ...$77.50

THE NEW FLAIG
ACE FINISHED
BARREL AND

Barreled Actions
Lightweight 22"-2 Ibs. 6 oz. (White)

Made exclusively for Flaigs bl' a nationally known barrel maker, each barrel is the best Quality, six lUOove

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E ~ ~ : : : , h f ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ · ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : ) J r , a t e ~ 5 ~ a ~ ~ 1 l ~ ~ l f · J ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ , 9 ~ n : r l U ~ [ r i g ' F M ~ U s ~ ~ u S ~ e d P : h i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :
r a ~ ' , 1 ~ ' 7 ~ n b e ; ~ : N ~ 6 & 2 ~ " 8 r ~ ~ ~ ~ : n 7 ~ ~ g M ~ s ~ ~ , b ~ s g : ? : m ~ ~ e 3 3 3 - ~ ~ e : , :'l1>°s ~i~~: i:: 3 ' 6 ~ 0 6 . 2 2 4 ~ R : ~ : i f s ~
available for the 722 Rem. only.

Made for
Flaig's by

Soko, f e a t u r ~

ing Sako's
smooth-working

hinged floor plate,
with floor-plote

release button in..
side trigger guard,

completely blued. Will
lit any M·1903 Sp,;ng.

field, including .03·A3. In..
creases resale value to your

$porterized Springfield. A
$15.00 .alue-$10.00.

TURNED AND SEMI.
INLETTED RARE
CIRCASSIAN WALNUT BLANKS
Rare Circassian Walnut-Imported from Turkey. For the first time in many years we now offer
this distinctively attractive, light weight, yet very close grained walnut. Takes smooth finish and
sharp checkering. No other wood compares with Rare Circassian Walnut for stock making. Turned
a ~ d semi·inletted Circassian Walnut stocks, $16.50 to $80.00-Mannlicher length $S.OO additional.
RIfle blanks $15.00 to $75.00. Shotgun blanks $10.00 to $SO.OO. Pistol grip blanks (pair) $2.50 to
$7.S0.

OTHER TURNED AND SEMI·INLETTED STOCKS-BLANKS ALSO AVAILABLE
FRENCH WALNUT I PENNA. WALNUT I CURLY MAPLE I OREGON MYRTLE
$2S.00 to $55.00 $6.00 to $40.00 $8.00 to $35.00' $B.OO to $75.00

SPECIAL: ARGENTINE 98 MODEL l\lAUSER. Made by Deutsche-Watten und Munitions
fabriken, Berlin, in 1909. These have hinged floor plate, 30"" barrel, 7.65 cal., issue sights,
muzzlecap and steel cleaning rod, walnut stocks. All matched numbers. smooth working
actions, straight bolt handle. Finest workmanship our shop has seen in more than a quarter
century. These are rare collector pieces and can be made into practical hunting rifles or
sporters. Weight as issued, 9# 6 oz. Overall length 50 inches. All milled parts finely honed,

PRICES: Rifle with V.G. bore, complete, $40.00; rifle with slightly used bore, complete, $35.00;
action complete (polished white) with hinged foreplate and matched numbered bolt, $30.00. Will
open chambers for .30-06 and test fire, stamp caliber, $7.00.
Write for free list No. 31 • Silver Anniversary Catalog, 25c • FLAIG'S LODGE, MILLVALE, PA.

PISTOL SHOOTERS!
It's Ready! B i g ~ New Pistol Shooters

Reference Book. and Catalog.
Don't miss this new catalog! Bigger and better than ever 116 jam packed
pages devoted exclusively to the competitive pistolman over 450 illustra-
tions ... articles by top shooting and reloading authorities Clark, McMillan,
Toney, Cartes, Joyner, White, Weston, Shockey, Gibbs. Hebard-these alone
worth many dollars if published in book form National records ... 2600
Club, etc. All the latest products and prices hundreds of score improving
items and tips ... Clark" Shockey, Pachmayr custom guns ... Ruger,
Hammerli, Hi Standard, S&W, Colt target guns.

The pistol shooters "Bible" and standard reference book. No catalog like
it! A MUST for competitive pistolmen or anyone interested in handgunning.

Double your money back guara,ntee. if you. aon't ?-gree it's ~ h e biggest pistol
shooting value ever for 50c. MaIled ImmedIately III protectIve envelope ..
POSTPAID 50c. '

ORDER YOUR COpy NOW!

GIL HEBARD GUNS KNOXVILLE 6. ILLINOIS

nished for the new cartridge. This Colt
Buntline Scout has a 9%" barrel and should
give maximum sixgun velocity to the car
tridge. Ruger and Colt, we understand, use
a 14" twist of rifling, while Smith & Wesson
use a lO-inch twist. A turn in 16 inches is
and has long been standard for the .22 L.R.,
and is supposed· to be also for the new .22
Magnum cartridge when used in rifles. How·
ever, factory experiment has shown a sharper
twist is needed for best results in hand guns.

This Buntline Colt follows exactly the
lines of the Colt Buntline .45 Single Action,
and is a very fine understudy for those using
that arm. It balances well in spite of the
long barrel. Thousands of single action quick
~ f r a w fans prefer a smooth, standard shaped
single action revolver with very low fixed
sights, that can be used for their hammer
draw and for fanning as well. The little
Buntline Scout and the Frontier Scout in
either .22 L.R. or 22 Magnum follow these
lines. The little gun has a cast one-piece
grip frame, the usual Colt black rubber
grips, and a flat main spring. The firing pin
is, however, separate from the hammer and
far better adapted to any high velocity load
than the old fixed firing pin on the hammer
of the standard center fire S.A.

As this gun came from the factory, the
trigger pull was too hard for me to give it
a fair test. It also shot very high. So I had
Eddie Schaller, our local gunsmith, work
the trigger pull down to a respectable 314
pounds, and weld more metal on top of the
Jront sight. Then the little gun shot beauti·
fully. I shot several excellent groups with it
at 15 to 20 yards, and also did a lot of shoot
ing out to 400 yards with it. It is a very
accurate gun. I would prefer good adjust.
able target sights on any and all sixguns
except pocket guns for hip shooting only.

The gun cocks smooth and easy, and the
lighter mainspring does not seem to jar the
gun in hammer fall. It functioned perfectly
at all times. Extraction of a single case at
a time was Jree and easy. With its long
barrel and maximum sixgun velocity, it
should prove a very fine small game gun. It
is also a fine understudy for the 45 Colt
BUf\tline for long range sixgun practice. The
little pill does not throw up as much dust as
do the heavier slugs of centerfire cartridges
for long range work, but I had no trouble
keeping it on a car fender at 400 yards with
two·hand·rest position. Had the gun been
fitted with good target sights I know I could
do even better with it. The standard old rear
sight notch is far from the best for any care·
ful long range shooting, as it reflects side
lights too much.

Cartridge heads are recessed in the cylin·
der, and there is ample room to let the ham.
mer down on the firing pin between car·
tridge heads, in case you want six cartridges
in the gun. Cocking it just past the half·cock
notch will actuate the hand and bring a
cartridge under the firing pin.

We found standard .22 W.R.F. ammunition
okay for the Colt in case anyone wanted'
cheaper ammunition. The chambers will have
to be scrubbed out with a brass brush and
solvent after each use of the shorter case,
but at 15 yards they shoot in the same group
and would be ample for frogs, cottontails,
and similar very small game. For tough old
fox squirrels, chucks, grouse, and jack rab·
bits, I would favor the Magnum load. Many
local hill billies who have seen the little gun
want one for a grouse and rabbit gun. Price
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SPORTS, INC.......................•...42

TOOLS and A<1CESSORIES
AURAND'S ..........................•...50
B & G GAUGE COMPANY .............•.•. 60
FRANCIS BANNERMAN & SONS, INC 41
BOB BROWNELL 6
FLAIG'S LODGE ..................•.•.•.•65
KUHARSKY BROTHERS, INC 64
LEHIGH CHEMICAL COMPANY 9
FRANK MITTERMEIER 60
NEW METHOD MFG. COMPANy 60
KEN NOLAN, INC 60
PENDLETON GUN SHOP 62
RADIATOR SPECIALTY COMPANY 62
PATTERSON SMITH ....................•.46
SOUTHWEST CUTLERY & MFG. CO 14

MISCELLANEOUS
AN·WE NOVELTIES 10
JACK FIRST ...........................•49
IMPORT ASSOCIATES ................•..•57
KASENIT COMPANY ....................•57
NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOqATION 46
NORTH AMERICAN SCHOOL OF

CONSERVATION 14, 38
PHILIP S. OLT COMPANy 53
PACIFIC MANUFACTURIt'lG COMPANy ...••49
PUBLIC SPORT SHOPS 40, 53, 10, 64
RAY RILING 64
L. B. ROTHSCHILD 62
SHOTGUN NEWS .....................••40
SPORT MART, INC 66
PAUL STRYKER .••••..•........•........•57
NORM THOMPSON ....................•• 13

grains 2400, at about 30 yards range. The
bullet wound channel was much larger
through his deer.

Bob Moody, of Moody's Rl'lloading Service
of Helena, Mont., has for years used his
6%" 1950 Target .44 Special S & Wand
my 235 grain hollow point with 18.5 grains
2400 to kill his annual mule buck, and he
reports excellent e x p a n s i o ~ of my hollow
point in most cases, even out at 200 yards.
While the 4" .44 Magnum is the ideal
peace officers and police gun, this experi·
ence clearly shows that t ~ e 6%" or 8%"
S & W or the 7%" R u g e ~ Dragoon would
be far better for shooting any big game at
such ranges. I was fishiqg for steelhead,
had only my 4" S & W }Vith me, and, as
Ihe Frenchman said, "I haq. to do with what
I had to do with". ,

These same 235 grain Kllith Hollow points
with 18.5 grains 2400 from a 6%" Triple
Lock .44. Special will sifllply demolish a
jack rabbit at 50 yards. ~ f the big bunny
is shot in the rump, you will have the ~
hind legs and a strip of skin left. ~
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"WORLD FAMOUS CUN"
COLT FRONTIER REPLICA for
collectors, Quick draw practice.
Western TV fans.. Looks and
feels like real lnIn.

Blue finish $4.00. Deluxe polished
$6.00. Add-SOc shipping.

VALLEY GUN SHOP ~ ~ f . ; ' n g ~ . o o ~ ~ i l I :

farther into the log jam. We could not see
strike of third and fourth shots, but the
buck moved out into tall grass.

The fifth shot hit again, and the buck
235 Grain Keith Hollow Point jumped into a hard run, with head carried

.44 Magnum on Deer low. But he went only about 30 yards and

Last Oct. ,30th, I killed my mule buck, piled up.
a small one, with the 4" Smith & Wesson Bullets were cast by W. G. Murphy of
.44 Magnum. Range was probably 225 to San Francisco, and were copper coated 235
250 yards. Witnesses: Hugh Dunkin, his grain Keith Hollow point. Powder charge
son Norman, and wife Mary. Position: seat- was 22 grains Hercules 2400. Remaining
ed, two.hand-rest. velocity was far too low at that range from

I held up too much front sight over the a 4" barrel gun to expand the hollow point.
rear blade the first shot, and went over the The first slug went through the center of the
buck. We saw strike of the bullet over his left fore leg just below the chest, the fifth
shoulders. The deer moved into a jam of slug went through the right shoulder, just
fallen logs, and I held a trifle less front over the heart, and out behind the left
sight up for the second shot, perching his foreleg. No expansion of either bullet; just
shoulders over top center of the front .44 caliber clean holes through the buck;
sight. This time, I hit him, and he lurched no meat damaged or wasted. This experi-
__________________-. ence clearly illustrates the loss in velocity

from the longer 6%" barrel.
Son Ted killed his mule deer with his

Smith & Wesson 5" 1950 Target .44 Special
and my 250 grain bullet backed by 18.5

GREAT WESTERN
CUSTOM QUALITY

AUTHENTIC
Complete Line of Single Action
Revolvers. Fast Draw, Buntline
Special Deputy, Engraved Models
Derringers - Parts. SEND 25c FOR
CATALOG. Dealers Wanted.
GREAT WESTERN ARMS SALES CO., Dept. 10
11728 Vase St. North Hollywood, Calif.

Now, for the Iirst time, a leather boot that
is absolutely Guaranteed Waterproof • • •
not just water repellent or water resistant.
Wearing Sta "Dei boot~ you can hunt, fish or
work all day in water; snow or slush and
your feet will remain perfectly dry, warm
and comfortable. Fit guaranteed.

Send for free brochure of all $:
Sta Dri Boot styles and prices.

THE SPORT MART,/nc.
P.O. Box 8047· Dollos 5, Texos : : V : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A '

is the same as the Buntline Scout for the
. 2 ~ . , L . R . Cartridge, and it may also be had
with Walnut stocks at extra cost.

•
"." Small lot Of U.S. Rarest of All!

made (manufactured Al my Model 6

~ 3~. rOSl~~~<l~ft~~~:\~~~s _ seldom seen 01"

i
' offcled. USll.dly much higher Ilrlc€'<.1. BOles

plugg('d 10 <lccord.lnce With Feder.d law on
denetl v.lted war tlopilies. OtherWise these
be.lutlfully m<lde guns funcllon pelfectly and
may be dls.lssembled for study. PlIce In
cludes mltg"<\Zlne <\nd sling. To Older. Send
check, c<\sh or money Older. SID depOSit for
C.O D. Calif. resld. add 4% state tax.

~ 4Craft Bldg., 5880 Hollywood Bl.
__ Los Angeles 28, Cal.
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specifications

THESE MODERN REPLICAS are precision built of modern materials by modern
methods in a plant specially tooled for their production. Designed for the black
powder target shooter and the Civil War enthusiast, they are marked in several
places with the Company's name and factory marks. Minor details have been
changed to make them better for today's shooters, such as fitting a wide front sight.
All guns complete with nipple wrench and spare set of nipples. EITHER GUN -$8995PRICE

BULLET MOULD - 36 cal.

Navy moulds, casting both

round and conical bullets 

exact copy of original moulds

- brass body with iron spru

cutter ...........•.•.•... 9.95

NAVY POWDER FLASK 

designed to throw the exact

charge for all Navy Arms Co.

revolvers. Copper body with

brass fittings ••.••••...• 20.00

In sterling silver 90.00

HOLSTER - Navy holster,

exact copy of Civil War reg·

ulation issue Holster - made

of top grain heavy leather with

stitched bottom ••.•••..• 9.95



ORDER HI70"
FROM YOUR

JOBBER
NOW!

FREE $6 Coupon
with each Package

Offer Ends May I, J960

Now with 50-shot automatic feed feature-for more ac
curacy-more sales appeal! Successfully introduced in
NRA's National Rifle Matches, Junior and Tyro School at

Camp Perry, Ohio. Approved for NRA 15-foot range
use at home and in clubs. Ideal for family fun

and inexpensive target practice.

$6 VALUE GUN FREE IN
SPRING PROMOTION PACKAGE OffER!

BB GUN
SHOOTING

RICOCHET
SOUND!
-with or without B ~ s !

Brand NEW 850-shot "97" makes
real ricochet sound when shooting
BBs-same exciting sound when
fired without BBs. A sensational
sales feature! Western styled.

pnICr.!:; 11lGHCfl CANADA

Big Spring Advertising on TV-IN COMICS-BOYS' LIFE

DAISY MANUFACTURING COMPANY· ROGERS, ARKANSAS, U.S.A.

Retail Value
(1) No.99 TARGET SPEC lo\L RIFLE...... $14.95
(2) No.97 RICOCHET SO ND BB GUN.. 19.90
(1) No. 25 PUMP GUN.. ; 9.95

(2) No. 107 SLIDE ACTIO RIFLE........ 15.90
(2) No.94 WESTERN CAR INE........ ,. 15.90
(2) No. 102 CUB GUNS... 11.90

TOTAL $88.50

With FREE 1 COUPON, .
STREAMER , AD MAT

PROMOTION PACK GE No. 00-61-0170
10 Individually Packed Cart ns in Shipping Container

Weighin 33 lbs.

'N~W TARGET GUN!
. .•.. j.

1Designed for MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING,

SPECIAL

TARGET
SHOOTING
FEATURES:

MODIFIED "BEAVERTAIL'"
FOREARM OF WOOD

HOODED 4-WAY FRONT SIGHT
WI':H 4 APERTURE Discs

(Illustrated

ADJUsfABLE TOP.*GRAIN
LEATHER SLING

Thick, heavy top grain leather sling
fully adjustable for all Official NRA
Sling Shooting Positions. .

Template and Directions for shorten
ing stock to fit shooter's arm-length.
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